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Foreword 

For over 140 years, amateur and professional paleontologists have been scouring the hills and stream valleys 
of Texas discovering the fossil evidence of this state's fascinating prehistory. Among those objects that have 
stimulated some of the greatest curiosity are the beautifully formed, diverse and easily found teeth and other 
remains of long extinct sharks and rays. 

These fishes are among the most adaptable and hardiest forms of life on this planet and have been here about 
100 times longer than man. Among these are some of the most aggressive and ferocious ~redators of either 

U U -- 
ancient or modem oceans. Today, as in the past, sharks and rays are found worldwide from polarto equatorial 
seas; at shallow to abyssal water depths; and in salt, brackish and fresh waters. 

Modem-day paleontologists strive to understand these ancient sharks and rays by comparing their teeth and 
other fossilized remains with skeletons of closely related living species. For example, the seemingly 
overwhelming task of separating a day's collection of fossil teeth into discrete species groups becomes a 
much simpler task once the principles of tooth variation (heterodonty) are understood. Within just one 
species of sharkorray, teeth can differdrastically in size and shapedepending on their position in themouth, 
the age of the individual and even its sex! 

Shark and ray teeth are extremely durable objects that resist deterioration and, because of their weight, may 
accumulate in large numbers within sedimentary lag deposits. Sharkand ray teeth are also abundant because 
every individual naturally sheds thousands of them throughout life. 

Excellent exposures of highly fossiliferous Cretaceous (131 to 66.5 million years ago) age rocks in Texas 
have made it possible for thousands of amateur and professional paleontologists to amass outstanding shark 
and ray tooth collections. From this successful collecting effort has risen an obvious need for assistance in 
the identification of the 80 or so shark and ray species known to date from the Cretaceous in Texas. 

After numerous requests by our friends, fellow collectors and colleagues, we decided to write The 
Collector's Guide to Fossil Sharks and Rays,from the Cretaceous of Texas. This book brings together in an 
easily understood way, thediverse elements of modem and ancient shark hard-part biology andpaleontology. 
Amateur and professional paleontologists alike will find this book to be a useful guide to the identification 
and understanding of Texas Cretaceous shark and ray teeth. 
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Preface 

The compilation of a guide book for the identification of Texas Cretaceous shark and ray teeth is a difficult 
task. It must be com~rehensive enouehTor the ~rofessional or serious collector and vet basic enough for the 

U L U 

beginner in paleontology. Unfortunately, no single format can please everyone. So, we selected a format 
to make the voluminous collection of data most accessible for the serious collector. 

Included in this book are all the species of Texas Cretaceous sharks and rays that have been published to date 
in the scientific literature. They are arranged, described and illustrated in the following pages according to 
their systematic classification- fromthe most primitive to the most advanced. This is apractical book with 
numerous firsthand observations and background research that was necessary to properly cover the topic. 

We have attempted to present a comprehensive overview of shark and ray hard-part biology and paleontol- 
ogy. A number of fundamental paleontological principles are introduced and the reader is provided with 
some general introductory information on the Cretaceous stratigraphy of Texas. For completeness, the 
student of fossil sharks will find chapters on Tooth Collecting, Fossil Preparation, Taking Care of Your 
Collection, Displaying Your Collection and Collecting Localities especially useful. 

During preparation of this book, we observed a number of shark and ray teeth that are new to science, found 
numerous teeth that were previously only poorly described in the literature and established new stratigraphic 
and geographic ranges for several species. These findings will be published in detail at a later date in the 
appropriate technical literature. 

There are numerous departures here from the purely technical taxonomic descriptions of species, documen- 
tation of localities, and lengthy comparisons with other known or closely related taxa. We have omitted most 
synonymies (chronologic listing of invalid names) and have limited reference citations to principal authors. 
The svstematics and taxonomv used here are current and the identifications conform to those most widelv 
in usk among paleontologis& today. This is not to say, however, that some identifications are nit 
controversial and subject to change after further study. A list of selected references for additional 
information on each species is provided for the serious collector. A glossary of technical terms is included 
at the end of this book. 

Emphasis has been placed on understanding the patterns and types of tooth variation among sharks andrays. 
This information is essential for identifying and distinguishing morphological variations that differentiate 
one species from other closely related forms. 

The photographs and illustrations in this book are all of Texas specimens and are largely taken from 
numerous private collections around the central and north central Texas area. An attempt has been made in 
most cases to select specimens that show the full range of variation within each species. 

Since this is a practical work, the writers will greatly appreciate additional observations by readers on the 
stratigraphic occurrence, maximum tooth size, unusual specimens, or new additions to the Cretaceous shark 
and ray fauna of Texas. 

Bruce J. Welton 
Roger F. Farish 
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Introduction 

Among Texas fossil collectors, there is a no more 
dedicated nor enthusiastic group than the one spe- 
cializing in the collection of fossilized shark and ray i 
teeth. Annually, thousands of amateur paleontolo- 
gists of all ages indulge in this activity for many 
reasons andat all levels of interest. Forthe persistent 
collector, teeth are found in abundance at numerous 
sites where Cretaceous rocks have been exposed 
through weathering and erosion. Popular collecting 
localities occurinroadcuts, quarries, creekand river 

- 
beds and at temporary exposures associated with 
construction for housing, highways and industry. 

Building a tooth collection can be a great hobby or 
the beginning of a rewarding scientific endeavor, 
stimulating your natural curiosity about these fasci- 
nating fishes. However, CAUTION is advised. 
Collecting fossil shark teeth may become an obses- 
sion with you like it has for some of us! 

Although the scope of this book is the Cretaceous of 
Texas, many of the figured species have cosmopoli- 
tan (worldwide) distributions. Aside from an intro- 
ductory section on Texas stratigraphy, all other 
chapters in this book address subjects of widespread 
interest to fossil shark and ray tooth collectors, 
regardless of the fossil's geologic age or geographic 
origin. 

All previously described sharks and rays found in 
the Cretaceous outcrops of Texas, from Sherman to 
San Antonio, then west to Big Bend, are included in 
this book. Most species the Texas collector encoun- 
ters are figured and easily identified. A number of 
sharks and rays having very small teeth, which are 
only found by using special collecting methods, 
have also been included, as have teeth representing 
new genera and species that have yet to be formally 
named in the scientific literature. Finally, teeth of a 
few species are extremely rare, known only by one 
or two records in Texas. 

Except for the absence of earliest Cretaceous 
(Neocomian) rocks in Texas, and hence any fossil 
record of this time period, the remaining Cretaceous 
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Introduction 

(Aptian to Maestrichtian) strata record a nearly 
unbroken sequence of warm tropical marine sedi- 
mentation. Within this heterogeneous succession of 
sands, shales, chalks and limestones is found a 
remarkably rich and diverse shark and ray fauna in 
excess of eighty species. 

The oldest Texas Cretaceous sharks and rays are 
found in fresh, brackish and shallow marine envi- 
ronments of the Trinity and Fredericksburg groups. 
Deposits such as the Paluxy and Glen Rose forma- 
tions yield a characteristically sparse shark and ray 
fauna. Teeth are rarely found in the overlying Wal- 
nut, Comanche Peak and Goodland formations, nor 
are they common in basal Washita Group rocks. 
Then, in the latest Albian, shark and ray teeth appear 
in abundance beginning with the Weno and Pawpaw 
formations and continue upward into the Upper 
Cretaceous (Cenomanian) Grayson, Pepper and 
Woodbine formations. The teeth are especially 
abundant throughout the Eagle Ford Group 
(Cenomanian-Turonian) and in the overlying 
Coniacian age basal Atco Formation of the Austin 
Group (but not formations above the Atco), and 
most formations comprising the overlying Taylor 
(Campanian) and Navarro (Maestrichtian) groups. 

Numerous paleontological studies describing the 
Cretaceous sharks and rays of Texas have been 
published since the mid 1800s and, unfortunately, 
the only comprehensive work is an unpublished 
1975 doctoral dissertation by Robert Meyer. In the 
eighteen years since Meyer completed his outstand- 
ing research, many new specimens have been found 
and a substantial number of changes have taken 
place in shark and ray systematics and taxonomy 
whicheitherinvalidateor significantly altermany of 
his original conclusions and interpretations. 

This book is not a revision of Meyer (1975) but a 
completely new interpretation of Texas Cretaceous 
sharks and rays based on reexamination of pertinent 
museum collections and numerous private collec- 
tions. Supplementing the above datais an extensive 
chronostratigraphic collection of teeth based on our 
own resampling efforts. New collecting methods, 
largely involving the bulk sampling, acidconcentra- 
tion and microsieving of fossiliferous rocks, led to 
the discovery of many new genera and species, new 

stratigraphic and chronologic ranges and the addi- 
tion of several species representing orders and fami- 
lies of sharks that were not previously reported from 
the Texas Cretaceous. 

Identifying your Cretaceous shark and ray teeth is 
our primary concern in writing this book. To this 
end, we provide a well illustrated and easy-to-use 
identification guide, plus substantial supporting in- 
formation covering a wide range of topics that 
collectively define the hobby or avocation of shark 
and ray paleontology. 
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Chapter 1 

Geology 

The most successful Texas fossil shark tooth col- 
lectors are, without doubt, individuals who have 
keen eyesight, persistence, and most importantly, a 
good working knowledge of Texas Cretaceous ge- 
ology. Shark teeth are not found everywhere. Some 
geologic formations are more fossiliferous than 
others; successful collectors know this and con- 
centrate their efforts on the most productive beds. 
The presence or absence of teeth, their abundance, 
size range and diversity (number of species) at any 
locality are attributes controlled by the environment 
at the time of deposition. These are factors such as 
depth, salinity and temperature of the water, abun- 
dance of food, rate of sediment accumulation, 
taphonomy (the postmortem history of the shark) 
and changes that take place to organic matter after 
burial. 

Clearly, an understanding of Texas Cretaceous ge- 
ology is essential background for appreciating the 
teeth vou have found. Knowine where vou are 
collecting geologically enables you to communicate 
this information to others and will be of assistance to 
you in collecting the same formation at other lo- 
calities. It is valuable scientific data that should 
always be recorded and kept with the teeth you find 
and is essential for any paleontological study. The 
following section provides the geologic framework 
and terminology you will need to fully utilize this 
book. 

EUROPEAN STAGE AGES 

The Cretaceous rocks in Texas contain abundant 
invertebrate fossils somewhat similar to the modem 
chambered nautilus (cephalopods) but belonging to 
an extinct group of animals called ammonites. Pa- 
leontologists use ammonites, among other groups, 
to determine the age of the rocks they are found in. 
A series of ammonite stages, representing distinct 
periods in geologic time, was originally established 

in Europe and subsequently recognized and refined 
in North America (Figure 1). Thus, ammonites, as 
well as other marine invertebrates with restricted 
life spans, have proven useful as markers for the 
various stages of the Cretaceous. 

If ammonites are not found within the stratigraphic 
section you, would like to date, then an approximate 

Texas Europe 

Figure 1. Subdivisions of the Texas Cretaceous and their relation to 
European stages. Modified from Amsbury (1974: Figure 1). 
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age can be inferred by bracketing the sequence with iarwithformationX,thenlittleinformationisshared. 
dated rocks occuning above and below that section. However, if you are told that formation X is 
Absolute dates, in terms of millions of years, have Campanian in age, then it is possible to relate these 
been assigned to these European ammonite stages fossils to all other Campanian age species world- 
by radiometrically dating the rocks using the po- wide. 
tassium-argon method. 

Figure 1 shows the European ammonite stages as 
applied to the Texas Cretaceous and we strongly THE TEXAS CRETACEOUS 
recommend that you become familiar with these 
names. Using these stage ages facilitates communi- The Cretaceous Period spans a time range from 13 1 
cation. If someone tells you they found a certain to 66.5 million years ago (mya). A geologic map of 
species of shark in formation X and you areunfamil- Texas (Figure 2) shows a wide Cretaceous outcrop 

............. 
-----P-- ............. ............. l ............. ............. ............. ............. ............. ............. 

I ............. .............. I ( ............. upper cretaceous 
I .............. ............. .............. ............. 

l l 
I 
I 
I 

Lower Cretaceous 

----_ 

SCALE 
o 50 (W 1% 200 MKES . C_( 

Figure 2. Geologic map of Texas showing the disvibution of Lower and Upper Cretaceous rocks. Modified from Stose (1946) and Perkins 
(1960). 
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The Texas Cretaceous 

Late Early Albian 
(105 mya) 

: Early Turonian 
(91 mya) 

,'.l. ' 

Early Campanian 
(80 mya) 

, Maestrichtian 
(73 mya) 

Figure 3. Generalized maps of North America showing the extent of the Western Interior Cretaceous Seaway during the late early Albian, late 
early Tumnian, early Campanian,andtheearly Maesnichtian. Stippledpattem indicates water. Maps adapted from Williams and Stelck(1975). 
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belt extending roughly northeast-southwest from 
the Texas-Oklahoma border to Mexico. Sometimes 
over 100 miles wide, this belt passes through 
Dallas-Fort Worth, Waco, Austin then westward 
from San Antonio to Big Bend and beyond. 

Throughout most of the Cretaceous period, a great 
seaway extended across Texas and divided North 
America into two widely separated land masses 
(Figure 3). At its maximum extent, this interior or 
epicontinental sea extended from Arctic Canada and 
Alaska south to the Gulf of Mexico, approximately 
4800 kilometers (3000 miles). 

Shoreline deposits suggest that this seaway had a 
maximum width of about 1620 kilometers (1000 
miles). The seaway's size and shape changed many 
times during the Cretaceous due to fluctuations in 
sea level, tectonics (mountain building) and rates of 
sedimentation as deltaic deposits built out from the 
shoreline. 

The seaway was initially flooded from the north 
during the Aptian Stage (Lower Cretaceous). By 
middle Albian, acontinuous marine seaway extended 
from the Gulf of Mexico to the Arctic Sea. After a 
brief marine regression in the late Albian, the two 
arms of the seaway again joinedin the latest Albian- 
earliest Cenomanian time and remained as a con- 
tinuous marine system for nearly 30 million years. 

These seas moved back and forth across Texas 
numerous times during the Cretaceous, leaving be- 
hind over 15,000 feet of highly fossiliferous sedi- 
ments. Except for some Trinity and Woodbine 
sands, which are at least partly nonmarine, the vast 
majority of Texas Cretaceous sediments were laid 
down under subtropical marine conditions. 

STRATIGRAPHY 

The Cretaceous rocks of Texas are subdivided into 

Comanche series is subdivided into, from oldest to 
youngest, theTrinity, Fredericksburgand Wash- 
ita groups (Figure 5). 

Each group consists of one or more geologic forma- 
tions - bodies of rock large enough to be mapped. 
Formations have well defined stratigraphic tops and 
bases and are composed of characteristic rock types 
(e.g., sandstone, limestone, chalk, etc.). Formations 
are the essential units in the classification of local 
stratigraphic sequences and are the product of a 
particular set of depositional events. Formations 
may have very broad or only limited geographic 
extent and they may vary greatly in thickness 
throughout their range. 

The correlation charts shown in Figures 4 and 5 
illustrate generalized stratigraphic sections for the 
Dallas, Austin, Waco, MarathoniBig Bend and 
Fannin County areas of Texas. As you can see, the 
formational names for time-equivalent intervals are 
not necessarily the same between geographic areas. 
An exampleis the Cenomanian WoodbineFormation 
of the Dallas area and the correlative (time-equiva- 
lent) Pepper Formation of the Austin and Waco 
areas. The sandy Woodbine Formation was depos- 
ited in a variety of near-shore marine and terrestrial 
environments. The clay-rich Pepper Formation was 
also deposited during Woodbine time but further 
from shore in deeper and quieter water. 

The stratigraphic range and occurrence of each 
species of fossil shark and ray from the Cretaceous 
of Texas is given in the Species Identification sec- 
tion of this book. Refer back to Figures 4 and 5 for 
details on the age and correlation of sharktooth- 
bearing formations. 

Knowing which formation you are collecting in and 
where you are stratigraphically within the geologic 
section is useful information. Often, an experienced 
collector can supply you with these facts or you may 
want to obtain the opinion of a professional geolo- 
gist or ualeontologist. Also, a number of excellent 

two well defined series: Gulf (approximately Upper public~tions and-geologic' maps describing the 
Cretaceous) and Comanche (approximately Lower Cretaceous s t ra t imhy of Texas are available from - - -  
Cretaceous). The Gulf Series Gludes, from oldest the Bureau of Economic Geology at the University 
to youngest, the Woodbine, Eagle Ford, Austin, of Texas in Austin. 
Taylor and Navarro groups (Figure 4). The older 
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BIG BEND AUSTIN WACO DALLAS FANNIN CO. 

BROWNSTOWN 

UPPER CHALK UPPER CHALK 

MIDDLE MARL MIDDLE MARL MIDDLE MARL 

BOULDIN FLAGS 

Undifferentiated 

EAGLE FORD 

Figure 4. .\pc and pcncralizcd itrar~praphic conclaion o f  Cppcr Crctaccouc rucks in rhc Blp Bend. .\u\lin. \Vaco. D3llas and l.annin counrv 
arc3cofTevai3irerliurkel1 I')h5,.l'e~~-enol l < ) l > l ) ) .Y~~np~  IL)77. I'~X1r.Ihya11dCIarke1 I O X I  .Yoon~n!,cl\\ 'oodr~Vl~ I4X51,Kcnnrd\ I 1988 . 
Jiang (19891, Thompson (1991) and R O ~ C  et rrl. (1992). - 
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BIG BEND AUSTIN WACO DALLAS FANNlN CO. 

Figures. Age and generalized stratigraphic correlation of Lower Cretaceonsrocks inBig Bend, Austin, Waco, Dallas andFannin county areas 
of Texas after Perkins (1960). Burket (1965). Young (1967, 1977) and Bmwn (1971). 
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Chapter 2 

Sharks and Rays 

All sharks and rays plus their relatives the chimaera ish water estuaries and fresh water rivers and lakes. 
and ratfishes are members of the Class They reach their greatest diversity in tropical and 
Chondrichthyes (cartilage + fishes). warm temperate waters and are found worldwide at 
Chondrichthians differ from almost all other fish in all latitudes and at depths ranging from abyssal to - - 
having no bone at all in their skeleton. They are also intertidal. 
distinctive for having a solid braincase (chondro- 
cranium), tooth-likeplacoid scales, teeth anchored 
to a membrane and restricted to the jaw margins, a 
series of external gill openings, lack of a gas bladder 
plus many other distinguishing attributes. 

The Class Chondrichthyes is divided into two sub- 
classes: the Elasmobranchii (plate + gills) includ- 
ing all modern and fossil sharks and rays, and the 
Holocephali containing chimaeroids and ratfishes 
(Figure 6). The holocephalians are not discussed 
further in this book. Modem sharks and rays are 
primarily marine fishes but some also inhabit brack- 

Compagno (1982) compiled data on the total lengths 
attained by 296 modem shark species and found that 
their average maximumadult size is about 1.5 meters 
or 4.9 feet. The smallest living adult shark, 
Euprotomicrus, is barely 20 centimeters or less than 
8 inches in total length. At the other end of the scale 
is the whale shark, Rhincodon, known to be over 15 
meters or 49 feet long! Interestingly, the world's 
two largest sharks, Rhincodon and Cetorhinus 
(basking shark), are pelagic fishes that feed almost 
entirely on microscopic marine plankton. 

data 
rates) 

Subclc 
Elasmobri 

I 
I I 

(Sharks & l 1 

Class 
Osteichthyes 

(Bony Fish) 

Figure 6. Phylogenetic relationships of the class Chondrichthyes. 

Class Amphibians 

Chondrichthyes Reptiles 
Birds 

(Cartilaginous Fish) Mammals 
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(Chimeras) 

l 
- 
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Sharks and Rays 

Sharks and rays differ markedly from one another in 
ways that relate to divergent habits. Many sharks are 
predacious fishes with streamlined bodies and large, 
strong tails. Their paired fins have narrow bases and 
their gill slits are lateral in position. Most rays, in 
contrast, spend much of their time resting on the 
bottom or swimming sluggishly along in search of 
shellfishes or other relatively inactive food. Their 
bodies differ from sharks in being flattened (pan- 
cake-like), their pectoral fins are fused to the head, 
the gill openings are ventral and the pectoral girdle 
is attached or articulates with a series of fused 
cervical vertebrae called a synarcual. 

THE FOSSIL RECORD 

The origin of the chondrichthyes is essentially un- 
known, with possible but unidentified ancestors 
among Paleozoic placoderms andlor acanthodians. 
The oldest demonstrable sharks are found in the 
Devonian Period, over 350 million years ago. 

The problems of deciphering chondrichthian origins 
arise from inadequate preservation of the cartilagi- 
nous endoskeleton and because the exoskeleton, 
with rare exceptions, consists only of dermal scales 
or denticles and spines. Cartilage seldom preserves 
well unless it has been calcified (mineralized). Cal- 
cification, in general, and particularly as it applies to 
vertebrae, is a rather advanced feature that is lacking 
inmost Paleozoic sharks, but is present in many later 
Mesozoic, Cenozoic and living sharks and rays. 
Occasionally, however, cartilaginous skeletons are 
preserved and, in rare instances, the full body form, 
including impressions of soft tissue, is found. 

The fossil record of sharks and rays consists mainly 
of unassociated or isolated teeth, spines and scales. 
Although sharks first appear in the Devonian Period, 
rays are not found until much later, in the Lower 
Jurassic. These early rays are guitarfishes, similar 
to living forms but more primitive in several charac- 
teristics including the presence of fin spines and a 
very short synarcual. All other rays may ultimately 
be derived from guitarfishes, but this evolutionary 
relationship is poorly understood. 

TEXAS CRETACEOUS SHARKS AND 
RAYS 

The Cretaceous Period was an exciting time in the 
history of elasmobranch evolution. During this 64.5 
million year period, many modem shark and ray 
families, and even genera, make their first appear- 
ance. It was a time in which the number of species 
literally exploded relative to what is known about 
earlier Mesozoic fishes. Then, ending the Creta- 
ceous was an extinction event that saw the demise of 
many animal and plant groups, including the dino- 
saurs, and also had an impact on shark and ray 
diversity. In spite of this late Mesozoic extinction, 
17 of the 24 shark families (70%) and 4 of the 9 ray 
families (44%) found in the Cretaceous are still 
present today. 

Texas has an excellent fossil record of Cretaceous 
sharks andrays. Cappetta(1987)listsapproximately 
96 genera of elasmobranchs that he considers to be 
valid taxa from the Cretaceous worldwide. One- 
fourth of these genera occur in Texas and numerous 
undescribed forms are awaiting study. Sharks and 
rays from Texas Aptian through Maestrichtian strata 
are well represented across a broad spectrum of 
environmental settings including nonmarine fluvial, 
brackish estuarine, coastal deltaic and inner to outer 
marine shelf settings. Water temperatures were 
primarily tropical to warm temperate. 

Among the best represented sharks and rays, in 
terms of their abundance, species diversity and dis- 
tribution throughout the Cretaceous, are hybodonts 
belonging to the genus Ptychodus; carpet sharks or 
orectolobids; small to very large predacious sharks 
belonging to the Order Lamnifonnes; and diverse 
bottom-dwelling sawfishes (rays). 
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Chapter 3 

Shark and Ray Hard Parts 

Almost everything we know about fossil elasmo- 
branch fishes, including their anatomy, evolution- 
ary relationships, geographic and geologic 
distribution and paleoecology, is based on studies of 
their mineralized skeletal structures, their sedimen- 
tologic context and the fossilized animals and plants 
found in association with them. 

Although living sharks and rays are separated from 
their earliest ancestors by over 350 million years, a 
substantial amount of information can be gained by 
studying the biology of modem sharks and rays and 
using this information to interpret the fossil record. 
This is especially true for Cretaceous sharks and 
rays, many of which are closely related to living 
genera in taxonomy and in form and function. 

The convention of using comparative anatomy as 
the basis for umaveling the fossil record constitutes 
the foundation for modem shark paleontology. This 
chapter describes the basics of elasmobranch hard- 
part biology as it applies to the study of Texas 
Cretaceous sharks and rays. 

Elasmobranch hard uarts are comuonents of either 
the endoskeleton o r h e  exoskeleth. Endoskeletal 
elements include cartilages of the skull (chondrocra- 
nium), jaws and gill supports, vertebrae and the 
vertebral column (axial skeleton), fin radials and . . 
supports, pectoral and pelvic girdles and clasper 
cartilages (awwendicular skeleton). Preservation 

placoid scales (dermal denticles); fin and head 
(cephalic) spines; rostra1 teeth (sawfishes and 
sawsharks) and oral teeth. Modem, and presumably 
ancient, sharks and rays also have fossilizable cal- 
careous granules or statoliths within their otic (ear) 
capsules. 

The mineralized and very durable nature of these 
exoskeletal elements accounts for their abundance 
in the fossil record. As pointed out previously, teeth 
are the most common exoskeletal elements in the 
Texas Cretaceous. Placoid scales and dermal den- 
ticles are also common but usually overlooked be- 
cause of their small size (often < 1 millimeter) and 
the necessity of using special techniques to collect 
them. Rostral (snout) teeth of bottom-dwelling 
(sclerorhypchid) rays are especially common in the 
Upper Cretaceous, and both Trinity and Woodbine 
sands yield fragmentary hybodont shark dorsal fin 
and cephalic spines. The following discussion of 
hard parts, appropriately emphasizing the elasmo- 
branch dentition, defines a terminology for the de- 
scription of teeth and presents the fundamentals of 
heterodonty (tooth variation) in sharks and rays. All 
other endoskeletal and exoskeletal elements are 
reviewedunder the secondpart of thechapter, Other 
Hard Parts. 

THE DENTITION 
of these cartilages usually requires that they be at 
least mineralized (calcified) during life. Aside from Teeth of the elasmobranchs range between sharp or 
unusual environments of preservation, calcified prehensile and crushing types. Between these ex- 
vertebrae and cartilage fragments are the only com- tremes, multitudes of complex patterns occur. The 
mon endoskeletal elements found in the Texas following section addresses in detail these dental 
Cretaceous. variations, relying largely on observations made on 

the teeth in modern sharks and rays. 
The exoskeleton (dermal skeleton) is made up of 
exposed, hard, mineralized (phosphaticlapatitic) 
structures including placoid scales that cover the 
body surface, mouth cavity and gill bars; enlarged 
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Shark and Ray Hard Parts 

Tooth Replacement 

Sharks and rays have a polyphyodont dentition; 
that is, they shedold teeth andrevlace them withnew 
ones &roughout their lives. ~ i i u r e  7 illustrates this 
process. Teeth develop along the inner surface of 
the jaw cartilage in association with infolding of 
epidermal tissue. They are attached to the dental 
membrane and advance anteriorly in a conveyor- 
belt fashion, erupt and become functional for a time. 

but the roots will always be fully developed. In 
contrast, the teeth lost as a result of the death of an 
individual will contain all tooth growth stages from 
simple enameloid caps through intermediate and 
mature stages of root and crown formation. An 
example of one such developmental sequence is 
evident in the associated dentition of the late Alhian 
shark Paraisurus compressus (Figure 8). Often, 
collectors assume that a tooth with a poorly formed 
root is broken when in fact it may he an incompletely 
developed, nonfunctional, replacement tooth. 

Figure S. Ontogenetic growth series of teeth from an associated 
dentitionofPamisunrscompressus(Albian, WenoFormation,Tarrant 
County) illustrating the progression of root and crown development 
(A-E). Immature tooth (A) has only a thin enameloid cap and no 
crown-filling dentine. Mature tooth (E) has afully formed crown and 
root. Scale line = l cm. 

Tooth Orientation 

Figure 7. Cross section through the lower jaw (Meckel's cartilage) 
of the sand tiger shark Carcharias taurus Rafinesque 1810 showing Describing teeth requires a terminology that clearly 
the ontogeny of an anterior tooth row A-D. A) new tooth, B) Conveys tooth orientation. The following terms 
incomplete replacement tooth, C) fully formed nonfunctional pertain, in part, to a single tooth (Figure 9) or the 
replacement tooth, D) functional tooth. Scale line = 1 cm. entire dentition (Figure 10). 

An enamel-like crown cap forms first. The root 
develops later, filling in the crown, and becomes 
fully formed by the time the tooth reaches a func- 
tional position. 

Many teeth are lost in the feeding process but many 
others are simply shed due to this conveyor-belt 
process. This is one reason shark teeth are so 
common in the fossil record. Teeth that have been 
shed during life may have broken or worn crowns, 

Upper and lower teeth refer to the teeth from the 
upper jaw (palatoquadrate cartilage) and the 
lower jaw (Meckel's cartilage). 

Symphysis is the midline of each jaw where the left 
and right jaw cartilages meet. 

Labial and lingual refer to the faces of the tooth. 
The lingual side is toward the tongue (inner face) 
and the labial side is toward the lips (outer face). 
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Tooth Replacement and Orientation 

+ Mesial Distal ---m- 

Lingual Face 

Figure 9. Tooth orientation terminology. 

+ Distal Mesial 4 

Labial Face 

Figure 10. Tooth orientation and series-row terminology applied to the lowerjaw of the modem sand tiger shark Carchark taurusRafinesque 
1810. Scale line = l cm. 
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Shark and Rav Hard Parts 

Mesial and distal refer to the sides of teeth. Mesial 
is toward the jaw symphysis (midline) and distal is 
toward the hinge of the jaw (corners). 

Apical and basal refer tothe top or bottom of a tooth. 
The tip of the crown or cusp is apical and the root or 
base is basal. 

Series and Row Configurations 

Tooth series and row relationships are best studied 
in modern wet-preserved or cleaned and dried shark 
and ray jaws. The mesodistal alignment of teeth 
along the jaw edge is termed a series (Figure 10). 
The labiolingual sequence of teeth leading from the 
inner surface of the jaw to the functional tooth 
position and comprising a continuous ontogenetic 
progression is termed a row (Figure 10). 

At least six different series-row configurations are 
found among the Elasmobranchii and these are 
illustrated in Figure l l. Each pattern can be de- 
scribed in terms of the relationship of a single tooth 
with other teeth in the same row and according to 
their spatial relationship to teeth in adjacent rows. 

An independent configuration is one in which the 
tooth is not in contact with any other tooth; e.g., the 
modem basking shark Cetorhinus. A juxtaposed 
arrangement is one where all teeth in the row abut 
with the mesial or distal ends of teeth in adjacent 
rows and the rows are aligned in parallel columns 
(i.e., they do not alternate or interlock labially and 
lingually with adjacent teeth in the same row; e.g., 
Hexanchus and Squalicorax. An imbricate ar- 
rangement develops by the shingle-like overlap of 
adjacent teeth in all rows, thus forming acontinuous 
interlocking knife-like series; e.g., most squaloid 
sharks. The term alternate pattern applies when 
every other tooth in each row is offset mesially or 
distally by about half a tooth width; e.g., many 
carcharhinid sharks. Row locking occurs when the 
protruding (convex) labial root or crown face of one 
row tooth articulates or interlocks with an embayed 
lingual crown or root face of the next labial tooth in 
the row; e.g., Ptychodus. Interlocking row teeth can 
also articulate with adjacent row teeth. The last 
pattern generalizes what is actually a complex of 
many different styles of articulation and interlock- 

lndeoendent 

Juxtaposed 

Imbricate 

Alternate 
----D 
m----m 
--D=- 
Row Locking 

- - m - -  
- 1 -  
- - m - -  
Pavement 

Figure 11. Occlusal view of generalized series-row twth patterns 
found in sharks and rays. 

ing morphologies. The pavement dentition is a tight 
pattern of all the teeth and is used for crushing prey. 
This configuration is most highly developed among 
the rays. 

Homodonty 

Homodonty means that all the teeth in the mouth 
have the same shape and are approximately the same 
size. It is doubtful that there are any truly homodont 
sharks or rays, although some approach this condi- 
tion. 
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Row Groups and Dental Fonnulas 

Monognathic Heterodonty 

Lower 

Dignathic Heterodonty 
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Ontogenetic Heterodonty 
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Fieure 12. Examoles o f  monoenathic. dienathic. ontoeenetic and sexual dental heterodontv. Strong dienathic heterodontv is illustrated in the - .  
upper and loucrrighrdentitionoitl~c niodern vxgill sharklIrxo,z~~kurgnreuc. Gradient monugnalhic hetermlnnry i\.;hnu,n in the right dentition 
of the modern tlgcr shxk GnIeucrr~1,lo cuvier. The louer let1 denml series o f  the modern horn <hark H ~ ~ r ~ r ~ d r , n u ~ s  f'unrtrconar, showc uel l  
dc\~clopcdontogenetic heterudun~! betweentmmature.j.lvenlleaml aJ~~l l< lcnt i l lon~.  Dcnul scxual hetemJg~ntv ~<wc l l  lllu\trdtcd hv theohv i#~u~ 
differences hetueen malc and fcmalc rccth i n  the stingray Dasgnris. Thr J;~shed \cntcal 11nc indicatei ihc posiliun ul the jaw symphysis. 
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Heterodonty 

The opposite of homodonty is heterodonty, which 
simply means tooth variation. Teeth can vary in size 
and shape along the jaw, between the upper and 
lowerjaws, between sexes, with age or between two 
or more individuals of the same sex and age. 

Changes in tooth shape along a dental series can be 
gradational (slowly changing crown size and incli- 
nation in a mesial to distal direction) or disjunct 
(abrupt). Four major patterns of heterodonty in 
sharks and rays were defined by Compagno (1970). 
Although the extremes of each heterodonty type are 
distinct, mostpatterns gradeintooneanother. These 
four types of heterodonty are defined next and 
illustrated in Figure 12. 

Monognathic heterodonty: changes in tooth shape 
from mesial to distal along the dental series in either 
the upper or lower jaw. 

Dignathic heterodonty: differences between teeth 
opposing each other in upper and lower jaws. 

Ontogenetic heterodonty: changes in tooth shape 
throughout life as the shark or ray grows. 

Sexual dental heterodonty: different tooth shapes 
in similar rowgroup positions in males and females 
of the same species and life stage. 

Rowgroups and Dental Formulas 

It is possible to subdivide the dental series into 
clusters or groups of adjacent rows (rowgroups) 
basedon tooth size, shape and position relative to the 
mandibular (jaw) symphysis. Clearly, a dentition 
with pronounced disjunct monognathic heterodonty 
will have more rowgroups than one with weak 
gradient heterodonty. 

way that a biologist groups mammalian teeth into 
incisors, canines, premolars and molars. Applegate 
(1965) and others have added the terms posteriors, 
medials, alternates and parasymphysials to de- 
scribe rowgroups found in other elasmobranchs. 

Figure 13 is an example of the application of this 
rowgroup terminology to the upper and lower right 
dentition of the modem sand tiger shark Carcharias 
taurus. Thestrongdisjunctmonognathicheterodonty 
in both jaws makes it relatively easy to subdivide the 
dental series into distinct rowgroups. In sharks or 
rays with poorly developed heterodonty, few 
rowgroup distinctions can be made and tooth types 
grade into one another. The latter example employs 
terms such as anterolaterals to express this grada- 
tional dental character. 

Dental formulas provide a convenient method for 
recording the sequence of tooth types and number of 
rows within each rowgroup in the upper and lower 
dental series. Because the right and left jaw halves 
areusually symmetrical, it is theconvention to write 
the dental formul'a for only the right upper and lower 
jaws. As Figure 13 illustrates, the tooth rowgroup 
terns are abbreviated: A = anterior, I = intermediate, 
L = lateral, P = posterior and S = symphysial. The 
rows comprising each rowgroup are numbered 1,2, 
3, etc. in amesial to distal direction along the dental 
series. 

The dental formula progresses from left to right, 
beginning at the jaw symphysis, using the abbrevi- 
ated rowgroup name followed by the number of 
rows in the group. A horizontal line separates the 
teeth of the upper and lower jaws. The dental 
formula for the series of teeth illustrated in Figure 13 
is written as follows: 

A rowgroup terminology was originally proposed Tooth Sets 
by Leriche in 1905 to describe the strong disjunct 
monognathic and dignathic heterodonty in the sand Comparative studies of living, and fossil (Cretaceous 
tiger ;hark ~dontasbis  ferox. Leriche &signed the andyounger)elasmobranchdentitions haverevealed 
terms symphysials, anteriors, intermediates and asurprisingdegreeof stability in the dental formulas 
laterals to different tooth types in much the same of some sharkgroups. The recognition of this fact 
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Tooth Sets 

Upper Right Tooth Series 

S AI A2 A3 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 PI-6 

Lower Right Tooth Series 

Figure 13. Application of tooth rowgroup terminology and dental formulas to the upper and lower right tooth series of Carcharias taurus 
Rafinesque 1810. Abbreviations: A = Anterior, I = Intermediate, L = Lateral. P = Posterior, S = Symphysial. Scale line = l cm. 

adds validity to the use of modern elasmobranch 
dental formulas as a guide or model for the recon- 
struction of fossil shark and ray dentitions. 

A complete upper and lower dental sequence includ- 
ing all tooth types and rows from the mandibular 
symphysis to the distal end of the dental series is 
termed a tooth set. The exact rowgroup configura- 
tion in any fossil shark or ray can be proven only 
under exceutional conditions of uresewation where 

associated tooth sets. Morecommonly, the artificial 
tooth set is developed using a modern shark or ray 
dentition as a model. Individual tooth positions are 
selected based on the range of tooth morphologies 
present in the fossil sample. 

Compare the natural tooth set of the modem por- 
beagle shark Lamna nasus (Bonnaterre 1788) with 
the artificial tooth set of the Cretaceous lamnoid 
Cretolamna appendiculata (Agassiz 1843) in Fix- 

the teeth ari  still in place in the jaws. This is termed ure 14. The dental formulae arealmost identical anh 
a natural tooth set. An examule is the dentition of note the close resemblance in crown and root shape 
Ptychodus rugosus, which i's illustrated in the 
identification section of this book. An associated 
tooth set is one based on the teeth of an individual 
shark or ray where the teeth were found displaced 
from their natural positions. Here, a certain amount 
of interpretationis necessary to reassemble the dental 
series. The identification section of this book il- 
lustrates tooth sets of Ptychodus whipplei, P. mortoni, 
Paraisurus compressus and Cretoxyrhina mantelli, 
which areall basedon associateddentitions. Finally, 
an artificial tooth set can be constructed from a 
number of tooth types from one locality that are 
believed to belong to one species. In doing this, 
comparisons are made with known related natural or 

for all tooth rowgroups. This artificial tooth set-is 
based on a sample of 160 teeth from one locality in 
the Albian of Texas. 

One should never hesitate to construct a tooth set of 
any kind as long as it is based on an adequate sample 
size and a reasonable modern analog. Once devel- 
oped, the merits of the tooth set can be debated; 
otherwise, there is nothing to discuss! 

It is obvious from the preceding discussion of 
heterodonty that comparative studies of the teeth in 
modem sharks and rays are absolutely essential for 
the accurate interpretation of fossil species. When 
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Figure 14. Comparison of a natural tooth set of the modem porbeagle shark Lamm nasus (Bonnaterre 1788) (2476 mm total length, sex 
unknown; from the Mediterranean) with an artificial tooth set of the Cretaceous lamnifom Crerulamna appendiculata (Agassiz 1843) (Weno 
Formation, late Albian, Tarrant County). Scale Line = I cm. 

attempting to identify shark or ray teeth, keep these 
patterns of heterodonty foremost in your mind. 
Strive to explain tooth differences in terms of tooth 
placement in the jaw before assuming you have 
found different species. 

When comparing two teeth of similar shape but 
greatly different size, consider the possibility of 
ontogenetic heterodonty o r  sexual dental 
heterodonty. This is especially true in rays having 
radically different tooth shape or with modem coun- 
terparts that exhibit this attribute. 

Heterodonty and Species Diversity 

conflicting identifications. Many historical factors 
contributed to this situation but the principal cause 
has been a failure of paleontologists to understand 
how much variation does exist in tooth shape. 

The number of named species for some genera has 
been inflated because different tooth rowgroup po- 
sitions, variations, ontogenetic stages and even pa- 
thologies were ascribed to new species and even 
new genera in some cases. There are at least sixty- 
five nominal species defined on this basis for the 
Miocene great white shark Carcharocles megalodon 
(Agassiz) and over fifty species of the bat sting ray 
Myliobatis based on a highly variable dentition 
lacking few diagnostic characteristics. 

Anyone who has seriously, or even casually, re- Today, we know that many modem and fossil sharks 
searched the literature on fossil sharks must be have worldwide distributions but to some early 
overwhelmed and confused by the number of de- shark paleontologists and neoichthyologists, geo- 
scrihed species (nominal species), synonyms and graphic separation, in the absence of tooth or other 
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morphological differences, was sufficient basis for 
establishing a new species. 

In recent years, most shark paleontologists have 
become acutely aware of the implications of 
heterodonty and revisionary studies are significantly 
reducing the number of fossil species in selected 
groups. 

Splitters and Lumpers 

As you have read from the preceding discussion of 
heterodonty and species diversity, the number of 
named fossil species for some groups has been 
greatly exaggerated (for example, species of the 
genus Ptychodus). In the past, paleontologists re- 
ferred to as splitters ascribed great significance to 
every minor tooth detail and thus erected new spe- 
cies for every tooth shape encountered. This has 
been especially true for shark and ray groups having 
strong disjunct monognathic or dignathic 
heterodonty. Splitting almost always occurs when 
the range of tooth variation (heterodonty) within a 
species is poorly understood. The consequence of 
this taxonomic practice is that some elasmobranch 
groups appear as if they were more diverse in the 
past than they actually were. 

At theother endof the spectrum from splitters are the 
lumpers who ignore minor differences in the recog- 
nition or definition of species and genera. Lumpers 
take a very conservative approach to taxonomy and, 
in the case of elasmobranch teeth, have a much 
broader concept of the morphological species than 
splitters. Thus, two or more closely related species 
are likely to be combined into one species if they 
have strong gradient monognathic and weak 
dignathic heterodonty. Because of lumping, the 
number offossil speciesdescribed for selected shark 
and ray groups is much smaller than it should be. 
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Tooth Terminology 

The tooth terminology used throughout this book is defined and illustrated on the following pages. As with 
any other branch of zoology, a specialized series of terms describes the diverse morphological characters 
found in the dentitions of elasmobranch fishes. 

The terms defined here and keyed to illustrations in Figure 15 are commonly used by many paleontologists. 
They are applied extensively in the species identification section of this book and the reader is encouraged 
to become familiar with them. 

Shark and ray teeth consist of two basic parts, crown and root. These structures can be simple or complex 
depending on the species under consideration. No single tooth possesses all the features defined by the 
following terms. 
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Tooth Terminology 

Crown Terms 

Barb: Hook-like, enameloid-covered crown promi- 
nence situatedon the posterior border of rostral teeth 
of some fossil and recent sawfishes and sawsharks. 

Basal Ledge: Ledge formed by expansion of the 
crown foot above the root. , 

Blade: Modification of the crown always mesial or 
distal to a cusp or cusplet(s) bearing a cutting ridge 
along its apical surface. 

Crown: Pointed or rounded, enameloid-covered 
portion of an oral or rostral tooth, scale or denticle, 
supporting blades, cusplets, cusps and shoulders. 

Crown Foot: Base of the crown where it joins the 
root. 

Cusp: Principal crown prominence. May be blade- 
like (labiolingually compressed) or knob-like (mas- 
sive and rounded). 

Cusplet: One ormore, oftenpaired, small miniature 
cusps usually situated at the mesial andlor distal 
base of the cusp. 

Cutting Ridge: Sharp, longitudinal, straight to 
sinuous ridge formed by the junction of labial and 
lingual crown faces along mesial anddistal cusp and 
cusplet edges and on top of blades. 

Depression: Concave area for the imbrication and 
articulation of adjacent teeth. 

Enameloid: Enamel-like, mineralized tissue coat- 
ing shark and ray teeth and other dermal denticle 
derivatives. Probably not the same as mammalian 
tooth enamel. 

Labial Flange: A basally directed projection of the 
labial face of the crown foot either free or attached 
to the root. 

Lingual Peg: Lingual, knob-like prominence de- 
veloped above the notch. 

Longitudinal Ridges: Parallel to subparallel or 
anastomosing, raised, enameloid ridges found on 
labial, lingual and occlusal crown faces. 

Marginal Area: Flattened and ornamented shelf- 
like surface surrounding the cusp on teeth of 

Ptychodus. Often exhibits a branching, radiating, 
concentric or granular enameloid pattern. 

Protuberance: Labial or lingual expansions of the 
crown face. 

Serrations: Small projections, like the teeth of a 
saw, that occurexclusively along the cuttingridge of 
a cusp, cusplet or blade. Cusplets can grade into 
serrations. 

Transverse Ridges: Ridges developed in the 
enameloid on the apical surface of the crown and 
oriented transversely. 

Root Terms 

Attachment Surface: Portion of the root that seats 
in the dental membrane against the jaw surface. 

Central Foramen: A large foramen (or cluster of 
small foramina) centrally positioned on the lingual 
or basal face of the root and often within the nutrient 
groove. 

Dental Band: A narrow, smooth, enameloid-free 
band at the crown-root junction on the labial or 
lingual surfaces or completely encircling the tooth. 

Foramen: Any hole in the root. 

Lingual Protuberance: Lingual expansion of the 
root just below the crown foot and above the separa- 
tion of the root lobes, involving part of the attach- 
ment surface. 

Notch: A rectangular indentation situated between 
root lobes, in labial or lingual view, formed by the 
termination of the nutrient groove. 

Nutrient Groove: Shallow to deep, continuous to 
discontinuous groove often containing a central 
foramen or foramina and separating the mesial and 
distal root lobes on the basal or lingual root face. 

Root: Osteodentine structure that supports the crown 
and anchors the tooth to the dental membrane. 

Root Lobe: Usually, one of two branches, the 
mesial and distal lobes, which may be symmetrical 
or asymmetrical. 
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bial Flange , Lingual Peg 

I 

'f ~ o o t  +' 
.. . . . Transverse Ridges 

Anaulacorhizous Root Hemiaulacorhizous Rwt Holaulamrhizous Root Polyaulacorhizous Rwt 

Figure 15. Sharkand ray tooth terminology. A)Protolamnaaff. sokolovi.(Al)lingual, (A2) labial, (A3)mesialviews; B) Onchopristisdunklei, 
(B l )  labial, (B2) apical, (83) basal views; C) Squalus sp., lingual view; D) Squaliroraxfnlcatus, labial view; E) Prychodus latissimus, occlusal 
view; F) Onchopristisdunklei, rostra1 tooth, dorsal view; G) Ptychotrygon triungularis, occlusal view; H) Ptychodus latissimus, lingual view. 
Root types. I) Hybodus sp.; J) Cantioscflium decipiens, lingual (J L) basal (32) views; K) Palueogaleus sp., lingual view; L) Myliobatis sp., 
basal view. 
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Root Types 

The root structure and vascularization patterns found 
in shark and ray teeth were extensively studied by 
the Belgian paleontologist Edgar Casier. After 
surveying modem and fossil selachians, Casier 
(1947a-c) proposed four basic structural tooth types 
or stages that he defined mainly on the placement of 
foramina and attributes of the nutrient groove. 

Primitive Paleozoic and many Mesozoic selachians, 
including hybodonts and hexanchoids, have 
anaulacorhizous roots that are flattened or tabular, 
lack a nutrient groove and are very porous (Figure I). 

Teeth having hemiaulacorhiious roots first appear 
in the Jurassic and are found in heterodontids (horn 
sharks), some orectolobids (carpet sharks) and the 
squatinoids (angel sharks). These roots are broadly 
triangular in basal view and have a large central 
foramen set in a shallow to deep depression. A 
foramen situated on the lingual root protuberance 
connects with the basal central foramen via a canal 
within the root. If this canal is not covered, it is 
termed a nutrient groove (Figures J1, J2). 

Holaulacorhizous roots have a continuous, well 

through the examination of thin sections under a 
transmitted light microscope using a series of spe- 
cialized techniques. Thin sections are made by 
slicing and carefully grinding a tooth down to a 
thickness of 30 to 80 microns (a micron is 111000 
millimeter), using saws, abrasive powders and dia- 
mond polishing agents. 

Sharkteetharecomposedof themineral fluorapatite, 
Ca,(PO,),F, which occurs in two calcified tissue 
types. Dentine surrounds a pulp cavity and 
enameloid (analogous to mammalian enamel) coats 
the outer surface of the crown. Three generalized 
types of dentine are recognized; pallial dentine, 
osteodentine and orthodentine (Orvig 1951; 
Radinsky 1961; Patterson 1964; Applegate 1967). 
The root consists entirely of osteodentine. 

Elasmobranch teeth can be broadly grouped into 
two distinct histologic tooth types, osteodont and 
orthodont (Figure 16). Osteodont teeth have 
osteodentine filling the core of the crown (no large 
pulp cavity), surrounded by pallial dentine and cov- 
ered by a thinenameloidlayer. Orthodont teethhave 
a crown with an enlarged pulp cavity surrounded by 
a thick orthodentine layer and an intermediate thin, 
pallial dentine layer and an outer superficial 

developed nutrient groove lying between mesial and enameloid sheath. 
distalrootlobes. Manv Texas Cretaceous teeth have 
this root structure, including most notably the 
lamnoids, carcharhinoids and almost all the batoids 
except fo; certain myliobatoid rays (Figure K). 

The mesodistally expanded teeth of some 
myliobatoid rays (Myliobatidae including 
Brachyrhizodus) havemany labiolingually-oriented 
nutrient grooves, giving the root a comb-like ap- 
pearance. Many foramina pierce each groove and 
the labial and lingual root faces. Roots having this 
structure are termed polyaulacorhizous (Figure L). 

Tooth Histology 

Shark tooth histology is the study of the highly 
mineralized microscopic tissues that comprise the 
crownandroot. Histologicaldetailsare bestrevealed 

The nonmineralized portion of the tooth consists of 
cavities, canals and dental tubules. The nutrient 
canal leads from the lingual or basal root face inward 
into vascular canals or the pulp cavity in orthodont 
teeth. Vascular canals in the roots, however, open 
directly to the outside without passing through or 
near the nutrient canal. 

The distinction between osteodont and orthodont 
tooth types can generally be made without having to 
undergo the complex intermediate step of making a 
thin section. Examination of a broken tooth crown 
under a hand lens or binocular microscope will 
almost always reveal the presence or absence of a 
central pulp cavity. Ifpresent, the tooth is orthodont, 
but if the crown is filled by a spongy tissue, then it 
is osteodont. 

Tooth histology can be an important taxonomic 
criterion for determining elasmobranch interrela- 
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Osteodont Orthodont 

Figure 16. Tooth histology. 

tionships. For this reason, the histologic type, either exposing tooth dentine, and producing the charac- 
osteodont or orthodont, is noted for each species in teristic porous or punctate surface texture. 
the identification section of this book. 

Wear facets are ubiquitous features in sharks and 

Broken, Worn and Pathologic Teeth 

If a functional tooth is broken, chipped, cracked or 
otherwise damaged, presumably during feeding or 
for any other reason, it cannot be healed or repaired. 
In fact, broken and damaged teeth are commonly 
seen in the dentitions of living sharks and rays. It is, 
therefore, reasonable to assume that some, if not 
many, of the broken teeth we collect were damaged 
during life rather than due to some breakage after 
death. 

Occasionally, teeth are found that display aberrant 
looking flat, polished or angular crown faces (Fig- 
ures 17A-D). These features are called wear facets 
and are caused by abrasion or rubbing of one tooth 
against another. Apical crown facets are the product 
of occlusion between opposing upper and lower 
teeth. Wear facets found on the sides of the crown 
are caused by constant rubbing or articulation of the 
tooth with teeth in the same or adjacent rows. The 
enameloid layer wears away as the facet develops, 

rays having crushinghentitions. They are found on 
many Texas Cretaceous teeth and are especially 
common in some hybodont sharks (Lissodus, 
Polyacrodus, Ptychodus) and almost all rays. 

Pathologic teeth are developmental abnormalities 
caused by a genetic mutation or possibly damage to 
an immature tooth. These teeth develop with dis- 
torted or disfigured crowns and collectors usually 
have very little trouble recognizing them (Figures 
17E-L). Not all pathologic teeth are immediately 
obvious, even to the expert. More than one fossil 
species has been described based on an abnormal 
tooth! 

OTHER HARD PARTS 

Sharks and rays have a number of highly mineral- 
ized endoskeletal and exoskeletal structures, in ad- 
dition to teeth, which are preserved in the Texas 
Cretaceous. These include microscopic placoid 
scales and some of their dermal derivatives includ- 
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Wear Facets 

Figure 17. Wear facets and pathologic teeth. (A-D) Ptyrhodus whipplei teeth with well developed wear facets on the apical crown face. (E- 
L) Pathologic teeth. E) Squa1icorMfacatus, F) Cretodus crassidens, G)  Scapanorhynchus raphiodon, H )  Sqwalicorarfalcatus, I) Cretolamna 
oppendro~lnro, J ,  .~quol;cnmrfolcarue?. K )  Purui.suntr cornpres.~~.~. l.j~<up;norh~"chl*c raphiodon. ~ e e t h € - ~ a n d ~  i o m  the Atco Formation 
of the Aucrin (iroup ((:onlacian). Grdyson County. Specimen K fntm the Weno Formation (Alhian), Tarrant County. Scale linc = 5 mm. 

ing enlarged dermal denticles, fin spines, cephalic 
spines, rostra1 teeth, vertebrae and prismatic cal- 
cified cartilage. 

Placoid Scales 

Placoid scales are found only in sharks and rays and 
have a histology similar to teeth. Like oral teeth, 
they are nongrowing structures that are periodically 
shed and replaced by larger scales as the animal 

grows. The placoid-covered skin of living sharks 
has a texture like sand paper and, when dried, is 
known as shagreen. A single scale consists of a 
small cusp or blade, attached to a broad base by a 
short neck. In life, the base is fixed to the skin by 
connective tissue and is perforated by a central canal 
through which nerves and blood vessels enter. 

A large central pulp cavity is surrounded by dentine 
and the scale surface is covered with enameloid 
(Figure 18). 
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Placoid scales are found in many fossil deposits. 
However, because of their small size (<l millime- 
ter), special sediment washing, sieving and sorting 
techniques are required to collect them. See Figure 
19 below for some examples of fossil placoid scales. 

Dermal Denticles 

Dermal denticles are enlarged bulbous to thorn-like 
placoid scales found along the midline of the back 
and tailinmany rays (Figure21). They are common 
throughout the Cretaceous of Texas (Figure 19). 

Figure 18. Sagittal section of a placoid scale showing detailed Large scales (>l cm) are called bucklers, 
histology, Dalatias licha. Scale line = 0.5 mm. 

Placoid scales cover the entire external surface of 
the shark and also line the inside of the mouth 
(stomodeal denticles), pharynx and branchial arches. 
Scales are not all identical but have different shapes 
depending on body location. This is illustrated by 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) photomicro- 
graphs of placoid scales in the modern thresher 
sharks Alopias vulpinus and Alopias superciliosus 
(Figure 20). 

In most rays, placoid scales are generally scattered 
sparsely and unevenly across the upper surface of 
the head, body and pectoral fins. They are absent in 
living electric rays. 

Fin Spines 

Eight genera of living squaloids (spiny dogfish 
sharks) and the heterodontid (bullhead shark) 
Heterodontus have spines in front of each dorsal fin. 
Species of another living squaloid, Squaliolus Smith 
and Radcliffe 1912, have a short spine in the first 
dorsal fin. It is either exposed at the tip or wholly 
enclosed in the skin. The second dorsal fin is 
without a spine. 

Dorsal fin spines are found in several Paleozoic and 
Mesozoic hybodontid, squaloid and heterodontid 
sharks (Figure 22). Among rays, dorsal fin spines 

Figure 19. Fossil dermal denticles and placoid scales from the Cretaceous of Texa?. A-D) dermal denticles, E-I) placoid scales: Woodbine 
Formation, Cenomanian, Denton County. Scale line = 0.5mm (A-D) and 0.2 mm (E-I). 
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Figure20. Variation in placoid scale niorphology in the Thresher shark Alopitrr ,,ulpbt,ts (A-C) and Alopios suprn iliu,us (11). A )  ccalcc from 
the left latcrsl aurfacruflhr tall. taken midaay henrccn rhc vcntrnl lohrsnrl thr. <lors:al r~p; R )  scale, from the doni~l.urld~eoI the h c d  he luun 
the eye\; C )  ,talcs frum thc rlorsill ,orfiicc ofthc left pectoral fin rake11 midway hetueen the postenur fin inscniun and thr d15lel fin tip. D) 
<ales trom the lefr lateral curfaccluu bclou I~L. s'cund ilor>nl fin; I;, <cdler I'r.,n~ tlte dorsal midlil~e, rnidnay herwecn the f in1 dorsal lnscnion 
dncl the ~ecol ld dorsal fin nrigin: F) scales from the lcft isr~,ral surface just abo\e lhc. pe;tor~l fin and slightly snreriorof the fircl donal fin: G )  
palsunv ,valur. Ilj palnrinc scales. Individual \=ale position\ include l j  lateral v r w :  2)  anlcriur vicu; ? j  basal VICW; 4jdorcal \,icw. Isolarcd 
acalv po\ltlons A-C and 1:-H correspond lo scale p.lrcIi locario&< , \ -H $?:4lr l inr = I00 m$crnn%. 
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Figure 21. Dermal denticles. A) the stingray Urolophus, showing 
enlarged dermal denticles along the midline of the back and tail: B) 
tail stinger; C) enlarged denticles. 

occur in some Jurassic rhinobatids (e.g., 
Belemnobatis, Spathobatis), but not among any liv- 
ing rays. 

In general, spines are located just anterior to the 
dorsal fins (Figure 22A). The spine contains a large 
central cavity that fits over a cartilage of the fin 
skeleton (Figure 22B). The buried portion of the 
spine that extends deep into the body is designated 

In the Texas Cretaceous, fin spines (Figure 22D) 
have been found in the Albian Paluxy Formation in 
north-central Texas (Thurmond 1971) and in the 
Cenomanian Woodbine Formation in Denton and 
Tarrant counties. 

In the absence of complete skeletons having associ- 
ated spines and oral teeth, it must be assumed that 
these spines belong to species found in the same 
locality that are known to have dorsal fin spines. 
Usually, this association is easy to demonstrate. For 
example, Thurmond (1971) referenced dorsal fin 
and cephalic spines from a site in the Albian Paluxy 
Formation to Hybodus butleri by association with 
the teeth of this spine-bearing genus at the same 
locality. More recently, Duffin (1985) suggested 
that these spines may belong to Lissodus anitae 
Thurmond, another hybodont shark found in asso- 
ciation with Hybodus butleri. To date, all the fossil 
fin spines from Texas have been found in associa- 
tion with one or both of the spinose hybodonts 
Hybodus and Lissodus. A third Texas hybodont, 
Polyacrodus, is based on fragmentary material and 
it is not known if this genus had fin spines. 

The spines of Lissodus are flattened, deeply fur- 
rowed and possess only one row of posterior den- 
ticles (Figure 22E). Hybodus fin spines may have 
longitudinal enameloid ridges or rounded tubercles 
covering the mantle and a double row of posterior 
denticles (Figure 22D). 

Cephalic Spines 

the trunk. An enameloid-covered mantle superfi- Cephalic spines (head spines) are thought to repre- 
cially overlies the trunk forming most ofthe exposed sent secondw sexual structures found in adult male 
spine and, in some fossil sharks, the ornamented 
anterior spine surface. This mantle extends back as 
far as the posterolateral margin but never extends on 
to the posterior trunk wall (Figure 22C). In some 
Mesozoic sharks, hook denticles are present on the 
posterior spine surface (Figure 22D-E). 

Fin spines are retained and grow throughout life, 
unlike teeth and placoid scales, which are periodi- 
cally shed and replaced. 

hybodont sh&ks andmay have aidedin grasping the 
female during copulation (Figure 23). 

One or more spines were positioned just bebindeach 
eye on the cheek area. They possess a hiradiate 
basal plate that points posteriorly and from which 
arises a single sigmoidally arched and enameled 
spine. The tip of this spine often bears a single barb. 

.Cephalic spines have been found in association with 
fin spines and teeth of the hybodontid Lissodus 
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selachos (Estes 1964) from the late Cretaceous Wealden.CephalicspinesreferredtoHybadusbutleri 
LanceFormation of Wyoming, and Patterson (1 966) weredescribedhy Thurmond(1971) fromthe Albian 
figured cephalic spines of Lissodus from the English Paluxy Formation (Trinity) in north-central Texas 

First Dorsal , Second Dorsal 

7 Dorsal Fin 

Fin Spine 

.. /,,.. ... 

Figure 22. Dorsal fin spines. A) generalized hybodontiform shark showing large fin spines situated in front of each dorsal fin (After Maisey 
1975); B) fust dorsal fin of the spiny dogfish Squalus acanrhias showing the relationship between the fin spine and radial cartilages (adapted 
fromBigelowandSchroeder 1957);C)generalsbuctureofthcsharkfinspineshowingdifferentiationintovunkandman~e(aiterMaisey 1975); 
D) Fin spine of Hybodus butler; from the Butler Farm local fauna, middle Paluxy Formation (Albian), Wise County (after Thumond 1971); 
E) Lissodus sp., lateral and posterior view showing single row qf denricles: Weald Clay, Isle of Wright, England (after Patterson 1966). Scale 
line = l cm. 
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Figure 23. Cephalic spines of hybodontiform sharks. A) Lissodus 
selachos, Lance Formation, late Cretaceous, Wyoming; lateral view 
(after Estes 1964); B) Hyhndus hufleri, lateral views of spine, Butler 
Farm local fauna, middle Paluxy Formation, Wise County (after 
Thurmond 1971); C-D) Lissodus cephalic spine, posterior andlateral 
views, Wadhurst Clay. Brede, Hastings, Sussex, England (after 
Patterson 1966). Scale line = 5 mm. 

(Figure 23B). Also, we have examined specimens 
from the Woodbine Formation in Denton County. 

Rostral Teeth 

Rostral teeth are spine-like structures, aligned 
anteroposteriorly on the lateral margins of the ros- 
trum (snout) in modern sawfishes (Pristidae), 
sawsharks (hstiophoridae) and extinct cretaceous 
sawfishes (Sclerorhynchidae) (Figure 24). 

The rostral teeth of pristids are firmly set in sockets 
andgrow continuously throughout life. In sawsharks 
and sclerorhynchid rays, rostral teeth are replaced 
throughout life and are not embedded in sockets. 

A sclerorhynchid rostral tooth consists of a crown 
and a weak to strongly bilobate root. The root lobes 
are separated fromoneanotherby an anteroposterior 
furrow. The crown is enameloid covered, smooth or 
ornamented and, depending on the genus, either 

Figure 24. Modem and fossil sawfishes. A) living sawfish Pristis; 
B) sectionofPristisroshumshowing teethsetinsockets(afterHerman 
1977); C) Cretaceous sawfish, Sclerorhynchus otnvur, Senonian, 
Lebanon (after Arambourg 1940); D) section of Sclerorhynchus 
rosuum showing teeth attached to the lateral margin of the snout. 

histologically osteodontororthodont (see sectionon 
histology). 

The crown may have a cutting ridge, and barbs are 
present in some genera (e.g., Onchopristis and 
Sclerorhynchus). 

Both rostral and oral teeth of sclerorhynchid saw- 
fishes are found in the Texas Cretaceous. Presently, 
five genera are recognized on the basis of isolated 
rostral teeth including Ischyrhiza, Sclerorhynchus, 
Onchosaurus, Onchopristis and Schizorhiza. Oral 
teeth rarely exceed 3 millimeters in size. Rostral 
teeth are usually less than 10 millimeters long, 
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Vertebrae 

although someexceed90millimetersinlength (e.g., the result of convergence of one morphology within 
Onchosaurus pharao). diverse and unrelated shark groups. 

Vertebrae 

In the earliest sharks, the backbone (notochord) was 
unsegmented and the vertebrae were not mineral- 
ized. Among modem sharks and rays (including 
their fossil representatives and some extinct groups 
of Mesozoic and Cenozoic sharks), the notochord is 
segmented and the vertebral centra are calcified, 
thus malung them preservable as fossils. 

Elasmohranch vertebrae consist of a series of exter- 
nally simple disks called amphicoelous centra that 
are anteroposteriorly biconcave and hour-glass 
shaped (Figure 25A). The centrum represents the 
main body of the vertebra after all the projecting 
cartilaginous parts (arch cartilages and ribs) are 
removed. These centra are aligned anteroposteriorly 
in a series held together by connective tissue and 
haveprojecting neural and hemal arches composed 
of cartilaginous plates (Figure 25C). The articular 
processes and facets that characterize the vertebrae 
of bony fishes, reptiles, birds and mammals are 
absent. Neural and hemal arch cartilages originate 
from paired holes in the dorsal and ventral margins 
of the centrum (basidorsal and basiventral inser- 
tions). As viewed in transverse section (Figure 
25B), these holes are cone-shaped and radiate out- 
ward from the middle of the centrum. The areas 
between these four cones are termed intermedialia 
and are calcified to some degree in almost all mod- 
em sharks and rays. 

The calcification patterns found in elasmobranch 
vertebrae range from simple to complex. Several 
studies have shown that species and genera, which 
on other grounds are considered closely related, also 
have very similar vertebral calcification patterns 
(Figures 25D-F). Unrelated shark and ray groups 
generally have dissimilar vertebral calcification pat- 
terns (Figures 25G-J) although this is not always 
true. For example, concentric calcifications are 
foundin the basking shark Cetorhinus (Cetorhinidae), 
the whale sharkRhincodon, the angel sharkSquatina 
andin two fossil genera, Ptychodus (Ptychodontidae) 
and Squalicornx (Anacoracidae). This situation is 

The total number of vertebrae in modern sharks 
ranges from a low of 61 in the deep-water squaloid 
Euprotomicrus bispinatus to 419 in the thresher 
shark Alopias vulpinus. For most families of mod- 
em sharks, the vertebral count averages between 
150 and 200 (Springer and Ganick 1964). 

Fossil vertebral calcification patterns are studied by 
one of two methods. The centrum is either trans- 
versely sliced with a rock saw or it can be x-rayed. 

Although shark vertebrae are fairly common in the 
Texas Cretaceous (Figure 26), many collectors find 
it difficult to distinguish bony fish vertebrae from 
those of sharks. In fact, this is one of our most 
frequently asked questions. The answer is very 
easy. A fossil shark vertebra consists only of the 
disk-shaped centrum; neural and hemal arch 
cartilages are almost never preserved. With several 
exceptions, all shark vertebrae have two hole pairs, 
one dorsal and one ventral. Bony fish vertebrae 
differ from those of sharks in having spiny neural 
and hemal processes. These processes are usually 
broken off, but close inspection usually shows their 
broken bases. Fish bone is also porous or spongy and 
platy or lamellar, whereas calcified cartilage is very 
fine grained or porcelain-like in texture. 
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Figure2.5. Sharkvertebrae and their calcification patterns. A) simple amphicoelous (double cone) vertebra; B) transverse sectionof ananterior 
tail vertebra of the great white shark Carcharodon carcharias illustrating vertebral terminology; C) side view of a shark vertebral column ... 
rlmu in€ a cerlec of cenva 2nd acsociated ~nzural an1 hcmal srchcan~lagr.r. Cunrenfri; vmebral calclficslions, U)Squalrcorar sp.. taple Ford 
r i n ) .  l a n ;  l H a . i u  U :  l \ g e l  hark S . I  Diverse calcific3tinn patnemc. 
G) ~ammerhead shark ~phyrna-blochii; H) Cat shark Scylrorhinus marmoratu& I) ~ rec tdobid  sh&k Stegostoma tigrinum; .I) ~"itarfish 
Rhinobarox granularus. Figures A,B,E-J are modified from Ridewood (l921). Scale line = 5 mm. 
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Figure 26. Fossil shark vertebrae. A) associated vertebrae of an unidentified cretoxyrhinid from the lower Eagle Ford Gmup (Cenomanian), 
Dallas County, Al)  side view. A2) anterior or posterior view: B) transverse section of Squalicorar sp. showing concentric calcifications, Weno 
Formation (Albian). T m t  Countv: C) ?Saualicorar so. DMNH 746. basal Eaele Ford Grouo. Tarrant Countv. (Cl) vertebral face. (C2) side . . ,. , . - , .  . . .  . 
ticw; D) Crrtoxyrltinid venebm. bawl Avo Fontratlur~ of the AusttnGmup(Conracran). DallasCounty; E) large cretoxyrhinrd vcnebra. (El) 
\enehral face. (E2) side view: F) venehra exposecl at an outcmp of Eagle Ford Group (Cenamanian), Denton County. Scale lines = I cm. 
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Prismatic Calcified Cartilage 

Some arch cartilages associated with vertebrae, fin 
radials and their basal cartilages, the cranium, jaws 
and branchial skeleton may be selectively calcified 
during life. The degree to which these cartilages are 
mineralized depends on the species and age of the 
individual. 

Occasionally, small patches of prismatic calcified 
cartilage will be fossilized. These are recognized by 
their distinctive surface texture (Figure 27). Similar 
textures canbe seen on driedmodern sharkcartilage, 
especially on the flat surfaces of the upper andlower 
jaws. Individual cuboidal elements of calcified 
cartilage are called tesserae. 

Figure 27. Fossilized cartilage from the late Albian Weno Foma- 
tion, Tanant County. Scanning electron microscope photomicro- 
graph. Scale line = 0.5 mm. 
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Chapter 4 

Ichnology 

Ichnology, the study of tracefossils, is a branch of 
paleontology concerned with the investigation of 
tracks, trails, burrows, feeding scars or any other 
features created by an organism, but not the organ- 
ism itself. For example, the fossil dinosaur foot- 
prints in the Glen Rose Formation at the Paluxy 
River in Somervell County are trace fossils, as are 
the fossilized burrows of shrimp and the feeding 
tracks of worms. 

Shark or ray trace fossils include depressions (rest- 
ing and feeding traces) made by rays in soft sand or 
mud, fecal pellets or coprolites (Figure 28), 
enterospirae (fossilized intestines) and knife-like 
slices, grooves and scrapes made by teeth cutting 
into bone during feeding (Figure 29). 

Figure 28. Possible shark copmlites from the Eagle Ford Group, 
TarrantFormation(Cenomanian),DallasCoun. A)copmliteshowing 
spiral suucture, B)coprolitecontainingfish bones. Scale line= 1 cm. 

COPROLITES 

Many paleontologists have attributed coprolites hav- 
ing a helical or spiral shape to an elasmobranch 
origin (Figure 28A). There is considerable debate 
over the true "ownership" of these structures, but a 
shark orray originis reasonable. It is notuncommon 
to find fish bones within these coprolites (Figure 
28B) and, aside from finding a whole shark with 
stomach contents preserved, coprolite analysis is the 
only way of directly deciphering the diet of these 
fishes. Experience has also shown that concentra- 
tions of coprolites are usually associated with phos- 
phatic condensed sections and abundant shark and 
;ay teeth. Coprolites are common throughout most 
formations of the Eagle Ford Group. 

FEEDING TRACES 

In much the same way that modem sharks feed on 
dead whales and sea libns, many of the larger Creta- 
ceous sharks (most lamnoids and Saualicorar) must 
have fed on mosasaurs, plesiosaurs and the occa- 
sional dinosaur that floated out to sea. Figure 29 
shows a Campanian mosasaur vertebra having nu- 
merous elongate grooves and scratches on the cen- 
trum and vertebral processes, which were 
undoubtedly made by a shark, probably Squalicorax. 
Shark teeth are often found in abundance around 
large skeletons and are usually interpreted as teeth 
lost during predation. However, ocean currents can 
also concentrate teeth around bottom obstructions 
(e.g., a skeleton, large rock or tree trunk). 
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Figure29. Mosasaur vertebra with ?shark bitemarks (see mows)  on 
the neural spine. DMNH collection, Campanian, Taylor Group, 
North Sulphur River, Fannin County. Scale tine = 1 cm. 
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Chapter 5 

Texas Cretaceous Sharks and Rays 

In order to discuss the various kinds of Texas Creta- 
ceous sharks and rays, we must use standardized 
names that are understood or recognized by students 
in every part of the world. For this reason, Latin 
names, or latinized forms, are employed as the 
official medium for nomenclature. 

NAMES AND NOMENCLATURE 

It is not at all necessary to have a knowledge of Latin 
to identify a tooth, nor is it supposed that one should 
remember all of the names. It does add to the 
enjoyment of the study to absorb the names of a few 
of the more common species. This allows us to 
better communicate with peers, as well. 

Scientific Names 

Each unique biological creature is given a scientific 
name that has two parts - the genus, which is akin to 
a surname such as Smith or Jones, and the species, 
which is akin to a first name suchas JohnorBill. The 
generic name is always capitalized, but the specific 
name that comes after the genus name is not, e.g., 
Squalicorax falcatus or Ptychodus whipplei. Sci- 
entific names are always italicized, underlined or 
printed in bold letters. In this publication, generic 
and specific names are italicized. 

It is also customary to add the name of the person 
who described the species after the scientific name 
(e.g., Hybodus butleri Thurmond). Some authori- 
ties may put the author's name in parentheses for 
different purposes, for example Cretoxyrhina 
mantelli (Agassiz). This means that the species was 
first described by Agassiz under a different generic 
name, in this case Oxyrhina, but later was assigned 
to the genus Cretoxyrhina. A date following the 
author's name is the year the species was originally 
published, e.g., Hybodus butleri Thurmond 1971. 

Name Changing 

There is nothing more annoying than having a well 
known and frequently used scientific name changed. 
The field of shark taxonomy seems to have the lion's 
share of tossing out old friends for utter strangers. 
There are two basic kinds of changes - zoological 
and nomenclatorial. Everyone will condone the 
former for it is obvious that, as our knowledge 
increases, certain genera, or even species, will be 
found to be mixtures. This necessitates separating 
and applying new names. For example, not very 
long ago, Cretoxyrhina mantelli was known as 
Oxyrhina mantelli. To make matters more confus- 
ing, the genus Oxyrhina Agassiz 1843 is a junior 
synonym of Zsurus Rafinesque 1810. Cretaceous 
fossils once referred to the genus Zsurus were reas- 
signed to Cretoxyrhina once paleontologists found 
that this fossil form differed significantly from liv- 
ing and Tertiary species of Zsurus. 

Nomenclatorial name changing is harder to accept. 
Frequently, species may be given several different 
names by various paleontologists. The Interna- 
tional Commission for Zoological Nomenclature 
(ICZN) has set up an extensive set of rules for 
naming species. Among these is the rule of priority 
by which the earliest valid name is chosen if several 
names areavailable. Unfortunately, theearliest name 
may have been overlooked for many years and its 
subsequent discovery will eliminate one that has 
been in use for a long time. 

What Is a Species? 

Volumes have been written in answer to this ques- 
tion. The subject is one of continuous investigation 
by many biologists working with all forms of ani- 
mals and plants. 

Mayer (1942) defines species as groups of actually 
or potentially interbreeding natural populations, 
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which are reproductively isolated from other such 
groups by geographical, physiological or ecological 
barriers. Unfortunately, this biological concept of 
species can only be applied indirectly tofossilpopu- 
lations for it is based on attributes that are only 
observable in living organisms. Therefore, paleon- 
tologists base their species on what has been called 
the morphological species concept. That is, the 
morphological differences observed in teeth are 
described and used as a basis for defining and 
separating one fossil species from another. The 
obvious question, and one that is a problem to all 
paleontologists, is "how much of a difference must 
there be to warrant the recognition of a new spe- 
cies?" 

Shark paleontologists working with isolated teeth 
and tooth sets generally recognize different fossil 
species within the same genus, where the magnitude 
of tooth differences in the fossil teeth is similar to 
that observed between closely related modem spe- 
cies. However, becareful! The range of ontogenetic 
tooth variation within a species can exceed that 
observed between two closely related species at the 
same growth stage. 

Subspecies 

To a biologist working with living animals, a sub- 
species (variety) represents a population of indi- 
viduals that has become morphologically 
differentiated (structurally different) because of iso- 
lation from other populations of the same species. It 
follows that true subspecies are not found living 
together in the same geographic and ecologic setting 
and therefore as fossils they generally would not be 
foundtogether in the samecollecting site. Since time 
may operate to modify the form and structure of 
animals in a manner exactly analogous to that ef- 
fected by geographic isolation and change of envi- 
ronment, subspecies may bedistinguishedthatdiffer 
slightly in geologic age. Indeed, the paleontologist 
generally has no means for discriminating subspe- 
cies that originated as the result of geographic and 
ecologic separation from those that were produced 
by evolution during a part of geologic time. 

Generally, paleontologists have attempted to define 
subspecies of fossil sharks where minor morpho- 

logical differences, such as an increase in tooth size 
through time, are observed. For example, Slaughter 
and Steiner (1968) use subspecies to describe mor- 
phological differences in the sawfish Ischyrhiza, 
and Thurmond recognized different subspecies of 
Oncho~ristis between Albian and Cenomanian 
forms.'~erman (1972) appliedasubspecies concept 
to his review of Ptvchodus, and Mever (1975) made . . 
extensive use of the subspecies or varieties concept 
in his unpublished study of Texas Cretaceous 
Ptychodus and Cretoxyrhina. 

The questions and problems associated with the use 
of the subspeciesconcept in shark paleontology are 
beyond the scope of this book. Where subspecies 
have been published for Texas Cretaceous sharks or 
rays, they are discussed in the following section 
under the appropriate species. The numerous sub- 
species that appear in Meyer's unpublished disserta- 
tion, and are known to many Texas tooth collectors, 
were never published, have no taxonomic standing, 
and are consequently not included in this book. 

SPECIES IDENTIFICATION 

There are many difficulties involved with identify- 
ing with certainty the isolated teeth of fossil sharks 
and rays. For some genera, identification can only 
be approximated by the beginner, and in still others, 
even the specialist will find difficulty in making an 
identification. The Tooth Terminology section of 
this book clearly illustrates the many morphological 
features exhibited by shark and ray teeth used for 
identifying species and in determining the evolu- 
tionary relationships existing between members of 
the higher categories, such as genera, families or 
orders. It must be realized that, in some shark 
groups, certain tooth attributes, such as number of 
cusplets, serrated crown edges or root shape are used 
to distinguish species, while in other groups, these 
will prove useless and reliancemay have to be put on 
a different set of dental attributes. The key diagnos- 
tic tooth characters for each species are specified in 
the Identification section. 

The tooth differences that result from various pat- 
terns of heterodonty (dental, sexual or ontogenetic) 
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are often difficult to distinguish from those that are 
genetic or are a naturally inherent character of the 
species. It is not an easy problem, even for the 
professional, to define the limits of a species. 

The Identification Guide 

The following Identification Guide provides impor- 
tant information on theTexas Cretaceous sharks and 
rays covered in this book. Each species is illustrated 
with numerous examples selected to show the range 
of tooth variation in the dental series. The accompa- 
nying text provides the reader with a thorough 
description of each species, tooth morphology and 
heterodonty, distinguishing characteristics, geologic 
occurrence and geographic distribution in Texas, 
general comments pertaining to natural history or 
collecting tips and a list of relevant published refer- 
ences. 

The Identification Guide is a series of Species Data 
Sheets; usually one, but in some instances, a two- 
page summary of technical information and illustra- 
tions for every species. The first page always 
follows a standardized format. The specific pieces 
of information given for this format are explained 
below. 

At the top right corner of each page are the Genus 
and Species of the shark or ray. The Order and 
Family to which the species belongs is in the upper 
left corner. Immediately below and between the 
parallel lines are three additional pieces of informa- 
tion: on the left is the Chronologic Range of the 
species in Texas; in the center is Occurrence, a 
qualitative statement of tooth abundance (Rare, 
Common or Abundant); and on the right is the 
Maximum Size of the oral or rostral tooth (in 
millimeters) observed, so far, in Texas. The mea- 
surement is of the greatest dimension of the tooth. 
For all sawfishes, maximum rostral tooth (R) and 
oral tooth (0) sizes are given. We emphasize "in 
Texas" because many of the species illustrated in 
this book are found in Cretaceous deposits else- 
where in North America, and many of the larger 
species have worldwide distributions. The 
chronologic range and maximum tooth size can and 
do vary somewhat according to geographic location. 

The author and publication date of the genus and 
species are listed below the chronologic range. Jun- 
ior synonyms (invalid names) are not given. 

Description: Significant tooth features and tooth 
histology. This section uses the tooth terminology 
defined in Chapter 3. 

Heterodonty: The type(s) of heterodonty charac- 
teristic of the species. 

Distinguishing Characteristics: Tooth features 
that most readily identify this species or help to 
distinguish it from similar species. 

Stratigraphic Occurrence in Texas: Geologic 
formations andchronologic ages for presently known 
occurrences of this species in Texas. 

Comments: Additional taxonomic information, 
natural history notes, collecting and occurrence data 
and other general information of interest. 

References: A list of important paleontological 
references which the reader can pursue for addi- 
tional information on the species. 

Figures: Photographs, scanning electron micro- 
scope photomicrographs and line drawings abun- 
dantly illustrate each species. Specimens have been 
selected to show typical features, as well as ranges in 
tooth size and position in the mouth. Wherever 
possible, the complete dentition of a species is 
illustrated, based on natural, associated or artificial 
tooth sets; all illustrations are referenced to a scale 
line. 

Arrangement of the Species Identification 
Guide 

The species of Texas Cretaceous sharks and rays are 
presented in systematic order, following the classi- 
fication hierarchy outlined in thischapter. The most 
primitive shark taxa are listed first followed by 
progressively more advanced forms. The batoids or 
rays follow the sharks and are likewise arranged in 
the same primitive to advanced order. Species 
follow alphabetically within each genus. 
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Scope of the Material Included 

In spite of the large number of genera and species 
reviewed in this book, a substantial Texas Creta- 
ceous shark and ray fauna remains to be described. 
Generally, we excluded most of this undocumented 
material except where major taxonomic groups are 
otherwise unrepresented in the published literature 
or in cases where the undescribed species is com- 
monly encountered by collectors. Included in this 
category are teeth of the Etmopterinae, Somniosinae, 
selected Larnniformes, Scyliorhinidae, Triakidae, 
Squatirhina, Rajidae, Myliobatidae and dasyatid 
sting rays. 

Abbreviations 

A number of abbreviations used here are intended to 
denotepossiblerelationships or somelevelof uncer- 
tainty in thegeneric or specific identification. These 
are: (?) indicates considerable uncertainty in the 
identification; (cf.) means "compares favorably" 
but expresses slight doubt; (aff.) for affinity, or a 
strong relationship but not the same taxon; (spp.) 
meaning more than one species, e.g., Hybodus ssp., 
for which there are probably two or three species 
which have yet to be sorted out and named. 

Several figured specimens have been borrowed and 
photographed from museum collections. The insti- 
tutional abbreviations are as follows: DMNH = 
Dallas Museum of Natural History; SMUSMP = 
Southern Methodist University, Shuler Museum of 
Paleontology, Dallas; TMM = Texas Memorial 
Museum, Austin; USNM = United States National 
Museum, Smithsonian Institution. 

Identification Tips 

There are many different approaches one can take to 
the identification of fossil shark and ray teeth. The 
method you choose will depend on experience and 
your personal preference. Most people will take a 
strictly visual approach, comparing one-to-one their 
fossil teeth with the illustrations given in the follow- 
ing sections. This book is ideally suited to this 
identification method, with the photographs on the 
outer part of each page for easy 'thumb-through', 

while also providing abundant supporting technical 
documentation for each species. 

Diagnostic toothcharacters are generally easy to see 
on large teeth, but determining their presence or 
absence on much smaller specimens requires the use 
of a hand lens or low-powered (15x) binocular 
microscope. Identifying teeth, regardless of size, 
takes patience, careful observation and attention to 
detail. 

Your ability to critically examine and discriminate 
one species from another will be greatly facilitated 
if you have a comfortable working knowledge of the 
tooth terms defined in Chapter 3. This nomenclature 
has been consistently applied to all species descrip- 
tions and its use is required to effectively communi- 
cate differences between taxa at all systematic levels. 
A correctly identified tooth should conform to the 
descriptive attributes and distinguishing character- 
istics cited for the species. In most instances, the 
chronologic range of the species should match that 
cited here, but new range extensions are always 
possible. 
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Classification 

CLASSIFICATION 

The purpose of zoological classification is to arrange animals into groups based on fundamental similarities 
and differences that reflect evolutionary relationships. Students of fossil and modem sharks must be 
prepared to find that different writers use different systems of classification. These differences are chiefly 
of two sorts. First, there is the use of different names for the same group; for example, the terms 
'Ganopristidae' and 'Sclerorhynchidae' refer to the same Family of Cretaceous sawfishes. Second, there 
is the placing of the same group into different systematic categories, as in the designation of agroup as aClass 
by one writer, but as an Order by another. Discrepancies of the second sort are so common that it is advisable 
not to have a fixed concept of the taxonomic rank of a particular group, but rather to remember that it is a 
Dart of a certain suoerior erouo and can be divided into a number of subordinate erouos. Thus, it is not so " - .  
important to decidi whether the Lamniformes represent a Superorder or Order as it is to know that the group 
is amaiorsubdivision oftheElasmobranchii and that it includes theLarnnidae, Cetorhinidae. Mitsukurhinidae, 
Cretoxyrhinidae and so on. 

The classification of Texas fossil sharks and rays followed in this hook is outlined on following pages and 
represents a combination of many different authors' views on the interrelationships of modem and fossil 
sharks and rays as summarized by Compagno (1973) and Cappetta (1987). The name given in parentheses 
after each family is the common name, if one exists, for the family. If all genera in the family are extinct, 
a closely related modem family name may be given. An asterisk (*) denotes the genus is extinct. 
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Texas Cretaceous Sharks and Rays 

CLASS Chondrichthyes (Cartilaginous Fishes) 
SUBCLASS Elasmobranchii (Sharks, Skates, Rays) 

COHORT Euselachii 
SUPERFAMILY Hybodontoidea 

ORDER Hybodontiformes 
FAMILY Hybodontidae 
* Hybodus butleri Thurmond 1971 
* Hybodus sp. 
FAMILY Polyacrodontidae 
* Polyacrodus cf. brevicostatus (Patterson 1966) 
* Polyacrodus illingsworthi (Dixon 1850) 
* Polyacrodus aff. parvidens (Woodward 1916) 
* Lissodus anitae (Thurmond 1971) 
* Lissodus selachos (Estes 1964) 
* Lissodus spp. 

FAMILY Ptychodontidae 
* Ptychodus anonymus Williston 1900 
* Ptychodus connellyi MacLeod & Slaughter 1980 
* Ptychodus decurrens Agassiz 1839 
* Ptychodus latissimus Agassiz 1843 
* Ptychodus mammillaris Agassiz 1839 
* Ptychodus mortoni Agassiz 1843 
* Ptychodus occidentalis Leidy 1868 
* Ptychodus polygyrus Agassiz 1839 
* Ptychodus rugosus Dixon 1850 
* Ptychodus whipplei Marcou 1858 
* Ptychodus sp. 

SUBCOHORT Neoselachii 
SUPERORDER Squalomorphii 

ORDER Hexanchiformes 
FAMILY Hexanchidae (Sixgill Sharks) 

Hexanchus microdon (Agassiz 1843) 
ORDER Squaliformes 

FAMILY Squalidae (Dogfish Sharks) 
Squalus sp. 

SUBFAMILY Etmopterinae, genus and species undetermined 
SUBFAMILY Somniosinae, genus and species undetermined 

ORDER Squatiniformes 
FAMILY Squatinidae (Angel Sharks) 

Squatina hassei Leriche 1929 
ORDER Heterodontiformes 

FAMILY Heterodontidae (Horn Sharks) 
Heterodontus canaliculatus (Egerton 1850) 

ORDER Orectolobiformes 
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Classification 

FAMILY Hemiscylliidae 
Chiloscyllium greeni (Cappetta 1973) 

FAMILY Ginglymostomatidae 
* Cantioscyllium decipiens Woodward 1889 
Ginglymostoma lehneri Leriche 1938 

FAMILY Parascylliidae 
* Pararhincodon groessenssi Hennan 1982 

FAMILY Orectolobidae (Carpet Sharks) 
* Cretorectolobus sp. 

FAMILY ?Rhincodontidae (Whale Sharks) 
* Genus and Species Undetermined 

ORDER Lamniformes 
FAMILY Odontaspididae (Sand Tiger Sharks) 

Carcharias amonensis (Cappetta & Case 1975) 
Carcharias tenuiplicatus (Cappetta & Case 1975) 
Carcharias sp. A 
Carcharias sp. B 

FAMILY Mitsukurinidae (Goblin Sharks) 
* Scapanorhynchus raphiodon Agassiz 1844 
* Scapanorhynchus texanus (Roemer 1849) 

FAMILY Cretoxyrhinidae (Extinct) 
* Cretodus crassidens (Dixon 1850) 
* Cretodus semiplicatus (Munster in Agassiz 1843) 
* Cretoxyrhina mantelli (Agassiz 1843) 
* Cretolamna appendiculata (Agassiz 1843) 
* Cretolamna woodwardi Herman 1976 
* Leptostyrax mucrorhiza (Cope 1875) 
* Paraisurus compressus Sokolov 1978 
* Protolamna aff. sokolovi Cappetta 1980 

FAMILY Serratolamnidae (Extinct) 
* Serratolamna serrata (Agassiz 1843) 

FAMILY Alopiidae (Thresher Sharks) 
* Paranomotodon sp. 

FAMILY Anacoracidae (Extinct) 
* Squalicorax curvatus Williston 1900 
* Squalicorax falcatus Agassiz 1843 
* Squalicorax kaupi Agassiz 1843 
* Squalicorax pristodontus Agassiz 1843 
* Squalicorax sp. 
* Microcorax crassus Cappetta & Case 1975 
* Pseudocorax granti Cappetta & Case 1975 

ORDER Carcharhiniformes 
FAMILY Scyliorhinidae (Cat Sharks) 

?Scyliorhinus spp. 
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Texas Cretaceous Sharks and Rays 

FAMILY Triakidae (Leopard Sharks) 
Galeorhinus sp. 

* Palaeogaleus sp. 
SUPERORDER Batomorphii 

ORDER Rajiformes 
FAMILY Rhinobatidae (Guitarfishes) 

Rhinobatos casieri Herman 1975 
Rhinobatos incertus Cappetta 1973 

Rhinobatoidei incertae sedis 
* Protoplatyrhina renae Case 1978 
* Pseudohypolophus mcnultyi (Thurmond 1971) 
* Squatirhina sp. 

FAMILY Rajidae (Skates) 
* Genus and Species Undetermined 

FAMILY Sclerorhynchidae (Extinct Sawfishes) 
* Zschyrhiza avonicola Estes 1964 
* Ischyrhiza mira Leidy 1856 
* Zschyrhiza texana Cappetta & Case 1975 
* Onchopristis dunklei McNulty & Slaughter 1962 
* Onchosaurus pharao (Dames 1887) 
* Schizorhiza cf. weileri Serra 1933 
* Sclerorhynchus sp. 
* Ptychotrygon agujaensis McNulty & Slaughter 1972 
* Ptychotrygon hooveri McNulty & Slaughter 1972 
* Ptychotrygon slaughteri Cappetta & Case 1975 
* Ptychotrygon texana (Leriche 1940) 
* Ptychotrygon triangularis (Reuss 1844) 

ORDER Myliobatiformes 
FAMILY Myliobatidae (Bat Stingrays) 
* Brachyrhizodus wichitaensis Romer 1942 
* Genus and Species Undetermined 

FAMILY Rhombodontidae (Extinct) 
* Rhombodus binkhorsti Dames 1881 

FAMILY Dasyatidae (Diamond Stingrays) 
Dasyatis spp. 

* Genus and Species Undetermined 
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Visual Identification Key 

VISUAL IDENTIFICATION KEY 

Figure 30 illustrates representative teeth of the 47 genera of sharks and rays known from the Cretaceous of 
Texas. This visual key provides a quick-look identification aid. Use this visual approach as a means of 
selecting one or more generic candidates, then consult the appropriate species data sheet(s) for more 
information. Most of the teeth in Figure 30 are illustrated larger than their natural size. 
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Texas Cretaceous Sharks and Rays 

Etmoptennae Somntostnae Hetemdontus Squatrna Chrloscyllrum Canboscylltum Grnglymostoma 

Pararhmcodon CretorecioIobus Odoniasprs Carchanas Semtolamna Crelodus Cretoxyfh~na 

Paraisu~s Leptos@mr 

 crap^^( pse&nu Scy~orhtnus Galeorhtnus Palaeqlaleus Rhnrobatos Pmtoplafvm~na 

Pseudohyporophus Squatrrh~na Rajtdae IschMrm Onchopnshs Onchosaurus Schtzorhrza 

sderomynchus Plychowon ~ m h ~ t z c d u s  ~y~iobattdae ~hombodus 

Figure 30. Visual identification key to the genera of Texas Cretaceous sharks and rays. The figures are not drawn to scale 
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Order Hybodontiformes 

The most primitive sharks in theTexas Cretaceous belong to the Order Hybodontiformes, agroup 
which first appears with certainty in the Lower Triassic, and reaches extinction at the end of the 
Cretaceous Period. Although complete or partial skeletons have been found for several hybodont 
genera, most of what we know about these sharks is based on the study of their isolated teeth and 
fin and cephalic spines. 

As a group, hybodontiforms lack calcified vertebrae (although vertebral calcifications have been 
found in the genus Ptychodus) but have calcified neural and hemal arch cartilages and ribs. Their 
upper jaw (palatoquadrate) cartilages are firmly held to the skull, in contrast to the very flexible 
and protrusable jaw suspensions typical of modem sharks. In the genus Hybodus, the mouth is 
situated under the snout (subtenninal) as in most living elasmobranchs. 

Many hybodonts appear to have cephalic and dorsal fin spines. The latter are characterized by a 
double longitudinal row of posterior denticle. Their dentition ranges from prehensile to crushing 
pavement teeth and their roots are anaulacorhizous. 

The order includes approximately fifteen genera arrangedin five families. Four genera(Hybodus, 
Polvacrodus, Lissodus and Ptvchodus) and three families (Hvbodontidae, Polyacrodontidae and . 

~t~chodontidae) are found in-the cretaceous of Texas. 

Hybodonts are most diverse within the Texas Lower Cretaceous where Hybodus butleri (Family 
~ibodontidae), Polyacrodus af f .  parvidens, P. cf. brevicostatus and ~ k s o d u s  anitae ( ~ a m i 6  
Polyacrodontidae) have all been described from shallow coastal marine, brackish and fresh water 
deposits withinthe~len~ose a n d ~ a l u x ~  formations (~hurmond 1971). In theupper Cretaceous, 
Hybodus teeth are abundant in shallow marine and brackish water deposits of the Woodbine 
~brmation and less commonly found in the Pepper (Cenomanian) and overlying Eagle Ford 
Group (Cenomanian-Turonian) and basal Austin Group (Coniacian). Although very rare, teeth 
of Lissodus do occur in the Woodbine (Cenomanian), Ozan (Campanian), Aguja (Campanian) 
and Kemp (Maestrichtian) formations of the Upper Cretaceous. 

Teeth of the hybodont Ptychodus are among the largest found in Texas, occurring in Albian 
through early Campanian sb'ata. Attributes of this genus are described in detail under the Family 
Ptychodontidae. 
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HYBODUS RUTLERI Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 198 1 
Family HYBODONTIDAE Owen 1846 

Maxiniuni Sire: 6 mm Occurrence: Common Chronologic Range: Aptian-Albian 

Genus Hybndus Agassiz 1837 
Hybodus butleri Thurmond 197 1 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth small; crown low with a moderately 
shon median cusp and well developed. low mesial and distal 
hlades: cusplets never developed: lateral teeth have a shorter, 
distally inclined cusp following a nonnal gradient monognathic 
pattern; longitudinal ridgeson labial and lingual crown llces are 
veltical and extend from the crown base apically about half the 
crown height: lingual crown protuberance absent; root 
anaolacorhizous: histology nsteodont. 

Fin spines havc astriated double row of posteriorharhs; cephalic 
spines typical of the genus. 

HETERODONTY: Very weak dignathic and moderate gradi- 
ent monognathic heterodonty. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The teeth of 
Hvl~odurbutleridifferfrom all otherTexas hyhodonts by lacking - 
lateral cusplets, having a short median cusp and having longitu- 
dinal ridges that only extend halfway up the crown face. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Travis 
Peak(Aptian+Albian)and Paluxy (lower Albian) formatinnsin 
north-central Texas. 

COMMENTS: This species occurs in fresh and brackish water 
deposits (Thurmond I97 I ). The teeth of H. bnt ler im small and 
difficulttocollect withnutbulksamplingandmicmscopicsnrting 
of the fossil concentrate. 

REFERENCES: Thurmond (1971. 1974). 

HybodusbutlenThunnond 1971: Anterior(l),lateralQ)and 
posterior8) teeth; Paluxy Formation (early Albian), Parker 
County. T w t b  orientation: ( la,  2c, 3a) labial new; (lc, 2a, 
3c) lingual view; (Id, 3b) occlusal view; (le, 2d, 3d) basal 
view; ( lb ,  2h) distal view. Scale line = l mm. 
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Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 1981 HYBODUS SP. 
Family HYBODONTIDAE Owen 1846 

Chronolopic Range: Cenomanian-Coniacian Occurrence: Ahundant Maximum Size: 7 mm 

Genus Hybndus Agassiz 1 X17 
Hybodus sp. 

DESCRDTION: Hvbodus teeth witha single, tall mediancusp 
and one pair of widely spaced lateral cusplets: labial and lingual 
crown faces have strong, widely spaced longitudinal ridges 
which originate at the crown foot and extend apically for a 
distance of approximately half the cusp height: longitudinal 
ridges extend to the apex on all lateral cusps: cutting ridges 
continuous between cusps and cusplets: mot anaulacorhizous; 
histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Probably has very weak dignathic and 
moderate gradient monognathic heterndonty. 

DlSTINGUlSHING CHARACTERISTICS: The teeth of 
Hvhodus sp. are almost always fragmentary and roots are rarely 
preserved. These teeth differ fmm H .  hurlrri in having lateral 
cusplets and more extensive crown ornamentation. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: 
Cenomanian thmugh early Coniacian including the Woodhine 
and Pepper formations, the Eagle Ford Gmup and hasal Austin 
Gmup formations. These teeth arecommonly found in nearshore 
marine and marginal marine depnsitional environments and are 
especially ahundant in the Woodbine Formation. 

COMMENTS: Additional workis required todetermine ifthese 
upper Cretaceous teeth of Hvhodus are new or belong to one of 
many described species. 

REFERENCES: Thurmond ( l97 1.  1974). 

1 . ;  

Hybodussp.: T o o t h c r n m s l a c k i n g m ~  LewisvilleMember, 
WnndbineFormation (Cenomanian), DentnnCounty. Tooth ,. . - _/ 

orientation: ( l ,  3.4) labial view; (2a)distal view; (2h)mesial 
view. Scale line = 1 mm (l ,  2,3) and 0.5 mm (4). 
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PoLYAcRoDus cf. Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 198 1 

BREVZCOSTATUS Family POLYACRODONTIDAE Gluckman 1964 

Maximum Size: IS+ mm Occurrence: Rare Chronoloric Ranee: Alhian 

Genus Polvacrodus Jaekel 1889 .---, 
F.r:- 

Polyacrodus cf. brevicostatus (Patterson 1966) 

".\ D F S C R m I O N :  Teeth moderately large. some exceeding 15 

fa / .., 
<:. : mm wide: cuspmassive, mesodistally broad and low; oneortwo 

. , '< .,.. . . b>, +-. 
&. ..y; pairs of shon, wide cusplets: labial and lingual crown faces -. 

moderately convex: labial protuberancestrong,extended basally 
from the cusp: crown ornamented with strong, branching longi- 

-6, --. 

:.~------l 
tudinal ridgesthatoriginatefmmatnnsversecuningridgeanddo 

-=?--=- 
P-' 

not reach the crown foot: root anaulacorhizous; histology 

-: .., , , 

onhodont. 

l b  
. . .. .. .- .+-.+g ..'::-.-%<~ -; . :,~& . . - .~ .. - 

1 HETERODONTY: Gradient monognathic and weak dignathic 
heterodonty with medial, anterolateral and posterior tcn~th 
mwgmups in both jaws. 

\. DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: Pr~lvncrodus 
cf. hreiiicr~sratus differs fmm all other Texas hybodonts hy the 
following combination of characters: low, rounded cusplets. a 
strong labial protuberance. very low median cuspand longitudi- 
nal ridges that do not reach the crown fwt.  

~ ~ 

STRATIGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION IN TEXAS: Middle 
and upper Paluxy Formation, Parker and Wise counties (Albian- 
Lower Cretaceous). 

- ,?X., 
9' ~ iL . ~. COMMENTS: This species was originally described from the 

,*S" . .v".? {. Lower Cretaceous (Wealden) of England and referred to the 
h : .W ' ,  genus H.vhodus by Patterson (1966). Thurmond (197 1) sug- 

2a % gested that several teeth from the Albian of Texas mighr be 
closely related to P. hre~~ilvcmtus: however, theTexas material 
may represent an undescribed species. 

REFERENCES: Patterson (1966); Thurmond (1971) 

. , 

Polyacrodus cf. brevicostafus (Patterson 1966): Paluxy 
Formation (early Albian), (1) Parker County and (2) Wise 
County. Tooth orientation: (la, 2b) labial view; (lb. h) 
lingualview; (lc,2c)apical view; (2d)distal view. Scalelines 
= I mm. 
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Superfamily HY BODONTOIDEA Zangerl 198 1 PoLYAcRoDus 
Family POLYACRODONTIDAE Gluckman 1964 ILLINGS WORTHI 

Chronologic Range: Turonian Occurrence: Rare Maximum Size: 32 mm 

Genus Polyacrodus Jaekel 18x9 
Polyacrodus illingsworthi (Dixon 1850) 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth large, up to 32 mm wide: crown low. 
much shorter than root, with one short medial cusp, three to four 
pairs of low and rounded cusplets, and a weak labial crown 
protuberance: longitudinal ridges numerous, extend from crown 
foot to apex of cusp and cusplets: root anaulacorhizous: histol- . . :,,. . . , . . , .  .: ; :* .., . .,... .::..c ' 

,:. " 
ogy onhodont. . *..,i. ! . .  ,,.:,.. , . . , ' ~ '  ( ...,. ' . . ,  . '  

HETERODONTY: Unknown. probably strong gradient 
rnonognathic and very weak dignathic hetemdonty. IC 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: Teeth of 
Po1,lvacrodus illin~.~wonhi are most likelv to he conrused with - ., 
those o f f .  hrevicosrorus. P. illing.~worthi diffen from the latter 
species by possessing a much weaker lahial crown protuberance 
and by having longitudinal ridgeson bothcrown faces that reach 
the crown foot. It'%\ , 
STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN Kamp 
Kanch Limestone of the Eagle Ford Group (Tumnian), Dallas 
County. 

. . , .  . . . . . / P  ' ,  . 
COMMENTS: Only two teeth of this species are presently Id . . , , . .. 
known from the Texas Cretaceous. Both specimens, figured on 
this page, werecollected from the Kamp RanchLimestoneof the 
Eagle Ford Gmup in Dallas County. .- . ... 

. . 
REFERENCES: Dixon (1850): Woodward (1889): Leriche 
(1929). l e  

Polyacrodus ilIingsworthi (Dixon 1850): Kamp Ranch 
Limestone (Tumnian), Fagle Ford Gmup, Dallas County. 2 b 
Tooth orientation: (la, 2h) lingual view; (lh) mesial view. 
(Id, 2a) labial view; (lc) apical view; (le) hasal view. Scale 
line = l cm. 
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PoLYAcRoDus aff. Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 1981 

PARVIDENS Family POLYACRODONTIDAE Gluckman 1964 

Maximum Size: 6 mm Occurrence: Common Chronologic Range: Albian 

Genus Polyacrodus Jaekel 1889 
Polyacrodus aff. parvidens (Woodward 191 6) 

D E S C m O N :  Crown broad with alargecentral cuspand one 
or two pairs of shorter cusplets; labial and lingual crown faces 
moderately convex; labial crown protuberance weakly devel- 

1 oped or absent; longitudinal ridges widely spaced and well 
developed on labial crown face; lingual crown face may be 
almost smooth, lacking longitudinal ridges; many ridges extend 

; , f #  1, from crown foot to cutting ridge of cusp and cusplets; root 

1 E; '< anaulacorhizous; histology orthcdont. 

HETERODONTY: Weakgradient monognathic and dignathic 
heterodonty. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The combina- 
tion of a high central cusp, well developed cusplets, weak labial 
crownprotuberanceandwidely spacedlongitudinalcrownridges 
are features of P. aff. parvidens that separate this species from 
other Texas hybcdonts. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Middle 
and upper Paluxy and Travis Peak formations (Albian), Hood, 
Parker and Wise counties. 

COMMENTS: These teeth were described from thePaluxv and 
Travis Peak formations by Thurmond (1971). This species 
occurs in both marine and brackish water deposits of the Paluxy, 
Church. Gnnbury and Springtown local faunas in Hood, Parker 
and Wise counties. Bulk sampling methods generally must be 
used to collect teeth of this species 

REFERENCES: Patterson (1966); Thurmond (l971), 

5 

Polyaerodus aff.garvidens (Woodward 1916): Antemlateral 
teeth, Paluvy Formation (early Albian), Parker County. 

6b Tooth orientation: (1-5, 6a) labial view; (6b) a p i d  view. 
Scale line = l mm. 
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Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 1981 
Family POLYACRODONTIDAE Gluckman 1964 

LZSSODUS ANZTAE 

Chronologic Range: Albian Occurrence: Rare Maximum Size: 1.6 mm 

Genus Lissodus Brough 1935 
Lissodus anitae (Thurmond 197 1) 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth very small, generally about I mm in 
mesodistal width; crown high, transversely expanded with a 
weak central cusp and up to three pairs of cusplets; transverse 
crest of crown more or less continuous and undulating; central 
labial crown protuberance strong; longitudinal ridges weakly 
developed labially and absent lingually; crown foot constricted 
and overhangs root; root flat and more or less perpendicular to 
crown axis; root anaulacorhizous; histology orthodont. 

HETERODONTY: Based on the associated dentition of the 
genotype, Lissodus qfricanus (Broom 1909). the teeth are ar- 
ranged in an alternate row pattern and several series are func- 
tional. Strong gradient monognathic and weak dignathic 
hetemdonty (Duffin 1985). 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: A cuspate trans- 
verse cmwn ridge and extremely small tooth size distinguish 
Lissodus anitae from all other Lissodus in Texas. At present, L. 
anitae is the only lower Cretaceous Lissodus in Texas. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Paluxy 
Formation (Albian), Butler Farm Local Fauna. Wise County 
(Thurmond 197 I). 

COMMENTS: These teeth areextremely small andcanonly he 
collected by bulksamplingandmicmscopicsorting. Thisspecies 
was originally placed in the genus Lunchidion Estes 1964 by 
Thurmond (l971 ); however, Lunchidion has since been shown 
to be a junior synonym of the genus Li,c.c~~dus Brough l935 
(Duftin 1985). 

', 
REFERENCES: Thurmond (l971 ); Duffin (1985). 

Lissodus anitae (Thurmond 1971): Worn crowns lacking 
roots, Paluxy Fonnation(ear1y Albian), WiseCounty. Tooth 
orientation: (la,Za) apicalnew; (lh,Zb)labial new: (lc,Zc) 
lingual new: (Id) distal. Scale Line = 0.5 mm. 
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LZsSoDus SELACHoS Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 1981 
Family POLYACRODONTIDAE Gluckman 1964 

Maximum Size: 4.5 mm Occurrence: Common Chronologic Range: Campanian 

Genus Lissodus Bmugh 1935 
j 

&c-' Lissodus sehchos (Estes 1964) . . 
< 

P' 
DFSCRIPTION: Teeth with a moderately developed labial 
crown protuberance: transverse cutting ridge continuous, gener- 

, . .+.>y .b , , . l b 
, %\ ally crenulated and hears a numher of small or incipient mesial 

. , and distal cusplets; cusp low md hmadly triangular; apex ofcusp 
connected tothelabialcrownprotuknnce hy apmminentridge; 

l a 
-. 

lingual crown face below cusp is inflated: lahial and lingual 
.~ v- - cmwnfacessmooth; rootanaulacorhizous; histologyorthcdont. 

Id g 
HETERODONTY: Strong gradient monognathic and weak 
dignathic hetercdonty. 

~. 

~- DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The teeth of 
, tisso~lus selachos can be distinguished from L. anitae by their 

k larger size. greater mescdistal width. and lower crown height. 
- - Other undescribed Texas species of Lissodus have generally 

2b 
smooth, noncuspate crowns. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Aguja 
Formation. Brewster County (Campanian). 

COMMENTS: Lissodus selachos was originally described 
From the Lance Fomlation, Maestrichtian, of eastem Wyoming 
(Estes 1964). This species is close to L. grifii Case 1987 fmm 
the late C;impaniand Wyoming but differs by the presence of 

3b well developed and more numerous (up to five) cusplets with a 
kW mminent median c u s ~ .  

kFERENCES:  Es t~s  (1%); Duffin (1985); Case (1987). 

W@ LiSSodusselochos (Estes 1964): (1)completetooth witha well 
presewedroot: (2-4)cmwnslackingrooW, AgujaFormation 

4c (Campanian), Brewster County. Tooth orientation: (la,2b, 
3h.4h)labialview: (ld,&)lingualview; (lc,k,3a,4a)apical 
view: ( l  b) distal view. Scale lines = 0.5 mm. 
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Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 198 1 
Family POLYACRODONTIDAE Gluckman 1964 

LZSSODUS ssp. 

Chmnologic Range: Cenomanian-Maestrichtian Occurrence: Rare Maximum Size: 4 mm 

Genus Lissodus Brough 1934 
Lissodus spp. 

DESCRIPTION: At least two additional undescribed 
species of Liccoduc occur in the Cretaceous of Texas. Their 
teeth all lack roots and range from 2 to 4 mm in mesodistal 
width. Their crowns are low to high, having nearly flat 
occlusal surfaces in Cenomanian and Maestrichtian forms. 
Labial and lingual crown faces are smooth, lacking any type 
of ornamentation, and the labial crown protuberance is of 
moderate size in Cenomanian teeth and very large in 
Maestrichtian teeth; roots anaulacorhizous; histology 
orthodont. 

HETERODONTY: Unknown but assumed to be the same as 
forthe other species ofLirrodus: strong gradient monognathic 
and weak or absent dignathic heterodonty. 

DISTINGUISHINGCHARACTERISTICS: Cenomanian 
Lissodus from the WoodbineFormation differ from L. anitae, 
L. se1ncho.s. and Lissodus sp.. from the Kemp Formation. in 
having low crowns and a broad, weakly differentiated labial 
crown protuberance. Maestrichtian Li.s.so~lus from the Kemp 
Formation differ from all other Texas Lissodus by having an 
extremely large and robust lingual crownprotuberance. These 
teeth are comparable in size to L. selachus but appear to lack 
its characteristic cuspate crown. 
STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Wood- 
bine Formation (Cenomanian), Denton and Dallas counties and 
late Campanian-Mdestrichtian, upper Taylor and Kemp forma- 
tions, Hunt County. 

COMMENTS: Undescribed Woodbine and Kemp formation 
teeth of Lissodusare clearevidence that further study will reveal 
adiverse hybodont fauna in the Texas Upper Cretaceous. These 
teeth are part of the microfauna, which can only be collected 
through bulk sampling, sieving and micms~-opic sorting of con- 
centrated residues. Teeth of tissodus appear to be especially 
common in sediments of fresh and brackish water origin. 

REFERENCES: Duftin (1985). 

Ihndus spp.: (1-2) Navarro Group. Kemp Formation 
(Maestrichtian), Hunt County; (3) SMUSMP 63192, 
Lewisville Member, Woodbine Formation (Cenomanian), 
DentnnCounty. Toothorientation: (la,2a,3a)occlusalview; 
(lh, 2b, 3h) labial view. Scale lines = 0.5 mm. 
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Family Ptychodontidae 

The Family Ptychodontidae includes the well known shark genus Ptychodu~ and two lesser 
known genera; Hylaeobatis from the lower Cretaceous of England and Steinbachodus from the - 
Upper Triassic of Southern Germany. Since the mid-1800s. various paleontologists have 
considered Pzychodus to be a bony fish, a ray intermediate between the Dasyatidae and 
Myliobatidae and, most recently, a shark closely related to living species (neoselachians). We 
have adopted the view taken by most current students of fossil sharks andplace Ptychodusamong 
the hybodont sharks with which it shares an anaulacorhizous root structure. 

- 

Thechronostratigraphic succession ofPtychodusinTexasis almostunintermpted fromthe Albian 
(~redericksbur~) through Campanian ( ~ a ~ l o r )  groups, and worldwide, this exclusively Creta- 
ceous shark has approximately the same geologic range. Among the largest Cretaceous shark 

~ ~ 

teeth from Texas are those of Ptychoduspolygyrus (Turonian, Eagle Ford Group, Travis County), 
measuring 52 millimeters in mesodistal width. 

Partly articulated vertebrae and numerous complete dentitions are known for a number of 
Ptychodus species; however, those skeletal elements that would contribute the most toward 
establishing the true relationships of Ptychodus (e.g., neurocrania, fin skeletons, presence or 
absence of a synarcual and features of its jaw articulation and branchid structure) remain 
unknown. 

The teeth of Ptychodus are arranged in parallel rows (row-locking configuration) forming a 
crushing pavement dentition in both upper and lower jaws. A single median row of small 
symmetrical teeth in the lowerjaw, opposed by amedian row of much larger symmetrical teeth 
in the upper dentition, is flanked distally by progressively smaller asymmetrical teeth of 
anterolateral and posterior rowgroups. The largest teeth in the dentition are found in the upper 
median tooth row. All teeth have a massive anaulacorhizous root that is weakly bilobate. The 
crown is large and expanded over the root on all faces. Its apical (occlusal) surface ranges from 
flat (P. connellyi) to highly developed with a prominent cusp (P. whipplei) and always bears a 
series of distinct radiating ortransverseenameloidridges surrounded by amarginal area of varying 
width. This marginal crown surface may be omamented with concentric, radial, granular, - - 
bifurcating or anastomosing enameloid ridges and bumps. In general, the dentition of Ptychodus 
may be characterized as having moderate gradient monognathic heterodonty and weak dignathic . 

heterodonty (excluding the upper and lower symphysial rowgroups). 

Species of Ptychodus aredefined on the basis of crown shape and cusp development, the number 
and arrangement of transverse ridges and the relationship of these ridges to the width and 
ornamentation covering the marginal area. The diagnostic tooth characteristics for each species 
of Ptychodusare best seen in thelargest andmost symmetrical teeth. These are located in themost 
central two or three rows in each jaw. 

Teeth of the eleven species of Ptychodus described herein can be categorized as belonging to one 
of three morphological types: 1) low or flat crowned (Ptychodus decurrens, P. latissimus); 2) 
intermediate crown height (P. connellyi, P. polygyrus, P. rugosus, and P. occidenralis); and 3) 
high crowned forms (P. mammillaris, P. anonymus, P. mortoni, P. whipplei and Ptychodus sp.). 
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Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 198 1 PTYCHODUS ANONYMUS 
Family PTYCHODONTIDAE Jaekel 1898 

Chronologic Range: Cenomanian-Turonian Occurrence: Common Maximum Size: 14 mm 

Genus Ptychodus Agassiz 1835 
Ptyfhodus anonymus Williston 19(X) 

D E S C m O N :  Teeth usually less than 1 cm in greatest 
dimension; crown moderately inflated; cusp conical, high and 
rounded; transition from cusp to marginal area smooth, not 
angular: approximately twelve fine transverse ridges extend 
across apex, down sides of cusp, then divide and curl amund as 
they enter marginal area; margin n m w  with bumpy granular 
pattern, not crossed by transvene ridges: deep triangular lingual 
depression above crown foot: anterolateral teeth low crowned 
with concentric ridges in marginal area; root anaulacorhizous; 
histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Assumed to he typical for the genus 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: Small tvoth 
size, fine transverse ridges, weakly conical high cusp, gentle 
transition between cusp and granular marginal area separate this 
species from other Texas P@chodirs. 

STRATIGRAPHlc OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: A very 2p% ~. ,c; ,j . 
common species in late Cenomanian and Turonian Eagle Ford , '  e?* 

. ,  , 
Group throughout Texas. 

COMMENTS: This species was described by Williston ( 1900) 
from the Benton Formation of Kansas. Herman (1977) consid- 
ered it to be a subspecies of P. nrrms~~il~~ri,% (P. ~?urn~rnilf~ri.s 38 
nnonymus); however, we believe that it represents n distinct 
species. 

REFERENCES: willisto" (1900). Heman (1977). 

7a 
Ptychodusanonymus Williston 1900: (1,7)anteriorteeth; (3, 
4) lateral teeth; (2,5,6) posterior teeth; Bouldin Flags For- 
mation (Cenomanian), Eagle Ford Group, Travis County. 
Tooth orientation: (la.Zb.3b. 5b. 7a) lingual view: (Ib, 2a, 
3a, 4,5a, 4 7 c )  wlusa l  view; (Ic) distal view: (7b) mesial 
view; (Id) basal view. Scale line = 5 mm. 
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PTYCHODUS CONNELLYZ Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 1981 
Family PTYCHODONTIDAE Jaekel 1898 

Maximum Size: 32 mm Occurrence: Rare Chmnologic Range: Campanian 

Genus Ptychodus Agassiz 1835 
Ptychodus connellyi Macleod and Slaughter 1980 

DESCRIPTION: Species known by one tooth. the holotype; 
crown extremely flat; no intlation of the occlusal surface; eight 
thin, nearly straight transverseridgesextendfrommesial todistal 
crown margin and several loop amund at their ends, connecting 
with an adjacent ridge; marginal area very narrow or absent; 
labial and lingual crown faces flattened, labial face being the 
widest; mot anaulacorhizous: histology ostecdont. 

HETERODONTY: Details unknown; row-gmup pattern as- 
sumed to be typical for the genus. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: An extremely 
flat occlusal crown face, a very n m w  marginal area (or its 
absence), numerous transverse ridges, some of which Imp at 
theirendsdistinguishthisspeciesfromallotherTexasPfychodus. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Roxton 
Member of the Gober Chalk (Campanian), Fannin County. 

COMMENTS: Ptychodusconnellvi is known withcenainty by 
only one tooth, the holotype. Several incomplete teeth from the 
early Campanian Ozan Formation in Ellis County may be refer- 
able to this species. Pfychodus connellvi represents one of the 
youngest known occurrences for the genus, which became ex- 
tinct worldwide by the end of the Campanian. 

REFERENCES: MacLeod and Slaughter (1980). 

Ptychodus connellyi Macleod and Slaughter 1980: Holotype, 
SMUSMP 69031; Roxton Member of the Gober Chalk 
(Campanian), Fannin County. Tooth orientation: (la) 
occlusal view; (lh) lingual view; (lc) labial view; (Id) basal 
view; (le) distal view. Scale line = l cm. 
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Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 1981 
Family PTYCHODONTIDAE Jaekel 1898 

PTYCHODUS DECURRENS 

Chronologic Range: Late Albian-Cenomanian Occu~~ence: Rare Maximum Size: 29 mm 

Genus PIychodus Agassiz 1835 
PIychodus decurrens Agassiz I843 

DESCRIPTION: A low crowned species of Prychodus with 
roughly rectangular and mesodistally elongated teeth in medial 
andanterior-most rowsofanterolateral teeth; crowns moderately 
flattened to convex in antemlateral rowgroups, less convex in 
more distal anterolaterals; large symmetrical upper medial and 
anterolateral teeth in both jaws have about ten strong transverse 
ridges; number of ridges decreases to five or six in more distal 
anterolateral rowgroups; distal ends of transverse ridges bifur- 
cate within the marginal area and new smaller and finer ridges 

U U 

form between them; all ridges extend across the marginal area l 
and lie perpendicular to the crown edges; root anaulacorhizous; 
histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Strong disjunct monognathic and weak 
dignathic heterodonty (except for upper medial rowgroup) with 
medial, anterolateral and posterior rowgroups. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: Ptychodus 
decurrens differs from all other Texas Ptychodus, except P. 
occidenmlis, in havingthedistal endsofthe transverse ridgesand 
marginal arearidges oriented perpendicular to the crown border. 
P. decurrens never develops the high, inflated crown typical of 
P. occidentali,v. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: This spe- 
cies is found in the Walnut, Duck Creek, Weno, Pawpaw and 
Graysonfotmations(Albian), thePepperFormation(Cenomanian) 
of Texas and in the Cenomanian formation of the Eagle Ford 
Group. 

COMMENTS: NumerousEuropeansubspeciesandvarietiesof 
Prychi~dus decurrens have been described since the mid 1800s. 
The nomenclature of this species "complex" requires careful 
reconsideration and the taxonomy adopted here is conservative. 
With the exception ofP. anonymus, most oftheTexas Prychodus 
of Cenomanian age and all Albian teeth are referable to P. 
decurrens. Teeth of this species are never common. 

REFERENCES: Dibly ( l91 1); Wcmdward (l91 I); Hetman 
( 1977). 

PIychodusdecu~ensAgarsu1&Q3: WenoFonnation(Albian), 
Tarrant County; (1-2,6-7)anterolateral teeth; (3-5)posterior 
teeth. Tooth orientation: (1-7) occlusal views. scale lines = 
2 mm (1,2) and 0.5 mm (3-7). 
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PTYCHODUS LATZsSZMUS Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 198 1 

Family PTYCHODONTIDAE Jaekel 1898 

Maximum Size: 30 mm Occurrence: Common Chronoloeic Range: Coniacian-early Campanian 

Genus Ptvchodus Aeassiz 1835 
Ptychodus lalissimus Agassiz 1843 

DESCRIPTION: Prychodus teeth with moderately domed 
crowns; distinct cuspabsent; five or six short, massive transverse 
ridges with taperedendsand slight curvature; marginal areavery 
wide, covered by a rugose or granular texture lacking a distinct 
pattern; root anaulacorhizous; histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: CompletedentitionsofP@chod~~~latissimus 
are not known from Texas hut it is assumed to have a general 
dental pattern typical for the genus. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The oresence ~ ~ 

of five or six strong and very distinct transverse ridges, very wide 
granular marginal area, and weakly inflated cmwn are attributes 
of this species which readily separate it from all other Texas 
Piychodus. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Basal 
Atco Formation (Coniacian) of the Austin Gmup (contact hori- 
zon) throughout Texas and possibly the basal Ozan Formation 
(Taylor Group-early Campanian), Ellis County. 

COMMENTS: Almost all of the Texas occurrences of this 
distinctive species are from the basal Atco Formation of the 

lines = 5 mm. 
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Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 198 1 PTYCHOD US MAMMZLMRZS 
Family PTYCHODONTIDAE Jaekel 1898 

Chmnologic Range: Early Coniacian Occurrence: Rare Maximum Size: 24 mm 

Genus Plychodu.? Agassiz 1835 
Plychodus mammiUaris Agassiz 1835 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth moderately large: cusp high, squared- 
off and flattened on the occlusal surface: six to ten prominent. 
regularly spaced, transverse ridges extend across and down the 
sides of the cusp where they wrap around and merge in a 
concentric pattern with themarginalarea: transitionfromcusp to 
marginal area subangular: marginal ornamentation granular to 
granular ridges arranged in a concentric pattern: root 
anaulacorhizous; histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Assumed to be typical for the genus. 
Associated or natural tooth sets of Ptychodus mammi1lari.s are 
unknown from Texas. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The presence 
of adistinctflatteningoftheocclusalcuspfaceinupperandlower 
antemlateral and upper medial teeth, in combination with a 
concentric pattern on themarginal area, separate these teeth from 
those of other high crowned species (e.g., P+chodus whipplei, 
Ptychodus anonymus and Ptychodus sp.). 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Basal 
Atco Formation of the Austin Gmup (contact horizon), early 
Coniacian, throughout Texas. 

COMMENTS Teeth of this species are rare in Texas, although 
some paleontologists consider Prychodus ananymus to be a 
junior synonym or subspecies of Prychodus mammillaris. 

REFERENCES: Herman (1977). 

PtychodusmmmiIlaris Agassiz 1835: Contact horizon of the 
Atco Formation (Coniacian), Austin Group, Dallas County; 
anterior tooth. Tooth orientation: (la) occlusal view; (lb) 
distal view; (lc) lingual view. Scale line = 5 mm. 
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PTYCHODUS MORTONZ Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 1981 
Family PTYCHODONTIDAE Jaekel 1898 

Maximum Sif.: 26 mm Occurrence: Rare Chronologic Range: Coniacian-Santonian 

Genus Ptvchodus Aeassiz I X35 
Ptychodus mortoni Mantell I X39 

DESCRIWION: Teeth with a high conical cusp havingashq 
apex: crnwn ridges strnng. radiating in all directions from the 
apexand terminating hasallyjust aboveorat the intersection with 
the marginal area: cusp-crown intersection suhangular to 
submunded: marfinal area wide. finely panular with a concenuic 
panem amund cusp; mu anaulacohims: histolgy nsteodont. 

HETEROWNTY: Pr?ch(dusarononi has a rnwgrnup pattern 
typical for the genus with upper and lower medial, anternlateral 
and posterior rowgroups. This interpretation is based on ohser- 
vation of associated dentitions from the Austin Grnup in Texas 
and comparison with complete dentitions frnni the Cretaceous 
Niohma Chalk of Kansas. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The teeth of 
PyrhrIdrr.s mono~ri m easily distinguished fmm all other Texa5 
species of Prvch~drrs hy the presence of high conical cusp with 
radiating ~xclusal ridges. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Austin 
Group (Coniacian-Santonian) throughout Texas. 

COMMENTS: Isolated teeth of Pfychndrr morroni occur most 
commonly in the hasal Atco Formation (contact harizon) of the 
Austin Grnup. Associated dentitions, like the one figuredon the 
next page. have heen collected higher in the formation. 

REFERENCK' Williston (1900). 

PtychodusmortoniMantell1839: Contact horizonofthe Atco 
Formation (Coniacian), Austin Group, Travis County; (1-5, 
7)antemlateral teeth; (6) posterior tooth. Tooth orientation: 
(2a) basal new: (3c. 4a. 7) lingual new: (I. 3b, 4h, Sb, 6b) 
occlusal new; (3a, 5a) mesial views; (2b. 6a) distal views. 
Scale lines = S mm. 
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Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl198 1 

Family PTYCHODONTIDAE Jaekel 1898 

PTYCHODUS MORTONI 

&$". &&$,&a&< * ~ .  .* ,fir .*- . < .  . ,  , . . .- a: C.., 
~ ". ~ . . -  

PrychodusmnfoniMan~1839: Refomtrudedupper~~&te)dentitionl#lsedonsnamdatod~e~~theAtmFo~(Coniacian)oftheAustinGmp, 
Dallas Cmmtv. (1) I I W ~  l& and right dentitinn. (2) Lineusl view of an uowr left dental series. Dashed line indicate paFition Ofjaw symphysis Scale line = 2 cm. 



PTYCHODUS OCCZDENTALZS Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 198 1 
Family PTYCHODONTIDAE Jaekel 1898 

Maximum Size: 14 mm Occurrence: Rare Chmnologic Range: Cenomanian-Turonian 

Genus J'lvchodus Anassiz 1835 
PIychodus bccidenta~i Leidy 1868 

~- . - DESCRIPTION: Close to Ptychodus decurrens but having a 
\. high bulbous cmwn lacking or having a very poorly developed 

.- cusp: transverse ridges numerous and very fine. numbering 
% ,.- ''. L.? ': about ten in large upper medial and mesial-most anterolateral .. 

tooth rows; as in P. ~lecurrens, the transverse ridges bifurcate 
numerous times distally, grading into finer and finer parallel to 
subparallel ridges whichareorientedperpendicularto thecrown 
border. within the marginal area; root anaulacorhizous; histol- 
ogy osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Associated dentitions of Prychodus 
occidenralis are unknown. It is assumed that lhis species has a 
dental hetercdonty similar to other high crowned species of 
P?ychodus. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: A high, bul- 
bous cmwn in combination with very fine transverse ridges 
which extend across the marginal area. at right angles to the 
crown border, separate Ptychodus occidentalis from Ptychodus 
decurrens and all other Texas species of Prychodus. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: This 
species is known from the Eagle Ford Group (Cenomanian- 
Turonian) in Tnvis. Bell, Dallas and Denton counties: it 
probably occurs throughout the Eagle Ford Group strata in 
Texas. 

COMMENTS: In Texas, only two species of Ptychodus have 
transverse ridges that extend and bifurcate across the marginal 
area and are oriented perpendicular to the crown border - P. 
decurrens and P. occidentalis. As noted, the latter species is 
distinguished from P. decurrens by its high, bulbous crown. 
Numerous subspecies of P. decurrens have been described in the 
European Cretaceous. Their validity and relationships to T e x a  
material remain to be studied. 

REFERENCES: Leidy (1868). 

'l 

Plychodus occidentalis Leidy 1868: Bouldin Flags Formation 
(Cenomanian), Eagle Ford Group, Travis County. Tooth 
orientation: (la, 2.3) occlusal view; (Id) lingual view; (lb) 
labial view; (Ic) distal new; (le) basal view. Scale lines = 
5 mm. 
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Subfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 198 1 
Family PTYCHODONTIDAE Jaekel 1898 

PTYCHODUS POLYGYRUS 

Chronologic Range: Tumnian Occurrence: Rare Maximum Size: 52 mm 

Genus Ptychodus Agassiz 1835 
Ptychodw polygyms Agassiz I R39 

DESCRIPTION: The largest Prychodus teeth in Texaq belong 
to this rare species; crown roughly pentagonal to rectangular in 
outline, moderately inflated, lacking a pronounced cusp; hiins- 
verse ridges moderately strong, discontinuous, somewhat wavy. 
and theirdistal ends terminate inconcentric ridges inthemarginal 
area; marginal area covered by granular texture and may show 
a weak concentric pattern near the terminal ends of the transverse 
ridges: root anaulacorhizous; histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Tooth row-group heterodonty typical for 
the genus. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: This species is 
characterized by having a weakly inflated occlusal crown face. 
eight or nine strong transverse ridges and a tendency to develop 
aconcentricpatternwithinthemarginalarea. Ptychoduspolygynrs 
is most easily confused with P. larissimus. from which it differs 
in having numerous fine transverse ridges and a much n m w e r  
marginal area having a concentric pattern. 

.:. 
".~",'i,i " , . .  , ' .T.... 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Turonian . .. . ,-. \C$: .,: , ..a . , ,, ' . . 
formations of the Eagle Ford Group throughout Texaq and . ?.. . ' 

. . . - - - \- .,. 
especially in the Kamp Ranch Limestone, Dallas County. -. *... . . . ..., . . .  ..,. . . ~ . a -28 

'? .%- , - .L ' ~ . . .z.i "-~ - . . % .,..<.*a- 
&>% :.~,.':;~:..~ 

COMMENTS: These teeth are most commonly found by 
carefully splittingandexarnining fossilifemus slabsofthe Kamp 
Ranch Limestone of the Eagle Ford Group. This species occurs 
in the Cretaceous of Kansas and Alabama. European teeth of P. 
poly~yrus are known to exceed 80 mm in mesodistal width. 

REFERENCES: Williston (1900); Applegate (l 970); Herman 
( 1977). 

. ..-. . 

Pfychodus polygyrus Agassiz 1839: TMM Specimen No. 
42281-1, Eagle Ford Group (Turonian), Travis County. 
Tooth orientation: ( la)  occlusal view; ( lb)  labial view; 
(lc) basal view; (Id) distal view; (le) lingual view. Scale 
lines = l cm. 
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PTYCHODUS RUGOSUS Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 198 1 
Family PTYCHODONTIDAE Jaekel 1898 

Maximum Size: 46 mm Occurrence: Rare Chronologic Range: Santonian 

Genus POlchodus Agassiz 1835 - 
Ptychodus rugasus Dixon 1850 

DESCRETON: A large speciesof P t y c M v  having reeth with a 
broadly rounded, elevated cusp: approximately six imgular. wavy 
and very discontinuous transverse ridges m the cusp and do n a  
extend ontothe marginal area: only oneorworidgesare continuous 
across the cusp: marginal area has a weakly concenmc granular 
pm and the entire crown surface has a vey "Ngose" appmnce: 
RYX anaulacorhi7~us: histology osreodont. 

HETEROWNTY: MacLeod (1982) described a complete 
upper and lower dentition of Ptychodus rugosus from the Austin 
Group in DallasCounty. The specimen consistsof anassociated 
and articulated dentition (natural tooth set) havine 206 uooer . . 
teeth and 347 lower teeth. The upper dentition has one median 
row of large teeth, flanked by eight rows of anterolateral and 
posterior teeth. The lower dentition has a single, very small row 
of medialsover the mandibularsymphysis. flanked by nine rows 
on either side of anterolateral and posterior teeth: one row has 27 
teeth. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: This species is 
characterized by its distinctive pattern of discontinuous, ~ g o s e ,  
transverse ridges and moderate cusp development. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Austin 
Group (Santonian), Dallas County. 

COMMENTS: MacLead's 1982 description of this Santonian 
species from the Austin Group is it? only known Texas occur- 
rence. The teethof P.  gos sus are very distinctiveand its apparent 
absence from rocks both older and younger than Santonian in 
Texas is consistent with its restricted Santonian age in Western 
Europe. Although it seems unusual that the only known speci- 
men of P. rugosus from Texaq is a complete upper and lower 
dentition (we have not seen any individual, isolated teeth of P. 
mgo.us), its rarity can probably be explained by two factors. 
First, Santonian teeth in Texas are practically unknown because 
thistimeperiodisrepresentedby therelatively unfossiliferous(in 
termsofelasmobranchs)AustinGroupand, secondly, the species 
is probably rare as well. 

REFERENCES: MacLeod (1982). 

Ptychodus mgosus Dixon 1850: SMUSMP Spedmen No. 
69001, associated teeth from the upper dentition, Austin 
Group (Santonian), Dallas County; (1) occlusal view of an 
upper median tooth; (2) occlusal view of upper medial row 
and two adjacent rows; (3) occlusal view of upper left 
lateroposterior tooth rows. Seale lines = 1 cm. 
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Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl198 1 

Family PTYCHODONTIDAE Jaekel1898 

PTYCHODUS RUGOSUS 

PIychodus rugosus Dixon 1850: Naturaltooth sets of (1) the upper dentition (SMUSMP69001) and (2) the lower dentition (SMUSMP69002),Austin Gmup (Santonian), 
Dallas County. Scale Line = 5 em. 



PTYCHODUS WHIPPLEI Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 1981 
Family PTYCHODONTIDAE Jaekel 1898 

Maximum Size: 29 mm Occurrence: Abundant Chmnologic Range: Turonian-Coniacian 

Genus Plvchodus Agassiz 1835 
Ptychodus whipplei Mmou 1858 

DESCRPHON: Intermediate to large size teeth of Pfychodus 
having the highest and most distinctly developed cusp of any 
Texas species: sides of cusp almost vertical; occlusal face 
crossed by hvo to nine parallel transverse ridges which descend 
part way down the sides; posterior and distal antemlateral teeth 
have less elevated cusps with smng distal inclination; cmwn 
margins are flared and shelf-like with apronounced basal ledge 
overhanging the root; marginal area wide, ornamented with 
closely set prominent granules varying from round to shon and 
irregular tuberculated ridges; pattern of granulations is generally 
concentric but it may be radial; rmt anaulacorhizous; histology 
osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: At least three associated partial dentitions 
of Ptychodus whipplei are known from the Cretaceous of Texas. 
The row-group configuration of this species is typical for the 
genus. Both upper and lower dentitions display weak disjunct 
monognathic anddignathic heterodonty except fordifferences in 
the upper and lower medial rows. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The teeth of 
Pfychodus whipplei can be distinguished from all other Texas 
Ptychodus by havinganextremely prominent and highcusp with 
transverse ridges that do not generally reach the marginal area 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE M TEXAS: Teeth of 
this species are abundant in Turonian formations of the Eagle 
FordGroupand in the lower Atco Formation of the Austin Group 
(Coniacian). wherever exposed in Texas. 

COMMENTS: Through time, the teeth of Ptychodu~ whipplei 
increase in size, attainingtheirmaximum height in the basal Atco 
Formation of the Austin Group (contact horizon). We have no 
Texasrecords ofthis species inrocks youngerthanearly Coniacian. 

REFERENCES: Marcou (1858); Williston (1900); Herman 
(1977). 

7 
. . , . $  

Ptychodus whipplei Marcou 1858: Contact horlzon of the 
Atco Formation (Coniaaan), Austin Group, Dallas County. 
Tooth orientation: (l& 2a. 3) Iinrmal view: (lb. 4. 5. 6)  . .  . .  . .  . . . .  
occlusal view; (lc, Zb, 7) mesial view. Scale line = 5 mm 
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Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 1981 
Family PTYCHODONTIDAE Jaekel1898 

PTYCHODUS WHZPPLEZ 

Ptychodus whipplei Marmu 1858: (1) associated tooth set and (2) cnmplete lower right dental series; Arcadia Park Formation (l'uronian), Eagle Ford Group, Dallas 
County. Dashed line indicates position of jaw symphysis. S d e  line = 2 cm. 



PTYCHODUS sp. Superfamily HYBODONTOIDEA Zangerl 1981 
Family PTYCHODONTIDAE Jaekel 1898 

Maximum Si7e: 21 mm Occurrence: Common Chronologic Range: Coniacian 

Genus Ptychodus Agassiz 1835 
Ptychodus sp. 

DESCRIPTION: A high crowned form of Ptyrhodrrr similar to 
P. anonynlus, having an erect, straight-sided cusp: sides of cusp 
slope steeply to a broad. flaring marginal area. meeting it at a 
sharpangle lingually. mesially anddistally: between fiveand ten 
well defined mesial and distal transverse ridges extend from the 
cusp ba%e, converging apically along a median labiolingual line. 
creating a very distinctive "chevmn" pattern: the first three or 
four lingual-most transverse ridges converge into a series of 
labially pointing chevrons; transverse ridges terminate with 
weakly curved surfaces at theedgeof the marginal area: marginal 

la area moderately to coarsely granulated with weakly developed . - 
concentric panern: root anaulacorhizous: histology osteodont. 

HETEROWNTY: Based on isolated teeth, this taxon appears 
to have a row-group pattern typical for the genus. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: A chevron- 
shaped transverse ridge patfern on thecuspapex, in combination 
with development of a sharp angle where the cusp meets the 
marginal shelf art attributes that readily distinguish this species 
from all other Texas Piyrhodus. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: This 
undescrikd speciesof P~rhodusoccunthroughout Texas within 
the early Coniacian contact horizon of the AtcoFormation of the 
Austin Group. 

COMMENTS: This very distinctive speciesoccurs in about the 
same frequency withinthecontacthorizona~Prych~durluti.ssimus. 

REFERENCES: None. 

Ptychodus sp.: Contact horizon of the Atco Formation 
(Coniacian), Austin Group, Dallas County. (14) anterior 
teeth; (5.7-8) antemlateral teeth; (6) posterior tooth. Tooth 
orientation: (la.4-8) ncclusal view; (Ib) mesial view; (5 3) 
Lingual view. .Scale lines = S mm. 
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HEXANCHu.9 MICRODON Order HEXANCHIFORMES Buen 1926 
Family HEXANCHIDAE Gray 185 1 

Maximum Size: 17 mm Occurrence: Rare Chronologic Range: Campanian - Maestrichtian 

Genus Hexanchus Rafinesque 18 10 
Hexanchus micmdon (Agassiz 1843) 

DESCRIPTION: Texas specimens of Hexanchus microdon 
include one complete lower right anterolateral tooth and tooth 
fragments: crown labiolingually compressed with a low distally 
inclined mesial cusp, followed by aseries of six distally inclined 
cusplets (number of cusplets depends on tooth row position and 
the age of the individual); cusplets gradually decrease in size 
distally: mesial cuning edge of cusp serrated: distal cuning edge 
of cusp unserrated: cusplets unserrated; crown faces are smooth: 
root labiolingually flattened or tabular, nonbilobate and high; 
lingual longitudinal protuberance well developed, situated just 
below crown foot and extends full length of tooth: root 
anaulacorhizous: histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Stmngdisjunctmonognathicanddignathic 
heterodonty with medial, anterolateral and posterior rowgroups 
present in the lower dentition and pamymphysial, anterolateral 
and posterior rowgroups present in the upper dentition. Moder- 
ately strong ontogenetic and sexual dental heterodonty known in 
extant Hexanchus griseus. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: Hexanchus 
microdon lower anterolateral teeth are distinguished from all 
otherTexaq shark teeth by the presenceof asaw-like crown with 
numerous cusplets and a flat, highly compressed and tabular. 
anaulacorhizous root. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Pecan 
Gao Chalk. Travis and Collin counties (Cam~anian): . . 
Maestrichtian, Kemp and Linig formations, Travis and Hunt 
counties. a - ~- , 

I COMMENTS: Teeth of the sixgill shark Hexanchus are ex- 
tremely rare in the Texas Cretaceousand, toour knowledge, have - 

8. not been previously reported from this state. The scarcity of 
sixgill shark's teeth inTexascan probably be attributed tothe fact 
that these fishes inhabit cold, deep water and most of the Texas 

*.,, 'rr 2b Cretaceous marine deposits were laid down in shallow warm 

\ 
tropical depositional environments. 

REFERENCES Woodward (1886); Arambourg (1952); 

-C 
Herman (1 977). 

Hexanchus microdon (Agassu 1843): (1) TMM Speeimen 
No.140412-1,completelower rightantemlateral twth,Pecan 
Gap Chalk (Campanian), Travis County; (2) incomplete 
lower left antemlateral tooth lackinga motand thedistal end 
ofthecmwn,KempFormation (Maeshichtian),Hunt County. 
Twthorientation: (la,2h)lingualview; (lh.2a)lahial view; 
(lc) distal view. W e  Line = 2 mm. 
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Order Squaliiormes 

Until recently, sharks belonging to the Order Squaliiormes were unknown from the Cretaceous 
of Texas. Several collections of extremely small Campanian teeth, many of which are barely 
larger than half of a millimeter, provide a tantalizing glimpse of a potentially diverse assemblage 
representing one family and at least three subfamilies of squalomorph sharks. 

Dogfish sharks.of the Order Squalifonnes are widely distributed today in Atlantic, Pacific and 
Indian Oceans in tropical to subarctic and subantarctic latitudes. Some of many species live in 
shallow water close to shore; others inhabit the deep sea. They vary in length from an average 
of .5 to 1 meter, to a maximum of 6.5 meters. The earliest undisputed squalomorphs are Lower 
Cretaceous (Barremian) in age (Thies 1981); however, the late Jurassic genus Squalogaleus 
Maisey 1976 may represent the oldest known squaloid (Cappetta 1987). 

The Order Squaliformes is subdivided into the Family Echinorhinidae, which includes modem 
and fossil bramble sharks, plus the Family Squalidae (dogfish sharks). The latter is broken down 
into four subfamilies; the Squalinae, Etmopterinae, Somniosinae andoxynotinae, the first three 
of which are present in the Texas Cretaceous. 

Squaloids are generally characterized by having two dorsal fins, with or without spines, no anal 
fin, five external gill slits, well calcified vertebrae, and a host of cranial attributes including a 
trough-shaped rostrum (for a detailed discussion of squaloid morphology see Compagno (1973). 

ThegenusSqualus Linnaeus 1758 (Subfamily Squalinae) occurs in Campanian andMaestrichtian 
strataof theTaylorandNavmgroups respectively. Teethof this genusmay exceed 3 millimeters 
in length and are found in association with sharks and rays typical of shallow marine depositional 
environments. These teeth also resemble Centrophoroides Davis 1887 and may in fact be 
referable to this taxon. 

Extremely small and rare Campanian teeth similar to Centroscymnus (subfamily Somniosinae) 
and Ehoptem Rafinesque 1810 (Subfamily Etmopterinae) are found in the Pecan Gap Chalk 
of northeast Texas. The shallow, warm tropical waters whichcharacterize most of the Cretaceous 
strata inTexas arenot likely to yield squaloid teeth, (except Squalus orothersqualinae); however, 
the Pecan Gapchalkappears torepresents a?cooler, mid- toouter-shelfdepositionalenvironment 
favorable to squaloids. 
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SQUALUS sp. Order SQUALIFORMES Goodrich 1909 
Family SQUALIDAE Bonaparte 1834 

Maximum Size: 2 mm Occurrence: Rare Chronologic Range: Campanian-Maestrichtian 

Genus Squalus Linnaeus 1758 
SquaZus sp. 

DESCRIITION: Teeth small, generally 2 mm in maximum 
size; cusp broad, triangular and strongly inclined distally: distal 
blade well developed: labial flange finger-like, extends basally 
belowcmwn foot andmt: lingualpegprotludesjust below cusp 
at crown foot: cutting ridge and crown faces smooth: mt short 
with a flat or inclined basal attachment surface: transverse lingual 
ridge-like protuherance is subdivided by a large central lingual 
foramenjustbelowthelingualcrownpeg; rootholaulacorhizous: 
histology orthodont. 

HETERODONTY: Weak gradient monognathic and very 
weak dignathic heterodonty. Weak ontogenetic and moderate 

Ib 
sexual dental heterodonty base d on modem Squalus acanrhias. 

DISTINGUISHINGCHARACTERISTICS: TeethofSqualus 
are eaqily identified by their low triangular crown, short root. 
smng labial flange and lingual peg. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Pecan 
Gap Chalk (Campanian), Collin County; Kemp and Littig - 

;S.-;<:..~-a formations (~aestrichtian), Travis and Hunt ~oun~ies. 

. . COMMENTS: Squalus teeth are extremely rare in Texas. 
Extant Squalus are generally small, deep to shallow -cold water 
sharks and have a spine in front of each dorsal fin. 

, *:., 
The possibility exists that these teeth could belong to the genus 
Centrophoroides. close to C. lafidens (Davis 1887). 

REFERENCES: Ledoux (l 970); Heman ( 1977): Cappetta 
( 1  980). 

I d  

Squalus sp.: (1) antemlateral tooth from the Pecan Gap 
Chalk (Campanian), Collin County; (2) incomplete 
anterolateral tooth from the Kemp  orm mat ion 
(Maestrichtian), Hunt County. Tooth orientation: (la, 2) 
labial view; (Ib) lingual view; (lc) basal view; (Id) mesial 
view. Scale line = 0.5 mm. 
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Order SQUALIFORMES Goodrich 1909 
Family SQUALIDAE Bonaparte 1834 

ETMOPTERINAE and 
SOMNIOSINAE 

Chronologic Range: Campanian Occurrence: Rare Maximum Size: l mm 

Subfamily Etmopterinae Flower 1934 
Subfamily Somniosinae Jordan 1888 

GENERAL DISCUSSION: Very small teeth (usually less than 
1 mm) which are undoubtedly closely related to the extant 
Emoptem (Subfamily Etmopterinae) and Centroscynnus (Sub- 
family Somniosinae) occur in the early Campanian Pecan Gap 
Chalk of Collin County. 

Sharks of the Subfamily Etmopterinae are small and possess 
prominent dorsal tin spines. They have very strong dignathic 
heterodonty with labiolingually compressed crowns and tabular 
roots in the lower dentition and smaller teeth with an erect cusp, 
one or more pairs of lateral cusplet?, and distinctly bilobate roots 
in the upper jaw. Extant species of Emopterus live at bathyal 
depths up to 2000 m. 

The fossil Etmopterus-like teeth are abundant and show a dental 
heterodonty closetothelivingEtmopterus.ThegenusEtmoptems 
has been described from the Campanian of Germany (Muller, 
1989). 

Of possible affinity to the Subfamily Somniosinae are rare upper 
andlowerteethresemblingthegenus Centroscymnus. They have 
very high and narrow tabular roots and a low crown in lower 
anterolateral teeth. The upper teeth have erect crowns with a 
single cusp, no lateral cusplets and strongly bilobate roots. 

The Subfamily Somnoisinae is represented by fourliving genera, 
including Centroscymnus. and an extinct genus and species 
known from the upper Santonian of Lebanon (Cappetta 1980). 
Modem Somnoisinae live in the batbyal zone up to IOOO m. 

Inferences from paleogeography, svatigraphy and the foramini- 
fers associated with these teeth in the Pecan Gap Chalk, suggest 
that these teeth were deposited at mid to outer shelf depths of 
between I00 and 200 meters, or considerably shallower than the 
modem bathymetric distribution of members of either sub- 
family. 

These squaloids are presently being described along with an 
associated fauna of diverse sharks and rays. 

Etmopterinae and  Somniosinae: Pecan Gap  Chalk 
(Campanian), Collin County; (1-2) Ehnopterinae, lower 
right antemlateral teeth; (3) Ehnopterinae, upper right 
antemlateraltooth; (4)Somniosinae, upper rightanterolateral 
tooth; (5) Somniosinae, lower right anterolateral tooth. 
Toothorientation: (la,2b J) labial view; (lh, 2a,4-5) lingual 
view. Scale line = 0.3 mm. 
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Order Squatiniformes 

TheOrder Squatiniformes (angelsharks) includestheFamily Squatinidaeand onegenusSquatina 
Dumeril1906. Squatina has along fossil record which extends fromtheupper Jurassic to Recent. 
The earliestrepresentatives are known by complete skeletons fromGermany; otherwise the fossil 
history of this shark is based on numerous isolated teeth and scales from strata of Cretaceous and 
especially Tertiary age. The teeth of Squatina have changed very little since the Jurassic and it 
is often difficult at best to identify any species with certainty. 

The interrelationships of the genus Squatina to other elasmobranchs have long been debated 
among students of modem and fossil sharks. Much of the confusion stems from its external rav- 
like f& while detailed anatomical studies clearly show that Squatina is a shark. 

Squatinoids are dorsoventrally flattened with broad pectoral fins, no anal fin, small posteriorly 
placed dorsal fins lacking fin spines, five gill slits opening ventrally as in rays, and amouth which 
opens anteriorly (terminal) as opposed to opening below the snout (subterminal). Attributes of 
Squatina which clearly relate it to sharks and not rays include the absence of a synarcual or 
articulation of the pectoral girdle with the vertebral column, absence of spiracles and pectoral fins 
which are not attached to the head. 

The dentition of Squatina displays very weak monognathic heterodouty in both jaws and little if 
any dignathic heterodonty. The teeth are mesodistally elongate with a sharp, erect cusp, long 
mesial and distal blades, and a complete cutting ridge. A pronounced labial flange extends to the 
level of the basal attachment surface. A wide dental band extends across the lingual crown foot 
and partly covers a raised lingual root protuberance. The crown is oriented at ninety degrees to 
the root. The root is broadly hiangular in basal view with a weak to strongly concave basal 
attachment surface. A deep centtal lingual foramen rests in a concave depression and a central 
lingual foramen opens on the lingual root protuberance. The root is very thin in labial view and 
numerous small foramina pierce the basal attachment surface and lingual root surface just below 
the crown foot. 

The fossil record of Squatina in Texas includes one record from the Cenomanian Woodbine 
Formation in Denton County and a small number of teeth from the Campanian Ozan and Pecan 
Gap Chalk, and the Maestrichtian Kemp, Escondido and Littig formations. 
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Order SQUALIFORMES Buen 1926 
Family SQUATINIDAE Bonaparte 1838 

SQUATZNA HASSEZ 

Chmnologic Range: Campanian-Maestrichtian Occurrence: Rare Maximum Size: 9 mm 

Genus Squatina Dumeril 1 0 6  
Squatina hassei Leriche 1929 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth small, averaging about 5 mm; cusp 
short and hmadly triangular with a very wide base; labial and 
lingual crown faces smooth; mesial and distal shoulders low, 
elongate and poorly differentiated on some teeth; labial flange 
moderately well developed: cutting edges of the cmwn smooth 
and continuous acmss shouldem and cusp; root distinctively 
triangular in basal view and projects lingually at a right angle to 
the cmwn; basal attachment surface is hmad, weakly concave, 
and possesses a central nutrient foramen; mot hemiaulacorhiz- 
ous; histology orthodont. 

HETERODONTY: Weak gradient monognathic heterodonty 
in both jaws and extremely weak dignathic heterodonty. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The teeth of 
Squatinn hassei are characterized by having a triangular root 
oriented with the basal attachment surface at right angles to the 
crown, a strong labial flange, and a central basal foramen which 
is not associated with a nutrient groove. Theabsence of a nutrient 
groove rcadily separates Sqlrutina from Cretorectolobus. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Pecan 
Gap Chalk, Collin County; basal Ozan Formation. Dallas and 
Elliscounties(Campanian); Kemp, EscondidoandLittigforma- 
lions (Maestrichtian). Hunt. Medina and Tnvis counties. 

COMMENTS: The Family Squatinidae includes one extant 
genus Squatina with a fossil record extending back to the Upper 
Jurassic. In Texas, it's teeth are generdlly small, never common 
and must be collected with bulk sampling and microscopic 
sorting techniques. An undescribed Cenomanian species of 
Squatina also occurs in the Woodbine Formation in Denton 
County. 

REFERENCES: Leriche (1929); Hermdn (1977) 

Squatina hassei Ikriche 1929: (1-2) complete antemlateral 
teeth from theTaylor Grnup,Ozan Formation(Campanian), 
Dallas County. Tooth nrientation: (la,2a) labial view; (lc, 
2c) lingual view; (le) apiesl view; (Id, 2d) mesial view; ( lb)  
distal view; (2b) basal view. Scale line = 0.5 mm. 
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Order Heterodontiformes 

The Family Heterodontidae Gray 1851 and genus Heterodontus Blainville 1816 comprise the 
Order Hetercdontiformes. The earliest fossil record of heterodontids, hom sharks, dates back to 
the Lower Jurassic and the fossil record is relatively unbroken to the present. 

Heterodontusis a small benthic shark that rarely exceeds 1 meter in total length and is found today 
in most shallow tropical and temperate waters worldwide. It has a very short, robust head with 
prominent ridges above the eyes and anarrow subterminal mouth. The pectoral fins are rounded 
andbothdorsal fins areprecededby sharp spines. Thebody is coveredby moderately largeplacoid 
scales which have a diagnostic Maltese Cross crown ornamentation. 

As the name Heterodontur implies, this shark possesses a dentition with extreme disjunct 
monognathic heterodonty in both jaws, weak dignathic heterodonty and extreme ontogenetic 
heterodonty. Inadult individuals, the anterior teeth possess ashort, erect cusp andoneor two pairs 
of closely attached mesial and distal cusplets. Both crown'faces are smooth and a wide flange, 
having an apically convex basal border, is present labially at the crown foot. A short, horizontal 
or tabular lingual protuberance extends outward, over a prominent root protuberance. The root 
is deeply excavated and opens labially. Each root lobe converges lingually forming a V-shape in 
basal view. A central basal foramen is set in a deep pit and the lingual protuberance is pierced by 
acentral l i d  foramen. The lateral teeth are mesodistally elongate and more or less rectangular 
to sigmoid in occlusal view, having low, convex crowns without a cusp or cusplets. The occlusal 
surface is often ornamented with deep pits and branching ridges which intersect a median 
transverse ridge. The root is low, nonbilobate, with a flat basal attachment surface similar to the 
roots found on posterior teeth in Ptychodus. 

The dentition of Heterodontus has strong ontogenetic heterodonty. The anterior teeth of im- 
mature Heterodontus may have two to three cusplet pairs while numerous cusplets are positioned 
along the transverse ridge in lateral teeth. As the individual matures, there is a progressive 
reduction in the number of anterior tooth cusplets. Cusplets are eliminated all together in lateral 
teeth as they take on a crushing or grinding function. 

The fossil record of Heterodontus in Texas is very sparse. Anterior and posterior teeth of 
Heterodontus cf. canaliculatus (Egerton 1850) occur in the lower Coniacian of the Austin Group 
and fragmentaq anterior teeth are present in the Campanian Ozan Formation. 
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Order HETERODONTIFORMES Blainville 19 16 
Family HETERODONTIDAE Gray 185 1 

HETERODONTUS cf. 
CANALZCULATUS 

Chronologic Range: I uwe r  Coniacian-Campanian Occurrence: Rare Mi~ximum S i x :  2 m m  

Genus Hetermfontus Blainville 18 16 
Heterodontiis cf. canaliculatus (Egenoti in Dixon 1850) 

DESCRIFTION: Adult anterior teeth mesodistally n m w :  la . 
cuhp tall. peg-like and rounded at the apex: one pair of shon. 
rohust cusplets which are closely attached to the cusp: crown 
Faces ;ire smooth: labial flange U-shaped along basal border and 

1 r, 
overhangs crown foot: lingual protuberance horizontal. tabuliu ~ ? 

and extends at right angles over the root. terminating just above 1 

, . 
a central hramm on the lingual root protuberance: root lobes ,:- 

open labially and unite lingually forming a V-shaped opening: . . 

central basal foramina perforate the root attachment surface. 
Adult anterop(~sterior teeth are mesodistally elongated and 
lahiolingually narrow with a flat noncuspate crown which func- 
tions in crushillg food: occlusnl crown t.ice with a strong raised l c  I d  
transverse ridze. from which extends. at rizht ancrles. smaller 

L 

rugose enameloid ridges: roots hemiaulacorhizous; histology 
onhodont. 

~ .. 
HETERODONTY: Extremedisjunctmonognathic heter(x1onty ...... ? 

in both Jaws: extreme ontogenetic heterodonty. .,, -2.' 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The anterior 
teeth of Hern.rx1~1rrrrr.s differ from orectolobids by having a V- 
shaped root rather than ;I U-shaped root. The tlat crushing teeth 
of adult H ~ ~ t ~ ~ r o ~ / ~ ~ r l r r r r  have superficial similarities with the 
psterior teeth in Pr?u.hodrrs hut differ in being more symmetri- 
cal. having greater mesodistal elongation and in having a persis- 
tent median t~lnsverse ridge. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE I N  TEXAS: Basal 
Atco Fomlation of the Austin Groun. contact horizon. Travis 
County (Coniacian): ?haul  Oran Formation (Campanim), 
Dalla\ County: Pecan Gap Chalk (Campanian). Collin County. 

COMMENTS: Teeth o f  H r r r r f ~ ~ I o ~ ~ r i r . ~  are very rare in Texas 
iindthry are presently known withcertainty only frotnonesandy 
lens near the hase of the Austin Gmupin Travis County. Several 
fregmentilry anterior teeth. possihly referable to Hefr,rodor~rrrs. 
arealso found in the early CampanianOzanandPecanGapChalk 
formations. 

REFERENCES: Cappetta ( 1975. 1987). 

Heteradontus cf.canaliculafus (Egerton in Dixon 1850): (1.3- 
4) anterior teeth; (2) crown o f  a lateroposterior crushing 
tooth lackinga root; Contact horizon o f  the Atco Formation 
(Coniacian). Austin Group. Travis County. Tooth orienta- 
tion: (la,3,4b) lingual view; (lc. 4a) lahial view; ( Ib)  distal 
view; ( Id )  basal view; (2a, 2b) occlusal view. Scale line = 
0.5 mm. 
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Order Orectolobiformes 

Orectolobiforms constitute a diverse group of predominantly small, shallow water, tropical 
bottom-dwelling sharks. This order also includes the world's largest living shark, Rhincodon 
typus Smith 1829. The earliest known Orectolobids are Jurassic in age and five of the six families 
comprising this order range chronologically from Cretaceous to Recent. Whale sharks, Family 
Rhincodontidae, are described from Eocene and younger strata; however, teeth referable to this 
family may be present in the Cenomanian and Turonian of Texas. 

The shallow, tropical to subtropical Cretaceous epicontinentalseawhichcoveredTexas supported 
adiverseomtolobidfaunarevresentin~atleastfivefamiliesandsixgeneraincludingChiloscvllium 

U U 

greeni (Family Hemiscylliidae), Cantioscyllium decipiens and Ginglymostoma lehneri (Family 
Ginglymostomatidae), Cretorectolobus sp. (Family Orectolobidae), Pararhincodon groessenssi 
(Family Parascylliidae) and problematical teeth of possible affinity to the whale sharks (Family 
Rhincodontidae). To this list can be added a significant number of undescrihed Albian through 
Maestrichtian omtolobids. 

As a group, orectolobiforms are characterized by a blunt snout, narrow mouth (excluding 
Rhincodon), two posteriorly placed dorsal fins lacking spines, very long tails, and numerous teeth 
arranged in a dense, alternate pattern. Orectolobid teeth are specialized for clutching or c ~ s h i n g  
rather than tearing or sawing. Most teeth are small, between 1 and 3 millimeters, with notable - - 
exceptions being Cretorectolobus and especially Ginglymostoma which exceeds 5 millimeters, 
andaremoderately to strongly asymmetrical. Crowns range fromnarrow tomoderately wide with - .  - - 

a short cusp and from none to two pairs of short cusplets, except Ginglymostoma which has up 
to five distal cusplets. Cretorectolobus is very Squatina-like, having noncuspate, high mesially 
and distally elongate blades. Lingualcrown faces are smooth andpronouncedand alingual crown 
protuberance is developed only in Cantioscyllium and Ginglymostoma. With the exception of 
Pararhincodon, orectolobid teeth possess a labial crown flange which may or may not extend 
basally to the level of the root attachment surface. The basal profile of this flange ranges from 
weakly bifid to narrowly constricted and peg-like. Labial crown ornamentation ranges from 
absent to minor discontinuous enameloid folds and ridges near the crown foot (ridges extensive 
in Cantioscyllium and moderately developed in Ginglymostoma). Orectolobid roots are typically 
low and heart-shaped in basal view with expanded mesial and distal lobes. The basal attachment 
surface is weakly to strongly concave and has a large central basal foramen. A lingual foramen 
penetrates the lingual rootprotuberanceandmai-ginal lingual foratninaarealmostalways present. 
Most orectolobids have hemiaulacorhizous roots though some are holaulacorhiwus. 
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Order ORECTOLOBIFORMES Applegate 1972 
Family HEMISCYLLIIDAE Gill 1862 

CHZLOSCYLLZUM GREEN 

Chronologic Range: Cenomanian - Coniacian Occurrence: Common Maximum Size: 1.8 mm 

Genus Chiloscyllium Muller and Henle 1837 
Chiloscyllium greeni (Cappetta 1973) * 

la 
DESCRIPTION: Teeth small. height less than 2mm. widthless - 
than 1 .S mm: crown smooth with one broadly triangular median 
cusp: one pair of short, robust lateral cusplets; labial crown 
flange wide, overhangs crown foot and extends almost to base 
level of root: crown inflated lingually, developed into a strong 
protokrance: rmt strongly bilobate: basal attachment surface .. .--, 
concave and oriented at right angles to crown; central basal 'mar , . L-.- 
foramen opens labially into a nutrient groove separating mesial 
and dislal rmt lobes: lingual root protuberance penetrated hy a 
single foramen: root hemiaulacorhizous: histology orthodont. 

lc 
HETERODONTY: Weak gradient monognathic and dignathic 

fk 
heterodonty. P' 
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: This species is 
easily distinguished from other Texas orectolobids by its small , . . 
size. smooth crown and presence of a single pair of cusplets. C 

. a .  

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Pepper 
and Wmdbine fomlations and Eagle Ford Group formations 
(Cenomanian): Eagle Ford Group formations (Turonian); basal 
Atco Fornation of the Austin Group (Coniacian). 

COMMENTS: This species was first described by Cappetta 
( 1973) from theTuronian Carlile Shale of South Dakota. Subse- 
quently. it has k e n  recognized in the Cenomanian through early 
ConiacimofTexas where it isespecially common in theTuronian .. 
Kamp Ranch Limestone of the Eagle Ford Group. Living I 

hemiscyllids are small benthic sharks which are found in warm * d 

waters oflhe Indian and Pacific oceans. 

REFERENCES: Cappetta (1973) 

- .  

- 4b 

ChiloscyIlium greeni (Cappetta 1973): Anterolateral teeth 
from the Atcu Formation (Coniacian), Austin Group, Travis 
County. Tooth orientation: (la, 2a,4b) lahial view; (lc,2b, 
3a) lingual view; (lh,  4a) mesial view; (3h) distal view; (Id) 
hasal view. Scale line = 0.3 mm . 
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CANTIOSCYLLIUM Order ORECTOLOBIFORMES Applegate 1972 
DECIPIENS Family GINGLYMOSTOMATIDAE Gill 1862 

Maximum Size: 3 mm Occurrence: Common Chronologic Range: Cenomanian - Coniacian 

Genus Cantioscvllium Woodward 1889 
Cantioscyffium decipiens Woodward I 889 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth small with ashortstout cuspflanked by 
one to three pairs of small rounded lateral cusplets; lingual 
protuberance wcll developed and attached, having a flattened 
apical surface: lahial flange broad. rounded to hilohate, and does 
not reach basal face of mot; longitudinal ridges pronounced, 
covering lower half of labial crown face hut do not reach cusp 
apex; mt triangular in outline, having well defined lobes; 
attachment surface weakly concave; large central foramen 
situated on h a d  Pdce of root; mot hemiaulacorhizous; histology 
orthodont. 

HETERODONTY: Dignathic heterodonty weak or absent. 
Weak gradient rnonognathic heterodonty with the number of 
cusplets increasing in more distal tooth rows. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: These teethdif- 
fer from other Texas orectolohids in having robust crowns with 
numerous. strong lahial longitudinal ridges. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Pepper 
and Woodbine formations (Cenomanian): Eigle Ford Group 
(Cenomanian - Turonian); basal Atco Formation of the Austin 
Group (early Coniacian). 

COMMENTS: Contiosr.vlli~rm decipiens is the most common 
orectolohid in the Texas Cretaceous. These teeth are very small 
and microscopic techniques should be used to collect them. 

REFERENCF3 Woodward ( l  8x9): Cappena (1  973) 

Cantioscyllium decipiens Woodward 1889: Anterolateral 
teeth, Pepper Formation (Cenomanian), Rell County. Tooth 
orientation: (Id, h) lingual view; (lh, Zd, 3a) lahial view; 
(2h) bawl view; (3h) apical view; (la, 2r) distal view; (lc) 
mesial view. Scale line = 0.5 mm. 
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Order ORECTOLOBIFORMES Applegate 1972 GZNGLYMoSToMA 
Family GINGLYMOSTOMATIDAE Gill 1862 LEHNERZ 

Chronologic Ranee: Late Campanian-Maestrichtian Occurrence: Common Maximum S i x :  5.5 mm 

Genus Ginplvmostoma Muller and Henle I R37 -. 
Ginglymostoma lehneri Leriche 1938 

DESCRIFTION: Teeth moderately large for the genus, gener- 
ally 3 - 4 mm in greatest dimension: crown broadly triangular 
with short cusp and three to four pairs of mesial and distal 
cusplets; labial crown foot developed into prominent flange: 
lingual protuberance massive: lingual cmwn face smooth: labial 
crown Fdce bhas numerous irregular longitudinal enameloid plica- 1 
tions or ridges, generally covering labial flange and extending 
apically tojustbelowbaseofcuspandcusplets; basalattachment 
surface of root triangular in outline, deeply concave, with one 

.B,* '.lr -. largecentral foramen whichopensintoalabially directedgroove, 
separating mesial and distal root lobes: lingual root pmtuberance b 

f 

W 
massive and penetrated lingually by a single foramen: root 
hemiaulacorhizous; histology orthodont. 

\ 
'l 

HETERODONTY: Very weak gradient monognathic 
heterodonty; dignathic heterodonty weak or absent. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The teeth of 
Gingl.vmostornn lehneri differ tiom other similar orectolobid 
teeth in having numerous shon cusplets tlanking a short median 
cusp, bordering a broadly triangular and high crown. The 
presenceofstrong. irregularenameloidridgeson thelabialcmwn 
face is an important diagnostic feature. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Late 
Campanian to Maestrichtian, Kemp, Escondido and Littig for- 
mations of Hunt, Medina and Travis counties. 

COMMENTS: In Texa,  teeth of Gingly~nr)slnrna are restricted 
to sediments of latest Campanian and Maestrichtian age. 
Ginglvmo,stoma lehneri was originally described by Leriche 
(1938) from the Cretaceous of Trinidad. 

REFERENCES: Leriche ( l  918): Arambourg (l  952). 

orientation: (2a, 3,4, Sa) labial view; (Zb, 5c) lingual view; P 
( 2 4  5h) hasal view: (2c) distal view; (1) mesial view. Scale 
line = I mm (1-3, S), 0.5 mm (4). 
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CRETORECTOLOBUS sp. Order ORECTOLOBIFORMES Applegate 1972 
Family ORECTOLOBIDAE Jordan and Fowler 1903 

Maximum Size: 35 mm Occurrence: Ram Chronologic Range: Tumnian 

Genus Cretorectolobus Case 1978 
Cretorectolobus sp. 

\ 
\ DESCRIPTION: Teeth small, rarely exceeding 3 mm and 

superficially very similar to Squatina: crown with a single 
,. >.~-. narrow cusp. flanked by long. low mesial and distal shoulders: 

cusplets absent: lahial flange shon to long and narrow,descend- 

i)* ing well below crown foot to a point about level with basal 
,... 5 attachment surface of the root: crown foot extended lingually 

l a  I ' !  
-- -- overaprominent lingual root protuberance: crown faces smooth: 

cutting ridge continuous across the cusp and shoulders: root 
triangular to rectangular in basal view: basal attachment surface 
subdivided by a nutrient groove, extending from lingual protu- 
berancealmosttolahial flange: root holaulacorhizous: histology 
orthodont 

HETERODONTY: Weak gradient monognathic hetemdonty: 
dignathic hetemdonty weak or ?absent. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: Teeth of 
Cretorectolobss are most likely to be confused with those of 

l b  
Squatina and can easily be distinguished from the latter by the 
presence of a well defined nutrient groove on the basal attach- 
ment surface of the root. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Upper 
Eagle Ford Group (Taffs Fishbed Conglomerate: Turonian). 
Collin County. 

COMMENTS: At the present time, teethof Cretorectolobu.~are 
known from one locality in the Eagle Ford Group, very close to 
its contact with the overlying Austin Group. Additional teeth 
from an undescrikd West Texas fauna of late Maestrichtian age 
may also be referable to this genus. Case (1978) originally 
described the genus CretorecroI(~bus from the Campanian Judith 
River Formation of Montana. 

REFERENCES: Case (1978). 

Cretorectolobus sp.: Antemlateral tooth, Taws Fishbed 
Conglomerate (Tumnian), upper Eagle Ford Gmup, Collin 
County. Tooth orientation: (la) labial view; ( lb)  lingual 
view; (lc) basal view; (Id) mesial view. Scale line = l mm. 
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Order ORECTOLOBTFORMES Applegate 1972 
Family PARASCYLLIIDAE Gill 1862 

PARARHINCODON 
GROESSENSSI 

Chmnoloeic Ranre: C a m ~ a n i a n  Occurrence: Rare Maximurn Swe: 1.2 mm 

Genus Pamrhincodon Herman 1976 
Pamrhincodon groessenssi Herman 1982 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth extremely small, usually between 0.5 
and I mm high; crown needle-like, usually bordered by a low, 
convex mesial blade; mesial cusplet present or absent; distal 
cusplet incipient to well developed; labial crown foot deeply 
embayed; labial crown face nearly flat; lingual crown face 
strongly convex; crown faces lack ornamentation; cutting ridge 
continuous acmss cusp, cusplets, and blade; root svongly 
bilobate. lingual protuberance large with flat mesial and distal 
rwt  lobeattachment surfaces; root very asymmetrical with large 
mesial lobeand muchsmallerdistal lok root lobesseparatedby 
nutrient grcwve whichisopenorpartly covered: asingleforamen 
penetrates the lingual root protuberance and a large central 
forameo opens posteriorly between the root lobes; root 
hemiaulacorhizous; histology onhodont. 

HETERODONTY: Uncertain; probably weak gradient 
monognathic heterodonty in both jaws; dignathic heterodonty 
either weak or absent. 

DlSTINGUlSHING CHARACTERISTICS: Pnrarhincodon 
teeth are extremely small and can easily be recognized by their 
crown and root asymmetry. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Pecan 
Gap Chalk and Ozan formations, Dallas and Collin counties 
(Campanian). 

COMMENTS: The genus Parurhincudon wa5 first described 
by Herman ( 1977) from the Campanian of Belgium. The genus 
wassubsequently reported from an incomplete skeleton from the 
Cenomanian of Lebanon (Cappetta, 1980) and Herman (1982) 
described P. jiroessenssi from the Maestrichtian of Germany. , ,  . 
Additional but fragmentary Texas teethof Porarhinc(~don occur 

, a, in the Pepper and Woodbine (Cenomanian) formations and the 
, . Eagle Ford Group (Cenomanian-Tumnian). , ... . ~... ,A ,  ,.:. ', 

8 -. 
. . 

REFERENCES: Hermao (1977. 1982): Cappetta (1980). 4a L 
... . , 

,I 
Pamrhincodon groessenssi Herman 1982: Anterolateral 

4b teeth, Taylor Group, Pecan G a p  Chalk (Campanian), Collin 
L 

County. Tooth orientation: (la, lh ,  2h, 3,4a) lingual view; .L$ ,, 
' '  4 (ld,4c)labialview; (1c)apicaI view; (le.4h)distal view; (2a) ..,. 

mesial new. Scale line = 0.2 mm. 
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?RHINCODONTIDAE Order ORECTOLOBIFORMES Applegate 1972 
Family RHINCODONTIDAE Garman 191 3 

Maximum Size: 2 m m  Occurrence: Common Chronologic Range: Cenomanian-Tumnian 

Family Rhincodontidae Garman 1913 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth small, generally less than 2 mm in 
greatesl dimension, and superficially resembling teeth of the 
extant whale shark Rhincodon: crown verv short. robust and 
often having a pmnounced lingual inflection; cutting ridges 
weakly developed or absent; incipient cusplets (generally on 
only one side of the cusp and never more than one) present on 

S , ,  some teeth, otherwise absent: dentinal band present labially and 
. i , lingually; crown faces are smooth; r w t  bulbous, rarely hilohate 

:~ ~ .. \\; 7, 
1 - .  ,.l , . h .  and slightly expanded mesodistally: basal attachment surface is 
. . 1,' poorly developed, moderately convexand lacksadistinctcentral 

* . , i 8  ~. ';.<, foramen; nutrient groove absent; root anaulacorhizous (pmh- 

. ..- ably a secondary feature); histology osteodont. 
,, 

HETERODONTY: Unknown, but possibly approaching a 
.'f.\ homodont condition or, at least, extremely weak gr a d' lent 

I d  ' W ;  r monognathic heterodonty in both jaws. 

..; DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: Very small 
\ size, simple crown and a bulbous root lacking lobes, a central 

foramen or nutrient groove. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Eagle 
Ford Group throughout Texas (Cenomanian-Turonian). 

COMMENTS: These teeth are questionably referred to the 
Family Rhincodontidae based on superficial resemblance to 
whale shark teeth: otherwise, they donot haveanorectolobid mot 
structure. Teeth having a similar morphology are found today 
among the largest living sharks (e.g., whale and haqking sharks) 
where tooth reduction and simplification has taken place in 
response to feeding on microscopic marine plankton. 

REFERENCES: None. 

?Rhincodontidae: Eagle Ford Group, Kamp Ranch Lime- 
stone (Tumnian), Dallaq County. Tooth orientation: ( la,  2a, 
3) lingual view: (lc) labial view; ( Id)  basal view; (lb. Zb) 
mesial view. Scale line = 0 3  mm. 
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Order L-ormes 

Without question, the most sought after and impressive teeth to be found in the Texas Cretaceous 
belong to sharks of the Order Lamniformes. Extant lamniforms are predominantly large 
predaceous sharks, includingthegreatwhite Carcharodoncarcharias, and someof its Cretaceous 
counterparts were undoubtedly the largest fish predators of the time. Texas lamniform teeth of 
notable size occur in strata of Albian through Maestrichtian age. The largest teeth belong to 
~retodus crassidens (lower Coniacian), Lxptostyraxmacrorhiza (Albian) and Scapanorhynchus 
texanus (Campanian). 

Collectively, thedentition ofthisgroupdisplays weak tostrong disjunct monognathic heterodonty 
and wcak tostrongdignathic heterodonty. Anterior, latcd and postcriorrowgroupsm fairly wcll 
differentiated among most genera with symphyqial and uppcr intcrmcdiatcs prcscnt among all 
odontaspidsand somc ofthecretoxyrhinids. Ontogenetic heterodonty isexpressed by crowns and 
roots becoming increasingly robust with age. 

In Texas, lamniforms are sparsely distributed throughout marginal marine facies of late Aptian 
and early Albian age (Thurmond 1971) but they are never abundant until the late Albian. 
Characteristic Lower Cretaceous taxa include Prorolamna cf. sokolovi, Lxptostyrax macrorhiza, 
Cretolmna appendiculata, Paraisums compressus and a small odontaspid close to Carcharias 
amonensis. Cenomanian lamniforms are typified by a 'Woodbine" assemblage of Cretolamna 
appendiculata, Cretoxyrhina mantelli, Lxptostyrax sp., Carcharias amonensis, C. tenuiplicatus, 
Scapanorhynchus ?raphiodon, Protolamna sp. and Cretodus semiplicafus. A slightly younger 
and more marine Eagle Ford assemblage includes a small unnamed odontaspid, rare Cretolamna 
appendiculata and Cretoxyrhina mantelli. The Turonian and Coniacian yield Scapanorhynchus 
raphiodon, Cretoxyrhina mantelli , small odontaspids and very large teeth of Cretodus crassid- 
ens. The alopiid Paranomotodon first appears in the SantoNan and both Paranomotodon and 
Scapanorhynchus texanus are common in the Campanian Taylor Group. Maestrichtian Navarro 
Group strata yield abundant teeth of Serratolam serrata and at least one species of Carcharias. 

Texas Cretaceous Lamniformes include the Family Odontaspididae Muller and Henle 1839 
(Carcharias), Family Mitsukuri~dae Jordan 1898 (Scapanorhynchus), Family Cretoxyrhinidae 
Gluckman 1958 (Cretodus, Cretoxyrhina, Cretolamna, Leptostyrax, ParaisurusandProtolamna), 
Family Serratolamnidae Landemaine 1991 (Serratolnmna) and the Family Alopiidae Bonaparte 
1838 (Paranomotodon). 
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Family Odontaspididae 

Two living genera occur in the Family Odontaspididae, Odontaspis Agassiz 1838 (type species 
Squalusjierox Risso 1826) and Carcharias Rafinesque 1810 (type species Carcharia.c. taurus 
Rafinesque 18 10). Both are moderately large sharks, the former living in deep water and the latter 
prefening tropical to warm-temperate coastal environments. 

Odontaspids have long prehensile teeth with one to three pairs of lateral cusplets, well defined 
cuttingridges whichmay or may notreach the crown foot, alingualdental band and sigmoidcrown 
profile in mesial or distal view. The labial crown face ranges from nearly flat to strongly convex 
and is usually smooth but may have short longitudinal ridges near the crown foot. The lingual 
crown face is convex to some degree and ranges between smooth and highly omamented with 
longitudinal ridges depending on the species. A basal ledge may be present at the labial crown 
foot. The root is strongly bilobate with a pronounced lingual protuberance and narrow, rounded 
mesial and distal root lobes. A central lingual forarnen and nutrient groove are always present. 

Odontaspids havedisjunctmonognathic heterodonty inbothjawsand strongdignathic heterodonty 
withsymphysial, anterior, intermediate,lateral andposteriorrowgroupspresentinboth Odontaspis 
and Carcharias. Tooth histology is osteodont. 

It is arelatively easy matter to separate extant odontaspids basedon tooth morphology anddental 
formulae; however, this distinction is not so clear cut when one begins to work with diverse early 
Tertiary and Cretaceous odontaspids. Odontaspid teeth are large, easily collected and have been 
thesubject ofpaleontological study formany years. Despitetheattentionthey havereceived,there 
remains a perplexing array of named taxa and associated classification schemes, none of which 
offer a very clear or satisfactory understanding of odontaspid taxonomy and evolution. The 
generic taxonomy of Texas Cretaceous odontaspids presented here is at best tentative. 

The earliest Texas odontaspids are late Albian from the Weno, Pawpaw, Duck Creek and Grayson 
formations. These teeth are close to Carcharias amonensis, but remain unstudied. Two taxa, 
Carchariasamonensis and Carchariastenuiplicatuc., arefoundinthe Cenomanian Woodbine and 
Pepper formations and a small undescribed species of cf. Carcharias (Carcharias sp.A) is 
especially abundant in overlying late Cenomanian strata of the Eagle Ford Croup. Small 
unstudied odontaspids also occur throughout the Turonian, sparsely in the Campanian and 
Carcharias (Carcharias sp. B )  is present in the Maestrichtian Navmo Croup. 
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Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 
Family ODONTASPIDIDAE Muller and Henle 1839 

CARCHARIAS AMONENSIS 

Chronologic Range: Late Albian-Cenomanian Occurrence: Common Maximum Size: 11 mm 

Genus Carcharias Rafinesque 18 10 
Carcharias amonensis (Cappetta and Case 1975) 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth moderately large, usually between 5 
and 8 mm high; crown with a broad-based cusp and generally one 
pair of cusplets in anterior teeth and up to two pairs of triangular 
cusplets on most lateral teeth; cusplets closely attached to base 
of cusp and all have strong distal curvature; crown faces are 
smooth; lingual dental band well developed; roots are broad and 
tabular with a V-shaped convergence of the root lobes; lingual 
root protuberance weakly formed on anteriors; nutrient groove 
present on all teeth; root holaulacorhizous; histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Strong disjunct monognathic and dignathic 
heterodonty with symphysial, anterior, ?intermediate, lateral and 
posterior rowgroups based on isolated teeth. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The teeth of 
Carcharias amonensis differ from other odontaspids in having a 
broad, smooth and triangular cusp, flanked by up to two pairs of 
short, wide cusplets which display pronounced distal inclination 
in almost all tooth positions. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Possibly 
late Albian through Cenomanian Pawpaw, Pepper and Wood- 
bine formations and the Eagle Ford Group (Cenomanian) in 
Travis, Bell, Tarrant, Dallas and Denton counties. 

COMMENTS: This species is common in shallow water, near- 
shore environments of the Pepper and Woodbine formations of 
Cenomanian age. It occurs only sparsely in more open marine 
settings typical of the Weno and Pawpaw formations and the 
basal Eagle Ford Group. This species was described by Cappetta 
and Case (1975) from the Arlington Member of the Woodbine 
Formation in Tarrant County. 

REFERENCES: Cappetta and Case (1 975). 

Carcharias amonensis (Cappetta and Case 1975): Lewisville 
Member of the Woodbine Formation (Cenomanian), Denton 
County; (1-2) anterior teeth; (3-4) lateral teeth. Tooth . " .  ,I ., -2.. +L . >.A . ,. ,v..P *. % . : , , . 2 , . : . . : ,  orientation: (la, 2a, 3a, 4a) lingual view; (lb, 2b, 3b, 4b) I S ,  . . .%*C: ' . 

. , 
labial view. Scale line = 2 mm. 
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CARCHARIAS TENUIPLICATUS Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 
Family ODONTASPIDIDAE Muller and Henle 1839 

Maximum Size: 7 mm Occurrence: Common Chronologic Range: Cenomanian 

Genus Carcharias Rafinesque 18 10 
Carcharias tenuiplicatus (Cappetta and Case 1975) 

DESCRIPTION: Small odontaspid teeth rarely exceeding 5 
mm. Crowns moderately high with a broad-based but narrow, 
moderately sigmoid cusp; one ortwo pairs of high cusplets; row- 

.** - . - group morphology typical for odontaspids with erect anteriors 
? .. \ 

.:,'? ., and one pair of cusplets in anteriors and one to two in 
lateroposteriors; very short, closely spaced longitudinal ridges 
form aband at the labial and lingual crown foot; labial basal ledge 
broadly U-shaped and deep; root strongly bilobate; lingual 
protuberance well developed with a deep nutrient groove; root 

3a holaulacorhizous; histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: This species has a typical odontaspid 
dentition with strong disjunct monognathic and dignathic 

. , . heterodonty. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: Carcharias 
tenuiplicatusdiffers from all other Texas Cenomanian odontaspids 
in having wide based cusp and cusplets, a deep labial basal ledge 
and numerous short, pronounced labial and lingual longitudinal 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Pepper 
and Woodbine formations (Cenomanian), throughout Texas. 

COMMENTS: Cappetta and Case (1 975, page 305, Figures 3a 
and 3b) described this species from the lower Arlington Sand- 
stone Member of the Woodbine Formation in Tarrant County. 
The holotype illustration shows a small incomplete tooth that is 
more robust than any of the teeth we have examined. In spite of 
this, the tooth characters given in the type description seem to 
agree with those observed in our samples. These teeth may also 
be close to Carcharias striatula (Dalinkevicius 1935) from the 
Albian of Lithuania. 

REFERENCES: Dalinkevicius (1935); Cappetta and Case 

(a, 

6a l"' , 
l 

Carcharias tenuiplicatus (Cappetta and Case 1975): Pepper 
Formation (Cenomanian), Bell County; (1) anterior tooth; 
(2,4,6) lateral teeth; (3-5) posterior teeth. Tooth orientation: 
(la-3a, 5a, 6a) lingual view; (lc, 2b, 3b, 4, 5b, 6b) labial view; 

.IT 

(lb) distal view. Scale line = 2 mm. 
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Order LAMNIFORMES BERG 1958 
Family ODONTASPIDIDAE Muller and Henle 1839 

CARCHARZAS sp. A 

Chronologic Range: Cenomanian Occurrence: Abundant Maximum Size: 4.7 mm 

Genus Carcharias Rafinesaue 18 10 
Carcharins sp. A 

DESCRIPTION: A very small cdontaspid with teeth rarely 
exceeding4.Smm. Crown withamcderately long, widecuspand 
generally one pair of narrow, high cusplets; paired cusplets 
sometimes occur in lateral teeth: lingual crown face smooth or 
with weak longitudinal ridges restricted to an area just above a 
well defined dental hand at the crown fmt: longitudinal ridges 
strongly developed i n  lateroposterior teeth: lahial crown faces 
smmth or with very sparse longitudinal ridges; cusplets continu- 
ous with crown; crown faces strongly convex; cutting ridges 
continuous across cusp and cusplets; strong labial basal ledge at 
crown; root has a strong lingual protuherance and a deep, well 
developed nutrient grwve: root holaulacorhizous: histology 
ostecdont. 

HETERODONTY: Stmngdisjunctmonognathicanddignathic 
hetemdonty typical of cdontaspids including symphysial, ante- 
rior, intermediate, lateral and posterior mwgroups. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: Small size, 
nearly smooth crown inanteriorand lateral teeth andasinglepair 
of high. needle-like cusplets on most teeth readily distinguish 
thesc teeth from other Texa cdontaspids. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Lower 
Eagle Ford Croup (Cenomanian) throughout Texas. 

COMMENTS: Teeth of Carcharias sp. A are very common in 
the open marine Cenomanian facies of the Eagle Ford Group. 
These teeth are almost always found in association with 
Crero.rsrlr;r~o rnnrztelli and Squalicorar,falcatus. Meyer (1975) 
recognized that this small cdontaspid is an undescribed taxon; 
however, the species has not been named. 

REFERENCES: Meyer (1975). 

Carcharias sp. A: Fagle Ford Group, Britton Formation 
(Cenomanian), Dallaq County; (I) anterior tooth; (2) poste- 
rior tooth; (3-6) lateral teeth. Tooth orientation: (la, 2a, 3, . 

4a-6a) lingual view; (lb. 2b, 4b-6b) labial view; (2c) mesial 
view; (Ic) distal view. Scale line = 2 mm (l, 3-6), 1 mm (2). 
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CARCHARZAS SP. B Order LAMNIFORMES BERG 1958 
Family ODONTASPIDIDAE Muller and Henle 1839 

Maximum Size: 20 mm Occurrence: Common Chmnologic Range: Maestrichtian 

Genus Carchnrios Rafinesque 18 10 
Carchat& sp. B 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth large, up to 20 mm high in anterior 
teeth: crown with a moderately wide cusp in all tooth positions; 
one pair of very small, narrow cusplets in anteriors: cusplets of 
laterals larger and triangular in qhape; lingual cmwn face 
strongly convex with fine, parallel longitudinal ridges extending 
fmmcmwn foot almost toapex; labialcrown face weakly convex 
and smooth; strong basal ledge developed at the labial cmwn 
foot; dental band wide lingually in anteriors and narrow on 
laterals; cusps weak to moderately sigmoid; cutting ridges 
continuous from apex to cmwn foot on cusp and cusplets; roots 
typical of Carcharins with a deep nutrient groove positioned on 
a very pronounced lingual root protuberance; root 
holaulacorhizous; histology osteodont. 

"\ 2b l\ 2. 1' HETERODONTY: Strongdisjunctmonognathicanddignathic 
heterodonty with symphysial, anterior, intermediate, lateral and 

2a ,, { posterior rowgroups. 

. - 
P DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: Carcharias sp. 

B can be distinguished from all other Texas odontaspids by its 
, . muchlargeradulttmthsize, widercuspbasesandmoreextensive 

'Yi lingual crown ornamentation. 

S\ 
t COMMENTS: Carcharias sp. B is the youngest Texas 

odontaspid. There are numerous late Cretaceous species of 
3a 

3c Carcharias, some of which are close to Carcharias sp. B: 
3b however, none of these taxa appear to represent this Texas form. 

Modern Carcharias is a large. near-shore coastal fish-eating 
shark in warm temperate and tropical waters. 

/ 

REFERENCES: Arambourg(l952); CappettaandCase(l975); 

A Case (1 978). 

r,*v*<*k 7 
l 

1 

. . a  bb.. ,' . . .  .h 
. 7 

<F it:' 
5 b 

l 

.,. . ~,.. p: - "d h., Carcharias sp. B: Navarro Group, Kemp Formation 
'l 

1 '. (Maestrichtian), Hunt County; (1-3) anterior teeth; (4-5) 
. - lateral teeth. Tooth orientation: (la-5a) lingual view; (lh- 

3b) mesial new; (4b) distal view; ( lc-4,  5b) labial view. 
Scale line = 5 mm. 
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Family Mitsukurinidae 

The genotype for the Family Mitsukurinidae is the living deep-sea goblin shark Mitsukurina 
owstoni Jordan 1898. Mitsukurina is distinguished by its unusually long, thin snout, very longtail, 
greatly protruding jaws and eyes set over the corners of the mouth. It grows to at least 3.5 meters 
in Japanese waters. These sharks live on ornear the bottomat water depths in excess of 500meters. 
Fossil evidence suggests that they have remained in this habitat throughout the Tertiary. 

Other genera in this family areAnomotodon Arambourg 1952 and Scapanorlzynchus Woodward 
1889, isolated teeth of the latter being particularly common in the Texas Upper Cretaceous 
Woodbine Formation and throughout the Eagle Ford, Austin and Taylor groups. 

The genus Scapanorhynchus is entirely Cretaceous with earliest occurrences in the Aptian and 
Albian of Japan (Itoigawa et al. 1977). It is especially well known by complete skeletons from 
the upper Santonian of Sahel Alma, Lebanon, and also by numerous isolated teeth. The overall 
external appearance and skeletal morphology of Scapanorhynchus is very close to that of 
Mitsukurina. The main difference between the two generaconcerns thefins in Scapanorhynchus, 
the anal fin is very long and the caudal fin shows well-developed lower and apical lobes while in 
Mitsukurinu, the anal is short, the lower lobe of the caudal has disappeared and the apical lobe is 
reduced. 

The anterior teeth of Scapanorhynchus have tall, slender, highly sigmoid cusps with avery convex 
lingual face having closely spaced, parallel longitudinal ridges that may extend from the crown 
foot to the apex. Thelingualcrown foot often shows a weakbulgejust above anarrow dental band. 
The labial cusp face is nearly flat and the mesial and distal cutting edges may or may not reach 
the crown foot. Most anterior teeth from the Texas Upper Cretaceous have no more than one very 
reduced pair of lateral cusplets or, more commonly, none. The root is high with long and narrow 
mesial and distal lobes and bears a strong lingual protuberance with a short, deep nuhient groove. 
Lateral teeth have a considerably different morphology, being labiolingually flattened - almost 
thin - and mesodistally wide with smooth labial and lingual crown faces (may have short 
enameloid ridges at the crown foot) and up to two pairs of short, triangular lateral cusplets. The 
root lobes are spatulate and rounded and a prominent lingual protuberance retains a distinct 
nuhient groove. 
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SCAPANORHYNCHUS RAPHIODON Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 
Family MITSUKURINIDAE Jordan 1898 

Maximum Size: 38 mm Occurrence: Common Chronologic Range: Turonian-Coniacian 

Genus Scapanorhynchus Woodward 1889 
Scapanorhynchus mphiodon (Agassiz 1844) 

DESCRIPTION: Anteriors with a high, narrow cusp; cusplets 
absent or a single small pair may be present; lingual crown face 
with stmng longitudinal ridges extending almost to apex; labial 
crown face smooth, roots widely separated, spatulate; lingual 
root protuberancestrong withadeep nutrient gmove; lateral teeth 
with a broad-based, labiolingually compressedcusp andone pair 
of short, triangular cusplets; crown faces smooth; root lobes 
roundedorspatulate; rootholaulacorhizous; histologyostecdont. 

HETERODONTY: Strongdisjunctmonognathicanddignathic 
heterodonty with symphysial, anterior, lateral and posterior 
rowgroups. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARA.CTERISTICS: Teeth of 
Scapanorhynchusraphiodoncan bedistinguishedfmm texanus 
by a combination of smaller overall size, narrower crowns and 
weaker crown saiations; cusplets possible on anterior teeth and 
relatively larger cusplets on lateral teeth. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Upper 
Eagle Ford Group (Turonian) and basal contact horizon of the 
Atco Formation of the Austin Group (Coniacian). This species 
may also occur in the Cenomanian of Texas. 

COMMENTS: Scapanorhynchus raphiodon is a problematic 
taxon that has not been satisfactorily characterized in the Texas 
Cretaceous. Additional material and more study are necessary to 
ensure chat these teeth have been correctly identified. Teeth of 
Scapanorhynchus are moderately abundant in the basal Atco 
Formation (contact horizon) of the Austin Group; otherwise, 
they occur only sparsely in Texas preCampanian formations. 

... ' 

REFERENCES: Herman (1977); Cappetta (1987). 
Scapanorhynchus mphiodon (Agassiz 1844): Contact hori- 

zon of the Atco Formation (Coniacian), Austin Group, Dallas 
County; (1,4) lateral teeth, (2,3,5,6) anterior teeth. Tooth 
orientation: (la-3a,4 Sa, 6b) Lingual view; (lc,2b, k, 5b, 6c) 
labial view; (l b, 2c, 3h, Sc, 6a) distal view. Scale line = 2 mm. 

Genus Scapanorhynchus Wocdward 1889 
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Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 
Family MITSUKURINIDAE Jordan 1898 

SCAPANORHYNCHUS TEXANUS 

Chronolo~ic Range: Cammnian-Maestrichtian Occumnce: Common Maximum Size: 48 mm 

Scapanorhynchus texanus (Roemer 1849) 

DESCIUITION: Theteeth ofScapanorhynchus temnuschange 
considerably along the dental series from anteriors to laterals; 
anteriorteeth have slender, straightcuspsand,ifpresent,onepair 
of diminutive cusplets; lower third of cusp is mesodistally 
narrower (constricted) than the upper thinl; lingual crown face 
strongly convex with numerous parallel longitudinal ridges 
extending from crown foot to near apex; lingual crown foot has 
adistinctive bulge just above a narrow dental band; labial crown 
face flat and generally smooth; roots have well-developed high 
and narrow lobes; lingual protuberance large; nutrient groove 
shon and deep: lateral teeth have a mesodistally broad cusp that 
is flattened and blade-like relative to anteriors; one or two pairs 
of cusplets; crown faces range from weakly suiated to smooth, 
unlike anteriors, that are heavily striated; roots are mesodistally 
expanded. having a rounded or  tabular outline; roots 
holaulacorhizous; histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Strongdisjunctmonognathicanddignathic 
heterodonty with symphysial, anterior, lateral and posterior 
rowgroups. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTTCS: Anterior teeth 
are distinguished from striated odontaspids and Leptoslyrax by 
the minute size or absence of cusplets; very long, strong and 
parallel lingual crown striations, and a bulge at the base of the 
lingual cmwn foot. Lateral teeth can beconfused with laterals of 
Crerolamna, but differ in having rounded rather than squared or 
angular mot lobes and flattened or compressed crowns. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Camp- 
anian through Maestrichtian; especially abundant in the 
Campanian Taylor Group. Ozan, Wolf City, Kemp and Linig 
fomlations of Travis, Fannin, Hunt, Ellis and Dallas counties. 

COMMENTS: Thisspeciesisusually placedinsynonymy with 
Scapanorhynchus raphiodon. Cappena and Case (1975) note 
that the anterior teeth of S. tcxunus differ from S. raphiodon in 
havinga largersize, strongerstriations, smallercusplets onlateral 
teeth and their frequent absence on anterior teeth. 

REFERENCES: Roemer (1849), Cappetta and Case (1975). 
Scapanorhynchus texanus (Roemer 1849): Taylor Group, 

Ozan Formation (Campanian), Fannin County. (1-6) ante- 
rior teeth; (7-10) lateral teeth. Tooth orientation: (la, 2-10) 
lingual view; (lb) labial new; (lc) mesial view. Scale line = 
5 mm. 
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Family Cretoxyrhinidae 

Based on their large body size, tearing or prehensile dentition, inferred patterns of heterodonty, 
paleogeographic distribution and the depositional environments in which they are found, sharks 
of the Family Cretoxyrhinidae clearly were the largest and most voracious of all fish predators in 
Cretaceous seas. In all likelihood, they occupied anicheequivalent tothat filled by large mackerel 
sharks (Family Larnnidae) today. Based on what is known about the form and function in living 
larnnoids, it is probably safe to assume that many of the cretoxyrhinids were swift predators, 
having torpedo-shaped bodies and large tail fins with two lobes of nearly equal size. As in their 
living counterpaas (e.g., great white shark, Carcharodon carcharius; makos and bonitos, Isurus; 
and the salmon and porbeagle, Lamna), they were coastal as well as oceanic fishes, and found 
worldwide in tropical, warm temperate and temperate seas. 

The Family Cretoxyrhinidae is almost exclusively Cretaceous, ranging from late Aptian through 
Paleocene and is representedin Texas by six generahaving acollectiverange from the late Aptian 
through Maestrichtian. Texas Cretoxyrhinidae include Cretodus crassidem and C. semiplicatus, 
Cretoxyrhina mantelli, Cretolamna appendiculata and C. woodwardi, Leptostyrax macrorhiza, 
Paraisurus compressus, Protolamna aff. sokolovi and several unnamed species referable to 
several of the preceding genera. Texas Cretaceous cretoxyrhinids reach their greatest diversity 
in the late Albian with five of the six genera occurring together at some localities. 

Itis difficultto generalize the tooth attributes of cretoxyrhinids because, as is typical of many shark 
groups (e.g., Orectolobifomes, Squaliformes, Hybodontiformes), there are always exceptions 
and aberrant forms that depart from more "typical" morphologies. In general, however, 
cretoxyrhinid teeth all possess: l) intermediate to high and, in adults, massive crowns with up to 
.three pairs of broad to narrow, often diverging cusplets; 2) smooth to strongly omamented lingual 
andlabial crown faces with strongcuttingridges; and 3) bilobate to sometimes massive roots with 
a pronounced lingual protuberance. Nutrient grooves are absent or are weakly developed. Tooth 
histology is ostecdont. 

The largest shark teeth inTexas belong to Cretodus crassidem of the IateTuronian and especially 
lower Coniacian. These highly prized teeth are relatively common in the lower Coniacian 
condensed section or so-called 'contact horizon' at the base of the Atco Formation of the Austin 
Group. 

Anumberofexceptionalcretoxyrhinidfossils havebeenfomdinTexas,includingassociateddentitiom 
of Puruisum compressus (Albian) and Cretoxyrhina m e l l i  (Cenomanian) and several assdated 
and/or partly articulated vertebral columns of Cretoxyrhina mantelli (Cenomanian). 

Asistypicalofothersharkgroups(e.g. Ptychodus,Squalicorax,cdontaspidsandScupanorhynchus), 
some cretoxyrhinids show a progressive increase in tooth size from the Albian or Cenomanian to 
the Maestrichtian. This phenomena is found in the teeth of Cretolamna, Cretoxyrhina and 
Cretodus. 

Becauseof theirlargesizemostTexasCretaceoussharkco~ectionsaredominatedby cretoxyrhinid 
teeth, especially those of Cretolamna appendiculata, Cretodus semiplicatus, C. crassidens and 
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Cretoayrhina mantelli. Cretoxyrhinids are not as common in the Campanian and Maestrichtian 
where the largest teeth belong to Scapanorhynchus texanus. 
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CRETODUS SEMZPLZCATUS Order L-ORMES Berg 1958 
Family CRETOXYRHINIDAE Gluckman 1958 

Maximum Size: 41 mm Occurrence: Common Chmnologic Range: Cenomanian 

Genus Cretodus Sokolov 1965 

1\ l ,c *\ Cretodus semiplicatur (Munster in Agassiz 1843) 
l a  

/ .! " I, I DESCRIPTION: Teeth of mcderatelv laree size. reaching 41 < " 
mm in anterior teeth; cmwn high and narrow, slightly flattened 
lingually near the cmwn foot and weakly convex labially; one 

: *" 'b, pair of triangular cusplets ranging from broad and low to pointed 
- ., h*,i'. ,I , \ and always stmngly divergent; cusplets are continuous with 

. . ' ' ' LT.,&*'* fi cusp; labial and lingual cusp and cusplets have well defined 
..~ &L' longitudinalridgesalthoughtheyareweakerlabially thanlingually; 

i 1%. a weak lahial basal ledge bearing deeply folded enameloid 

, I  _ plications may occur on larger teeth; roots are stmngly bilobate 
, and U-shaped with a prominent bulbous lingual protuberance 

having one or two very small foramina; nutrient groove absent; 

2b ,G; F. r 2c 
I 

roots holaulacorhizous; histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Strongdisjunctmonognathicanddignathic 
hetercdonty with anterior, lateral and posterior rowgroups. Poor 
sample size precludes confirmation of other mwgroups (e.g., 
symphysialsandintermediates). Ontogenetic hetemdonty stmng 

" '  and expressed by development of massive crowns and mots. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: Teeth of this 
species can be separated from Cretodus crassidens by their 
smaller adult size, stronger longitudinal crown ridges, more 
pronounced but centralized lingual pmtuberance and more elon- 

3b n 3c 
gate and U-shaped m t s .  

l 
STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE I N  TEXAS: Pepper, 

I 
I Woodbineand basalEagleFordGmupformations (Cenomanian) p, " { throughout Texas. - ,,::?: 

,,J' W,,$.. ,? 
: ...R .. . p,. , 

COMMENTS: m r  are the largest Cenomanian teeth in 
! ' i . . ,  i Texas. Earlier workers referred all Texas Cretodus to C. 

1 . .  " . I  
;:X. [, , ';!: . r semiplicatus; however, it is now known to represent a distinctly 

f "4 smaller species than the late Turonian and early Coniacian C. 
crassidens of the upper Eagle Ford Group and basal Atco 

. , . Formation contact horizon. 

REFERENCES: Leidy (1873); Cappetta(l987). 

Cretodus semiplicafus (Munster in Agassiz 1843): Arlington 
Member of the W d b i n e  Formation (Cenomanian), Dallas 
County; (1-4) anterior teeth; (5 )  lateral tooth. Tooth 
orientation: (la, Za, k, 4b, 5s) lingual view; (lc, Zc, 3a, 4a, 
5c) labial view; (lb, 3b, 5b) mesial view; (2b,4c) distal view. 
Scale line = 5 mm. 
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Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 
Family CRETOXYRHINIDAE Gluckman 1958 

CRETOXYRHZNA MANTELLZ 

Chronologic Range: Cenomanian-Coniacian Occurrence: Common Maximum Size: 63 mm 

Genus Cretoxyrhina Gluckman 1958 
Cretoxyrhina mantelli (Agassiz 1843) 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth large, very similar to the living mako 
shark 1.surus oxyrinchus; crowns broad-based, moderately high, 
with shong distal inclination; a single pair of short blade-like 
cusplets may develop on the extreme ends of the crown foot in 
some lateral and posterior, but not anterior, rowgroups; most 
teeth of C. mantelli lack cusplets and the crown faces are always 
smooth: cutting ridge continuous to crown foot; broad dental 
band is present lingually; roots shongly bilobate and rounded 
with a strong lingual protuberance in anterior teeth; nutrient 
groove never developed; cenhal lingual foramen, if present, is 
small; root holaulacorhizous; histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Moderate disjunct monognathic and 
dignathic heterodonty with anterior, intermediate, lateral and 
posterior rowgroups. 

DlSTTNGUlSHING CHARACTERISTICS: The teeth of 
Cretoxyrhina mantelli are most likely to be confused with 
Cretolomnu and Paranomoiodon. The absence of cusplets in 
anterior teeth (and usually in the rest of the teeth as well) 
distinguishes C. mniellifrom Cretolamna, and the absenceof a 
nutrient groove on the lingual root protuberance separates the 
former from Paranomotodon. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Eagle 
Ford Group and Atco Formation of the Austin Group 
(Cenomanian-Coniacian) throughout Texas. 

COMMENTS: Complete skeletons of Cretoxyrhina manielli 
from the Cretaceous of Kansas exceed 6 m in length. In Texas, 
this species occurs most abundantly in the Tarrant and Britton 
formations of the Eagle Ford Group. The largest known Texas 
tooth of C. mantelli (63 mm) was collected in sheam gravels 
derived from Coniacian or Santouian Austin Group sediments in 
Grayson County. 

REFERENCES: Cappetta (1987). 

Cretoxyrhina mantelli (Agassiz 1843): Eagle Ford Group, 
, . .  , . Britton Formation (Cenomani-I, Dallas County; (1-2) 113 4 11 f i  

anterior teeth; (39) lateral teeth; (5) intermediate tooth; (4, v:. , 7 , , I.?:, 
6,7-R,10-12) posterior teeth. Tooth orientation: (la, 2% 3a, 
4-12) lingual view; (If, Zc, 3c) labial views; (Ib, 3b) mesial 
view; (2h) distal view. Scale line = 5 mm. 
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Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 CRETOLAMNA APPENDICULATA 
Family CRETOXYRHINTDAE Gluckman 1958 

Chronologic Range: Albian-Maestrichtian Occurrence: Common Maximum Size: 26 mm 

Genus Cretolumna Gluckman 1958 
Cretolumna appendiculuta (Agassiz 1 843) 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth moderately large, often exceeding 1.5 
cm. in anterior teeth; crowns with an erect, narrow cusp and one 
pair of triangular cusplets closely attached to cusp; labial and 
lingual crown faces smooth; labial face almost flat and lingual 
face strongly convex; cusp very weakly sigmoid in outline; roots 
bilobate, squared with a U-shaped interlobe area in upper teeth 
and a V-shaped interlobe profile in lower dentition; lingual 
attachment surface flat with a weak lingual protuberance, elon- 
gated below the crown foot; lingual dental band narrow; a small 1 ! 
central lingual foramen often penetrates lingual root protuber- 
ance; nutrient groove never developed; root holaulacorhizous 
with secondary loss of nutrient groove; histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Moderate dignathic and disjunct 
rnonognathic heterodonty with anterior, intermediate, lateral and 
posterior tooth rowgroups. The presence of an upper intermedi- 
ate rowgroup, as shown in our reconstructed artificial tooth set, 
is questionable. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The teeth of 
Cretolamna appendiculata differ from other lamnoids by the 
following characters in combination: a smooth crown, one pair 
of broad triangular cusplets, angular root lobes, especially in the 
lower dental series, and the absence of a nutrient groove on the 3a 
lingual root protuberance. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Albian 9 
through Maestrichtian throughout Texas. 

f 
'? 

COMMENTS: This species is widespread in Texas and it is 
especially abundant in strata of upper Albian and Cenomanian 
(post Woodbine - Eagle Ford Group) age. Through time, the 
teeth of Cretolamna appendiculata appear to increase in size, 
beginning with the smallest teeth in the Albian and reaching their 
largest size in the Maestrichtian. More then one species may be 
represented. 

REFERENCES: Herman (1977). 

Cretolumna appendiculata (Agassiz 1843): Weno Formation 1 
(Albian), Tarrant County; (1,3) anterior teeth; (2,4, 5) l 

lateral teeth. Tooth orientation: (la-5a) lingual view; (lc-5c) 
labial view; (lb, 2b, 4b) distal view; (3b, 5b) mesial view. 
Scale line = 5 mm. 
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Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 CRETOLAMNA WOOD WARDZ 
Family CRETOXYRHINIDAE Gluckman 1958 

Chmnoloeic Ranee: Turonian Occurrence: Rare Maximum Size: 23 mm 

Genus Cretokzmna Gluckman 1958 
Cretokzmna woodward Herman 1977 la 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth similar to Cretolamna appendiculata 
but much more robust; cusp massive with broadly convexmesial 
and distal cutting edges; a single pair of narrow, peg-like, 
divergent cusplets are well attached to the crown fwt; crown 
faces smooth; lingual dental band is well developed; roots 
massive, rounded, with a large lingual protuberance; foramina 
indistinct; nutrient groove neverdeveloped; lateral teeth are also 
massive, although they very closely resemble those of C .  
ap~~endicalata: root holaulacorhizous; histology osteodont. . , 

. . . ,  ;= 

HETERODONTY: Unknown forthe species but it is probably , . :"' 

' . $ 1  

close to Crefolamna appmdiculata. . . . 
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The teeth of ' \ 
Crerolamna woodwardiare very rare and known only from large 8 .\ 
teeth. The diagnostic featuresofthis species arebest observed on i 

l b  anterior teeth. They differ from C. appendiculata in having more 
robust roots and larger crowns with convex mesial and distal 
cutting edges. 

I ', 'I, 

1 1 . . 
STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Kamp l 
Ranch Limestone and Arcadia Park Formation (Turonian), Eagle 
Ford Group. . ,:. .- 

> , .  
.m 

, . : m. C-: 

,,, ,.' 

COMMENTS: Herman (1977) named this species on the basis 
,;l - ,' ) 

of an associated dentition from the English Chalk. The teeth \ 

referred here to Cretolamna woodwardi compare very closely to 
his figured material. There is a possibility that C. woodwardi is 
an ontogenetic variant of C.  appendiculata, especially since the 
specific characters which define the taxon are only expressed in 
very large teeth. Also, it has not been possible to isolate smaller 
(i.e.,ontogenetically younger) teeth in the EagleFordwhichhave 
the specific attributes of C. woodwardi. 

REFERENCES: Herman (1977). 

. , 

Cretokzmna woodwardi Herman 1977: AmdiaParkForma- 
lion (Turonian), Eagle Ford Group, Dallss County; (1-2) & -. . . 

anterior teeth; (3) lateral tooth. Tooth orientation: (la, Za, 
3) lingual view; (lb. 2b) lahial view; (lc, Ze) mesial view. 
Sa le  line = 5 mm. 
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LEPTOSTYRAX MACRORHZZA Order LMORMES Berg 1958 
Family CRETOXYRHINIDAE Gluckman 1958 

Maximum Size: 49 mm Occurrence: Common Chronologic Range: Alhian-Cenomanian 

Genus Lmtoshrmx Williston 1900 , U 

Leptosrymr macrorhivr (Cope 1875) 

DESCRIPTION: Large teeth having narrow and very high 
crowns, constricted just above crown foot; cusplets needle-like. 
tail. one pair. situated lateral to and in front of cusp; crown 

, .  . 
stmngly sigmoid, both faces convex; linpal crown face smooth 
with sparse, short ridges occasionally occurring at crown foot; 

F -~ short, strong longitudinal ridges coverthecrown foot labially on 
the cusp and cusplets; root lobes well developed, may become 
somewhat tabular at their distal ends, and diverge barally in a 
faqhion similar to Mitsukurina; attachment surface of root 
stmngly concave and all teeth have a large and massive lingual 
protuberance; nutrient groove absent; root holaulacorhizous; 
histology ostecdont. 

HETERODONTY: Basedon an artificial tooth set,.?.eptosNrax 
has weak disjunct monognathic heterodonty in both jaws; 
dignathic heterodonty is weak or absent. Very little distal crown 
flexure occurs along the dental series. Symphysial teeth are 
definitely found in the dentition but the presence of an interme- 
diate rowgroup is questionable. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The teeth of 
Leptmtyrar are unique in appearance and easily distinguished 
from other lamnoids based on the following combination of 
characters: divergent root lobes, a large lingual root protuber- 
ance, absence of a nutrient groove, needle-like cusplets situated 
in front (more linpal) ofthecusp, anda narrow cusp with strong 
labial ridges at the crown foot. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Weno. 
Pawpaw. DuckCreek.Grayson and Del Riofomlations (Albian); 
Woodbine and Pepper formations (Cenomanian); throughout 

3a COMMENTS: The largest Albian teeth in Texas belong to this 
species. Cappena( 1987) pointedoutthatteeth described by Cope 
in 1875 as Lamna macrorhiza, from the Albian of Texas, are 
laterals of Williston's .?.eptosNrar bicuspidafus which he de- 
&bed from Kansas in 190: Cope's species takes priority. 
Teeth of Lupto.swrax, but not L macrorh17~1, are found in the 
Cenomanian through early Coniacian in Texar. 

REFERENCES Cope (187.5); Williston (1900); Cappetta 

hptosfyrax mcrorhiur (Cope 1875): Weno Formation (Al- 
hian), Tarrant County; (I) anterior tooth; (2,4-7) lateral 
teeth; (3) symphysial tooth. Tooth orientation: (In-&, 6a, 
7a) lingual view; (lc, k, 4c. 5, &, 7h) labial view; (Ih, 6h) 
mesial view; ( 2 U h )  distal view. Scale line = 5 mm. 
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PARAISURUS COMPRESSUS Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 
Family CRETOXYRHINIDAE Gluckman 1958 

Maximum Size: 30 mm Occurrence: Rare Chronologic Range: Albian-?Cenomanian 

Genus Paraisunrs Gluckman 1957 
Pamisum compressus Sokolov 1978 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth mesodistally compressed; crown short 
with long, thin shoulders: mesial and distal cusp edges roughly 
parallel for a considerable distance above the crown foot, then 
turn in sharply forming cusp apex; cutting ridges continuous 
from the cusp apex to the distal ends of shoulders; crown faces 
smooth; labial crown face has a distinct median longitudinal 
ridge above crown foot; cusplets never developed; roots highly 
compressed with an unusually large lingual protuberance that 
lacks a nubient groove; root lobes are labiolingually wide and 
mesodistally thin, long and fragile; histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Poroi.sums ha$ weak gradient monognathic 
heterodonty in both jaws. Dignathic condition unknown but 
assumed to be very weak or absent. An associated dentition of 
over 250 teeth from one individual clearly shows the weak 
hetercdonty in Paroisurus. 

DISTINGUISHINGCHARACTERISTICS: The highly com- 
pressed crown and root, extremely large lingual root protuber- 
ance, short smooth crown lacking cusplets, and thin, long root 
lobes are attributes of Paraisums that readily separate it from 
other lamnoids. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Weno- 
Pawpaw and Grayson formations (Albian) and possibly the 
Woodbine Formation (Ceuomanian), Tarrant, Denton and 
Grayson counties. 

COMMENTS: One Ceuomanian tooth of Paroisurus 
compressus is known tous fmm Texas; all others are late Albian. 
These teeth are never common and usually occur in association 
with Squalicorax sp., Cretolamna appendiculata, Leptosryrax 
macrorhiza, Protolamna aff. sokolovi and the sawfish 
Onchopristis dunklei. An undescribed species of Paraisurus 
occurs in the Coniacian 'contact horizon' of the Atco Formation, 
Austin Group. Teeth with unbroken root lobes are uncommon. 

REFERENCES: Sokolov (1 984); Cappetta ( 1  987). 

5a Pamisurus compressus Sokolov 1978: Weno Formation 
(Albian), Tarrant County; Teeth from an assnciated denti- 
tionofoneindividual; (13-4)anteriorteeth; (5)anterolateral 

,I, ,, imUI; (2) aymphysial imth. Tmth orientation: (1 .4  Sc) 
?I, lingual view; (lc, 2b, 3c, 4c, Sa) labial view; (lb, 2r) mesial 

.,. ' view; (3b, 4b, 5b) distal view. Scale line = l cm. 
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Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 
Family CRETOXYRHINIDAE Gluckman 1958 

PARAISURUS COMPRESSUS 

Pamicurus compressus Sokolov 1978: Weno Fonnation (Albian), Tarrant County. Lower lefl or upper right dental series reconstructed from an asaciation of 250+ 
teeth from one individual. Dashed line indicates the position of the jaw symphysis. Scale line = 1 cm. 
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PROTOLAMNA aff. SOKOLOVZ Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 
Family CRETOXYRHINIDAE Gluckman 1958 

Maximum Size: 18 mm Occurrence: Common Chronologic Range: Alhian-Cenomanian 

Genus Pmtolamna Cao~etta 1980 . . 
Pmtolamna aff. sokolovi Cappetta 1980 

DESCRIPTION Teeth of Prorolamna have a proportionally 
large mt and small, broad-based but n m w  and fairly straight 
crown; crown and mot areapproximately equal height: one pair 
of short, broad and sharply divergent cusplets are set low on 
crown and appear to he widely separated from cusp in lingual 
view; labial crown face nearly flat; basal ledge well developed; 

1 , .. , , strong longitudinal ridges extend from crown foot, apically for 
L:!- . . 

t about half the crown height and almost reach apex on cusplets; 
crown face convex lingually with strong longitudinal ridges 
extending almost to the apex; narrow lingual dental band: roots 
strongly bilobate with a pronounced lingual protuberance that 

A 
often bears one or more small central foramina and only rarely a 
short nutrient groove; root lobes roughly subparallel and have a 
U-shaped profile in labial or lingual view; rootholaulacorhizous; 
histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Basedonan artificial tooth setofProtolamna 
aff.sokolovifrorntheWenoFormation(Albian),TarrantCounty; 
thistaxon has weakgradientmonognathicandvery weakdignathic 

: heterodonty. Anterior, intermediate, lateral and posterior 
rowgroups are differentiated along the dental series. 

' 2b 
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The teeth of 
Prorolamna are most likely to be confused with species of 
Crerodus and differ from the latter in being smaller, having 
narrower crowns, a relatively larger mot, narrower and higher 
cusplets and a more pronounced lingual root protuberance. 

3a 
STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Weno. 
Pawpaw, Grayson and Duckcreek (Albian) and the Pepper and 

l 
Woodbine formations (Cenomanian). 

COMMENTS: The type speciesProtolamna oknloviCappetta 
1980 is very close to Protolamna aff. sokolovi from the Albian 
of Texas, but slight differences in crown characters preclude its 

! placement in this species with certainty. The genus Pmtolamna 

5 
alsooccurselsewhere in Texas: includingthe Eagle Ford Group 
(Turonian), the Austin Group (Coniacian-Santonian), the Taylor 
Group (Campanian) and the Maesmchtian Kemp Formation. 

4 6 '"')U ff \, j,, 9 E,, REFERENCES: Capperta (1980,1987). 

. , . 
, I  

K '  
6 

k'':;;f 

p4 p .  i v~t . . : ,4  
, ! Pmtolamna aff. sokolovi Cappetta 1980: Weno Formation 

$, (Albian), Tarrant County. (1-2) lateral teeth; (3, 8, 9) 

8 " anterior teeth; (4) ?intermediate tooth; (5-7) posterior teeth. F Tooth orientation: (la-3a, 4-9) lingual view; (Ic-3c) lahial 
view; ( Ib3h)  mesial view. Scale line = 5 mm. 
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SERRATOLAMNA SERRATA Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 
Family SERRATOLAMNIDAE Landemaine 1991 

Maximum Size: 17 mm Occurrence: Common Chronologic Range: ?Campanian-Maeshichlian 

Genus Sermtolomna Landemaine 1991 
Serratolomna serrnfn (Agassiz 1843) 

DESCRIPTION: Crown broad-based with a wide, flanened 
(labiolingually compressed) cusp that is smooth on both faces; 
one to three pain of diverging, asymmetric cusplets; distal 
cusplets recurve distally, often outnumber mesial cusplets which 
recurve ina mesial direction; dental band welldefined lingually; 
labial crown foot only weakly developed into a basal ledge; root 
lobes separated by a V-shaped notch, weakly bilobate and 
expanded horizontally; root lobes distinctly asymmetrical with 
the distal lobe longer than the mesial one; nutrient groove is 
situated highon the lingualprotubemce; rootholaulacorhizous; 
histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Unknown. hut probably moderate disjunct 
monognathic and dignathic heterodonty. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The teeth of 
S e m t o l m a  sermta are easily distinguished from Cretolamna 
appendiculara. and all other lamnoids. by the following features 
in combination: pronounced twth asymmeby, multiple and 
diverging cusplets, smooth crown faces and the presence of a 
short nutrient groove. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Kemp, 
Escondido. Littig and upper Taylor Marls in Medina, Hunt, 
Travis and Ellis counties (?late Campanian-Maestrichtian). 

COMMENTS: Serratolam senorais rare in the upperTaylor 
and common in the N a v m  of Texas. Another species, S. 
c a r a i h  Leriche 1938 and possibly S. hiauriculata (Wanner 
1902)arealsosimilartolateCretaceousraxawhich may occur in 
the Littig Formation. 

REFERENCES: Leriche(1938); DartevelleandCasier(1943); 
Casier (1943); Arambourg (19.52). 

Serratolamna s e d a  (Agassiz 1843): Antemlateral teeth 
from the NavamGroup, Kemp Formation (Maestrichtian), . . Hunt County. Tooth orientation: (la-6a) lingual new; (Ib- 
6b) labial new. Scale line = l em. 
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Family Alopiidae 

Thresher sharks, Family AlopiidaeBonaparte 1838, are a small family of sharks found worldwide 
in tropical to temperate seas. The most notable feature ofAlopiasRafinesque 1810, the only extant 
genus inthefamily, is itsexceptionally long uppertail lobe, that may exceed thelength of the body. 
Other attributesinclude ashort and rounded snout. small mouth. numerous small teeth forthebodv 
size (excluding A. supersciliosus) and long, narrow pectoral fins. Threshers average about 3 or 
4 meters inlength but mavexceed sixmeters. Thecommon name "thresher" relates tothe feeding - 
behavior of injuring or killing small schwling fish or squid by thrashing them with their tail. 
Alopiids generally live near the surface in the open ocean, but some venture into shallow, near- 
shore waters. 

The fossil record of Alopias ranges from the Lower Eocene to Recent; however, the family is 
reported from the Cenomanian through Campanian strata of the Upper Cretaceous based on 
occurrences of the genus Paranornotodon Herman (incappetta and case 1975). Inclusion of this 
genus in the Alopiidae is somewhat problematical and based on similarities between the teeth of 
Paranomotodon and the bigeye thresher Alopias superciliosus (Lowe 1840). 

The anterior teeth of Texas Paranomotodon have narrow cusos with comvlete cutting ridges. - 
They are strongly convex lingually and have a weakly convex labial face. Both crown faces are 
smooth and there is a ~1,onounced basal ledge at the labial crown fwt. The rwts are bilobate and - 
are morphologically close to Isurus. The lingual protuberance is large with a well developed 
nutrient groove. Lateral teeth have mesodistally expanded and shorter crowns, broad roots and - . . 
very characteristic low, horizontal mesial anddistal blades. A smallcusp may develop at thedistal 
end of each blade. A nutrient groove is present on all lateral teeth and the histology is osteodont. 

In Texas, isolated teeth of Parmrnotodon occur in Santonian horizons of the Austin Group and 
are relatively abundant in overlying Campanian strata of the Taylor Group. Teeth of this genus 
EromTexas do not compare favorably with any described species and most likely represent anew 
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PARANOMOTODON sp. Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 
Family ALOPIIDAE Bonaparte 1838 

Maximum Size: 17 mm Occurrence: Common Chmnologic Range: Santonian-Campanian 

Genus Pamnomtodon Herman in Cappetta and Case 1975 
Pamnomotodon sp. 

1 ;  l /l',, DESCRIPTION: The teeth of Paranornorodon are moderately 
' 

,l ?, 
large, up to 17 mm high: teeth close to Creroxyrhina; cusps high 

il with smooth labial and lingual faces: mesial anddistal shoulders 
are very diagnostic of this genus, being high and nearly horizon- 

. l  5 .  
~. , .,, .,m tal, especially in lateral teeth, incipient blade-like cusplets 

,. develop on some teeth; in lateral teeth, mesial cutting edge 
' ' expanded baally.almosteliminatingthe blade: dental band well 

I developed: root lobes not particularly large; lingual root protu- 
l 

berance low and always bears a distinct nutrient groove; root 
holaulacorhizous; histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Moderate disjunct monognathic and 
dignathic hetemdonty. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The teeth of 
Paranornorodonaremost likely tobeconfused with Crefoxyrhi~ 
mantellibutdifferfmm thelatterinhavingverydistinct, highand 
horizontal mesial and distal blades (lateral teeth) and a clear 

. . nument gmove on the lingual root protuberance. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Austin 
Group (Santonian). Ozan, Wolfe City, Pecan Gap (Campanian) 
and Kemp (Maestrichtian) formations, Ellis, Hunt and Fannin 
counties. 

COMMENTS: Paranornotodon occurs sparsely in the Austin 
Chalk but is relatively common in the overlying Campanian 

+ Ozan. Wolfe City, Pecan Gap Chalk and Maestrichtian Kemp 
formations. ltappemthatthereareatlea~toneortwounde~~ribed 
species. 

REFERENCES: Cappetta and Case (1975); Herman (1977); 
Cappetta (1987). 

. . 

Pamnomotodon sp.: (1) upper Austin Group (Santonian), 
Ellis County; (2-5) Taylor Group, Ozan Formation 
(Campanian), Ellis County; (1-4) lateral teeth; (S) anterior 
tooth. Tooth orientation: (la-Sa) lingual view; (lc, 2b-4b, 
5c) lahial view; (lh) distal view; (5b) mesial view. Scale line 
= S mm. 
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Family Anacoracidae 

Three genera of sharks comprise the extinct crow shark family Anacoracidae found in the Texas 
Cretaceous: Sqwlicoraxwhitley 1939, Pseudocorax Priem 1897 andMicrocorm Cappetta and 
Case 1975. 

The most notable genus h the family, and one that is familiar to almost all Texas collectors, is 
Squalicorm with i& highly serrated and moderately large teeth (up to almost 3 centimeten in S. 
pristodonm), reminiscent of the modem tiger shark Galeocerdo. Isolated teeth and vertebrae of 
this genus range from late Albian through Maestrichtian in Texas and include a primitive 
undescribed species (late Albian), S. curvatus (Cenomanian),S. falcam(Cenomanian-Coniacian 
or Santonian), S. kaupi (Campanian) and S. pristodontus (Campanian-Maestrichtian). This 
stratigraphic and chronologic succession of species approximates a lineage with the attributes of 
one species grading into those of the next higher (younger) species. Albian forms have weakly 
serrated, almost smooth crowns with low and strongly bilobate roots while Maestrichtian teeth 
possess highly inflatedcrowns with very strong serrations and high, flat or almost tabular, weakly 
bilobate roots. 

The genus Microcorax was origmally described by Cappetta and Case (1975) fromthe Arlington 
member of the Woodbine Formation in Dallas County and contains only the type species 
MicrocoraxcrassusCappettaandCase 1975. This species occurs commonly inthe Woodbimeand 
Pepper formations and in Cenomanian formations of the Eagle Ford Group. 

A thud anacoracid, Pseudocorax, and only Texas species Pseudocoraxgranti Cappetta and Case 
1975 first appears in the lower Coniacian of the basal Austin Group and is especially abundant in 
the overlying Campanian formations of the Taylor Group. 

Considerable uncertainty exists over the relationships of the Anacoracidae at both the ordinal and 
familial levels. These sharks have been classified with the Hexanchiformes and at various times 
placed in one of three different families of Lamniformes. Justification for each interpretation of 
relationship stems from consideration of either a root, vertebral or histologic attribute. 
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SQUALICORAX CURVATUS Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 
Family ANACORACIDAE Casier 1947 

Maximum Size: 21 mm Occurrence: Common Chronologic Range: Cenomanian 

Genus Saualicomr Whitlev 1939 
Squalicomr curvalus (Williston 1900) 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth labiolingually thick, moderately low 
crowned with a n m w  cuspand acute apex; mesial cutting ~idge 
angular; cutting edges finely serrated; distal blade is low, 
semted,meetscuspatsharpangle; basalledgeflatandshelf-like: 
labial crown face is distinctly concave or curved, hence the 
specific name "curvatus"; rwt low; lingual protuberance weak, 
nutientgrooveabsent; rootanaulacmhiious; histologyosteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Weak gradient rnonognathic and dignathic 
heterodonty. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: A low,massive 
cmwn with an acute cusp apex, angular mesial cutting ridge, 
convex labial cmwn face, and a low mt are twth characters 
which, in combination, separate Squalicorar curvatus from all 
other species of Squa/icorar. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE I N  TEXAS: Pepper 
and Woodbine formations (Cenomanian); Bell, T m t ,  Denton 
and Dalla5 counties. 

COMMENTS Williston(1900)describedSqualicorarcuwatus 
from thecenomanian Benton Formation of Kansas. Thisspecies 
appears to be somewhat advanced over more primitive Albian 
squalicoracids but retains the low cmwn and rwt that are lost in 
Tumnian and younger species. 

REFERENCES: Williston (1900) 

Squalicomr curvnfus (Williston 1900): Anternlateral teeth 
frnm the Lewisville Member of the Woodbine Formation 
(Cenomanian),Denton County (l, 2,4)and from the Pepper 
Formation (Cenomanian), Bell County (3). Tooth orienta- 
tion: (la-4a) Lingual view: (lb-4b) labial view; (lc) distal 
view. Scale line = 5 mm. 
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Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 
Family ANACORACIDAE Casier 1947 

SQUALZCORAX FALCATUS 

Chmnologic Range: ?Cenomanian-Santonian Occurrence: Common Maximum Size: 22 mm 

Genus Squolicomr Whitley 1939 
Squalicomr faknhrs (Agassiz 1843) 

- . ' W . .  

DESCRIPTION: Teeth small to moderately large depending 
on stratigraphic occurrence; crowns of anterior teeth narrow and 
erect: laterals and posteriors have low and dirtally inclined 
crowns: apex ofcuspacute toobtuseandall cutting ridges finely 
serrated; mesial and distal cutting edges range from slightly 
sinuous to moderately convex depending on tooth mwgroup 
position; distal blade well developed, intersects cusp at a sharp 

h>> ~7 , . angle; basal ledge strong; dental band wide lingually; m 
intermediate in height, bilobate; nutrient gmove ahsent; mot l b  ..;. .i 
anaulacorhizous; histology osteodont. 

HETEROWNTY: Weak gradient monognathic heterodonty 
in both jaws. Dignathic heterodonty weakly developed. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The mesial 
cmwn cutting ridge in Squalicorur fi~lcurusu is only weakly 
convex in comparison to S. knupior S. prisrodonrus and the root 
is much lower than in eitherof the latter two species. The crown 
and root are both higher in S. falcutus than in either Squulicorar 
sp. of the Albian or S. curvoms. 

STRATIGRAPHIC O C C U R R E N C E  IN TEXAS: 
'.renommiw-SantonianPeooerand Woodbine formations. Eaele . . - 
Ford and Austin groups. 

COMMENTS: We included a morphologically broad range of 
Squolicorur teeth in the species '~alcorits" and strongly suspect 
that more than one species isrepresented. The teeth of this taxon 
show a progressive increase in size from the Cenomanian to 
Santonian. The Cenomanian Pepper and Woodbine formations 
and lower Eagle Ford Group teeth are much smaller than the later . . 

',. Turonian, Coniacian and Santonian teeth of the upper Eagle Ford . . 
and Austin Groups. The older teeth have crowns that are more 
erect. havefinerwrrations,andarenot asinflatedas their younger 
counterpans. The teeth that most closely compare with the type 
'~alcurus" figured by Agassiz (1843) are found in the late 
Turonian Eagle Ford shale, and especially in the Coniacian and 
Santonian of the Austin Group. 

REFERENCES: Agassiz (1843). 

Squalicorux falcahrs (Agassiz 1843): Antemlateral teeth 
from the Eagle Ford Group, Atco Formationcontact horizon 
(Coniacian), Dallas County. Tooth orientation: (In, 2a, 3- 
7) lingual view; (lc, 2b) labial view; ( Ib)  mrsial view. Scale ,*., 
line = l cm. 
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SQUALICORAX KA UPI Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 
Family ANACORACIDAE Casier 1947 

Maximum Size: 16 mm Occurrence: Common Chronologic Range: Campanian 

Genus Squalicom Whitley 1939 
Squalicorax kaupi (Agassiz 1843) 

DESCRIPTION: Squalicorar with teeth up to 16 mm in 
greatest dimension; crown high with a very inflated and convex 
mesial cutting edge; distal cutting edge of cusp nearly vertical 
and cusp apex less acute than in S. falcams or S. cun1aru.s: distal 
hladelow withanearly straightapicalsurface,slopingdownward 
ata high angle from cusp; cutting edge serrations verycoarse and 
some are compound (small serrations on the edges of larger 
serrations): crown faces weakly convex and entire tooth, includ- 
ingmt, is labiolingually compressed or thin; b~val ledge always 
very weak or absent; root almost as high as the crown lingually; 
lingual protuberance practically nonexistent; nutrient gmve  
absent: root anaulacorhizous; histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Weakgradient monognathic heterodonty; 
weak or no dignathic heterodonty. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: These 
Campanian teeth are characterized by having a high, rounded 
mesial crownedge, coarse serrations, anda low, divergent mesial 
blade. Thisspeciesismost likely tobeconfusedwithSqualicorar 
pristodontus from which it differs by having a lower root and 
well-defined distal blade. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Ozan, 
Wolfe City. Pecan Gap Chalk (Campanian). in Ellis, Hunt, Bell 
and Dallw counties. This spcies should occur in all Campanian 
age marine suata in Texas. 

COMMENTS: Squalicorar kaupi is exclusively Campanian 
and occurs abundantly in most shark assemblages of this age. 

REFERENCES: Bilelo( 1969): Cappetta (1  987): Cappetlaand 
Case ( 1975). 

. 

Squalicom kaupi (Agassiz 1843): Taylor Gmup, Ozan 
Formation (Campanian), Dallas County; (1, 3-5) antero- 
lateral teeth; (2)posteriortooth. Toothorientation: (1% Zb, 
3b, 4s. 5) lingual view: (lb. 2% 3a, 4b) labial view. Scale 
line = 5 mm. 
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Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 
Family ANACORACIDAE Casier 1947 

SQUALICORAX PRISTODONTUS 

Chmnologic Range: Campanian-Maestrichtian Occurrence: Common Maximum Size: 29 mm 

Genus Squalicomr Whitley 1939 
Squalicomrpristodontus (Agassiz 1843) e h , .  la  

. ; 
DESCRIPTION: This is the largest species of Squalicorar in 
Texas with teeth reaching 29 mm in greatest dimension; teeth 
high with very erect cmwns andobtusecuspapex; mesial cutting 
ridge not strongly convex; distal cutting edge angles distally; 
distal blade not always differentiated and its intersection with 
distal cusp edge is a curved surface rather than an angular 
junction;cuttingedgeserrationsverycoarse; m t  high,overtwo- . , 

thirds of twth height in lingual view on some teeth: rwt  
labiolingually thin. often with well-developed mesial and distal 
root lohes: lingual protuberance weak; teeth may have a 
pronounced curvature in side view (i.e., lingual face is strongly 
convex and labial face is concave); m t  anaulacorhizous; 
histology osteodont. i 

> 

HETERODONTY: Unknown, assumed to be as in other ! 

Suualicorar with weak madient mono~nathic and weak or no AW -. 
dknathic heterodonty. . , 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: These teeth are 
very similar to Squalicorar kaupi but differ in having a much 
higher m t  and in lacking a distinct distal blade. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Found \;c. .-..# --. 
thmughoutTexa$in marinesmtaofCarnpanianand Maestrichtian 
age, including,butnolrestrictedto, theupperTaylorMarl. Kemp. 
Escondido and Littig formations in Travis, Bell, Hunt, Fannin 
and Medina counties. 

COMMENTS: This is the largest species of Squalicorar in 
Texa. ltismostabundantinmcksof Navarroage(Maestrichtian) 
and many specimens come fmm the Kemp and Escondido 
formations. 

REFERENCES: Bilelo (1969). 

Squulicomrprislodontus (Agassiz 1843): Antemlateral teeth 
from theTaylorGroup(Campanian),FanninCounty. Tooth 
orientation: ( la,  2b) lingual view; (lc, 2a) labial view; (lb) 
distal view. Scale line = l cm. 
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SQUALZCORAX sp. Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 
Family ANACORACIDAE Casier 1947 

Maximum Size: 14 mm Occurrence: Common Chronologic Range: Albian 

Genus Squalicomr Whitley 1939 
Squalicomr sp. 

l a  
DESCRIPTION: Teeth small, usually not exceeding 10 mm in 
mesodistal width; cmwns of anterior teeth never fully erect and 

'4  1b 
those of more distal teeth are low and have strong distal inclina- 
tion; cmwns in lower dental series are narrower than their upper , , 

b.= ; I counterparts; mesial cuttingedge ranges from straight to weakly 

\ DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: This unnamed 
species of Albian Squalicorar differs fmm other squalicoracids 
in having small, narrow, thick and low cmwns with weakly 
serrated cutting edges. 

...! 1, 

r .  

STRATIGRAPHlC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Albian 
Weno and Pawpaw formations. Tarrant County. 

convex or slightly angular; cutting edges range fmm almost 
smooth to irregularly or finely serrated: distal bladelong, low and 
intersects cusp at sharp angle; crowns labiolingually thick: basal 

COMMENTS: This is the mostprimitivespeciesofSqualicorax 
found in the Texa3 Cretaceous. In contrast with Campanian and 
Maestrichtian species (e.g.. S. pristodonm and S. kaupi), these 
teeth have very low narrow cmwns, a sharp or acute cusp apex, 
and very weak cutting edge serrations. Considerable confusion 
existsoverthespecifictaxonomy ofSqual icor  lnrecent years, 
the problem has been compounded by the naming of numerous 
"soatigraphically defined" species from the former Soviet Union. 
There is a strong possibility that Squalicorax sp. from Texas has 
already been described in the Russian literature. 

REFERENCES: Bilelo (1969). 

ledge pronounced, crown faces smooth; dental band n m w  
lingually; root low and lobes widely divergent: nutrient groove 
never present; mot anaulacorhizous; histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Weak gradient monognathic and moderate 

. a# 
dignathic heterodonty with ?medial, antemlateral and posterior 

-:;~ e mwgroups. Teeth of the lower dental series have narrower 
cmwns with a sinuous mesial cutting edge and cusps with an 
acute, uptumedapex. Upper teeth are interpreted to have broader 
crowns with more convex mesial cutting edges. 

Squalicomx sp.: WenoFonnation (Albian),T-t County; 
(1) antemlateral tooth; (2) posterior tooth. Tooth orienta- 
tion: (la, 2a)lingualview; (lc, 2c)labialview; (lb, 2b)distal 
view. S d e  line = 2 mm. 
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Order LAMNFORMES Berg 1958 

Family ANACORACIDAE Casier 1947 
SQUALICORAX sp. 

Squnlicom sp.: Weno Formation (Abian), Tarrant County. Artificial tooth set of the upper (1) and lower (2) right dental series based on teeth from one l&@. 
Dashed line indicates position of jaw symphysis. Scale tine = 5 mm. 
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MZCROCORAX CRASSUS Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 
Family ANACORACIDAE Casier 1947 

Maximum Size: 4 mm Occurrence: Common Chronologic Range: Cenomanian 

Genus Microcorax Cappetta and Case 1975 
Microcorax crassus Cappetta and Case 1975 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth small and asymmetrical with a very 
broad-based crown and short, narrow cusp; midpoint of the cusp 
base is positioned over the distal third of the crown foot, resulting 

6 1, in a very short distal blade and an extremely long and low mesial 

*\ 
blade; serrations absent; crown faces convex and smooth; 

'? lingual dental band weak; basal ledge never formed; cusplets 
never present; root simple, rounded and low; lingual protuberance 

/ weak, root penetrated by numerous foramina, especially near 
lingual crown foot; pronounced central foramen rarely present; 
nutrient groove absent; lingual face of the root may flatten into 

1( " 4 a broad basal attachment surface in lateral and posterior teeth; 
root anaulacorhizous; histology osteodont. 

lb ,,F 3 
\ 

/ 

p HETERODONTY: Strong gradient monognathic heterodonty 
and probably weak dignathic heterodonty. 

d.@ DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The pronounced 
tooth asymmetry, distal position of the cusp, long mesial blade 
and absence of a nutrient groove are tooth characters which, in 
combination, separate Microcorax from other sharks. 

,/I.". 

4" t STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Pepper 
and Woodbine formations, lower EagleFord Group (Cenomanian) 

A 
%P - in Travis, Bell,Tarrant, Dallas and Denton counties. Widespread 

- in Cenomanian marine strata throughout Texas. 

COMMENTS: Microcoraxcrassus was described by Cappetta 
\ 

-. and Case ( 1975) from the lower Arlington Sandstone Member of 
* * .  the Woodbine Formation in Tarrant County. These small teeth ' 

are relatively common elsewhere in the Woodbine and Pepper 
formations and the lower Cenomanian portions of the Eagle Ford 
Group. The relationship of Microcorax to other anacoracids is 

4a unclear. Bulk sampling and microscopic sorting techniques are 

i, 
Microcorax crassus Cappetta and Case 1975: Lewisville 
Member of the Woodbine Formation (Cenomanian), Denton 
County; (1) lateral tooth; (2) anterior tooth; (3-4) posterior 
teeth. Tooth orientation: (la, 2,3,4b) lingual view; (l b, 4c) 
labial view; (4a) apical view. Scale line = 1 mm. 
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Order LAMNIFORMES Berg 1958 PSE UDOCORAX GRANTI 
Family ANACORACIDAE Casier 1947 

Chronologic Range: Coniacian-Campanian Occurrence: Common Maximum Size: 9 mm 

Genus Pseudocorax Priem 1897 
Pseudocorax granti Cappetta and Case 1975 

DESCRIPTION: The teeth of Pseudocorax granti are 
labiolingually compressed (thin) and relatively fragile; anterior 
teeth mesodistally short with erect crowns, whereas lateral teeth 
are very broad-based with considerable crown inclination; all 
teeth have a distal blade, most pronounced in laterals; mesial 
blade long, convex, low and poorly differentiated from cusp; 
cusp may be narrow or broad-based depending on tooth position; 
in lateral teeth, cusp appears to be constricted at its base by the 
convergence with mesial and distal blades; cutting edges smooth 
and very thin; crown faces smooth; basal ledge strong; root thin 
and asymmetrical with a larger, basally angled mesial lobe; 
lingual protuberance well defined; nutrient groove deep; numer- 
ous foramina occur near the crown foot on both faces; root often 
expanded at the crown foot into short knob-like projections on 
larger lateral teeth; root holaulacorhizous; histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Moderate disjunct monognathic 
heterodonty and probably substantial dignathic heterodonty. 
Insufficient sample size precludes us from constructing an artifi- 
cial tooth set but considerable heterodonty is suggested from the 
diverse morphologies represented in Coniacian and Cam- 
panian samples. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: These teeth are 
easily recognized by their overall asymmetry; very thin, smooth 
crowns; smooth and sinuous mesial cutting edge; strongly 
bilobate roots with a deep nutrient groove and strong basal ledge 
developed at the labial crown foot. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Con- 
iacian-Campanian, from the basal Atco Formation (contact 
horizon), of the Austin Group and throughout the Campanian 
Taylor Group. We have not found Pseudocorax in the 
Maestrichtian and it is not known to occur below the Austin 
Group, although it is very abundant in phosphatic sands which 
may occur one meter or so above the contact horizon. 

COMMENTS: Pseudocorax granti was described by Cappetta 
and Case (1975) with its type locality in the Campanian Taylor 
Marl, along the North Suiphur River at Ladonia, Fannin County. 

REFERENCES: Cappetta and Case (1975); Herman (1977). 

Pseudocoraxgranti Cappetta and Case 1975: Taylor Group, 
Ozan Formation (Campanian), Dallas County (1-2) and Ellis 
County (3); (1) lateral tooth; (2,3) anterior teeth. Tooth 
orientation: (la, 2,3a) lingualview; (lb, 3c) labialview; (3b) 
distal view. Scale line = 1 mm. 
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Family Scyliorhinidae 

The cat sharks, Family Scyliorhinidae Gill 1862, are generally small bottom-living sharks in 
tropical and temperate latitudes, in both deep and shallow waters. They are most abundant today 
in the westem Pacific, Australasian region and lndian Ocean to South America. Cat sharks have 
elongate bodies with two dorsal fins placed toward the tail and a long caudal fin. 

The average cat shark is less than 1 meter long with teeth on the order of 2 or 3 millimeters in 
greatest dimension. Thedental series consists of numerous, closely spacedrows of sharp crowned 
teeth that are effective for grabbing and holding prey. 

Typical scyliorhinid teeth have a relatively narrow, sharp cusp and generally one or two pairs of 
lateral cusplets (although cusplet number ranges from none to three or more in some taxa) on an 
elevated crown. The cusp and cusplets are closely connected. The labial crown face is convex 
and may have a deep basal ledge at the crown foot and ornamentation in the form of longitudinal 
ridges may be present or absent. Lingually, the crown face may be smooth or omarnented and the 
dental band is well developed. Cutting ridges are often not continuous. The root is strongly 
bilobate with a very prominent lingual protuberance and a very flat basal attachment surface, 
oriented at a sharp angle to the crown. The root is most often anaulacorhizous or hemiaula- 
corhizous; however, a complete nutrient groove (holaulacorhizous) occurs in some taxa. 

Cat shark dentitions have gradient to disjunct monognathic hctcmdonty in both jaws, weak 
tli_gnathic hctcrotlonty and variablc ontogcnctic and sc.\ual dcntal hctcrodoncy. 

Most modcm scyliorhiniddentitionswcpoorly dcscribedand. asaconsequ~ncc, very little serious 
work has been done on fo\sil cat sharks. The paucity of described species is not a reliable rneasurc 
of fossil diversity because scyliorhinid teeth are abundant in many Cretaceous and Tertiary fossil 
assemblages. In the absence of modem comparative studies, paleontologis~s generally refer 
scyliorhinid teeth to the gcnus Sqliorl7inu.i l3lainville 181 h. 

'fhc teeth of Scyliorhinidae arc conspicuous clcmcnts in  Alhian and younger shark assemblages 
in Tcxas and thcrc uppc;trs to bc con,itlcrablc taxonomic diversity rcprcscntcd by this material. 
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Order CARCHARHINTFORMES Compagno 1973 
Family SCYLIORHINIDAE Gill 1862 

SCYLIORHINIDAE 

Chronoloeic Ranee: Alhian-Maestrichtian Occurrence: Common Maximum Size: 3 m m  

Genus and Species Undetermined 

DESCRIITION: Very small and highly ornamented teeth 
representing multiple genera and species of cat sharks. Family 
Scyliorhinidae. Crowns generally tall. cusp needle-like, tlanked 
by low shoulders. or more commonly. at least one pair ol' 
cusplets: crown smooth or highly ornamented with tine toco;~rse 
longitudinal ridges; cutting ridge continuous across cusp, shoul- 
ders and cusplets: cutting edges never serrated: basal ledge 

..,L? 
strong: cusp with a straight or sigmoidal profile: root strongly 
bilohate with tabular niesial and distal lobes that have rounded 
outlines in labial or lingual view: lingual protuherance large. 
bulbous to flat. ridge-like and positioned well in hint nf(lingual 
to1 the root lohes: a central lingual foranien penetrates the root 
protuherance: nutrient groove ranges from completely covered 
to open: h;~sal attachment surf;~ce of the root is tlat and a second 
lm~eforamenopensbetween the root lohes: rootholaulacorhizous 
to secondatily hemiaulacorliizoi~s; histology onhodont. 

HETERODONTY: Variable. hut most scyliorhinids have 
weak gradient monognatliic heterodonty and difnathic 
heterodnntv is weak or absent. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The presence 
of a large lingual protuherance. very tlat hasal attachrncnt sur- 
face,thegeneralahsenceofanutrient groove(hemiaulacorhizous 
condition), and the presence of widely divergent root Inhcs ;ire 

anributes of scyliorhinid teeth that separate them from other 
sharks. Also. these teeth are very small. often I mm or less in 
height. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Albian- 
Mseshichtian strata throughnut Texas. 

COMMENTS: Considerable work remains to son out the 
generaand species of scyliorhinids in Texas. Unide~~titied teeth 
ofscyliorhinidsare included here forthe purposeofdocu~nenting 
the presence of this family in the Texas Cretaceous. Cat shark 
teethateoftenabundant elementsofthe microfaunaand tocollect 
them requires special techniques described in Chapter 6. 

REFERENCES: None 

Scylinrhinidae: Pepper Formation (Cenomanianl, Bell 
County: unidentified anternlateral catshark tfcth belonging 
to two different species, species A (1,3) and species B (2). 
Tooth orientation: (la-3a) lingual view: (Ib, 2c, 3c) lahial 
view: (Ic) hasal view; (Id, 2h) mesial view: (3h) distnl view. 
Scale line = 0.5 mm. 
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Family Wakidae 

Texas Cretaceous sharks belonging to the Family Triakidae Gray 185 1 include the extant soupfin 
shark Galeorhinus Blainville 181 6 and an extinct genus Palaeogaleus Gurr 1962. Most triakids 
are small to moderately large (less than 2 meters in total length), slender-bodied sharks with 
elongated to nearly circular eyes, broad fins and numerous small, relatively low crowned teeth. 

Soupfin sharks live in schools close to the bottom at depths ranging from very shallow to 200 
meters and feed primarily on bottom-living fish and crustaceans. They are most abundant in 
tropical and warm temperate seas. Those that occur in temperate seas are often seasonal migrants. 
The soupfin shark Galeorhinus zyopterus grows to a length of slightly over 2 meters. 

Worldwide, the genus Galeorhinus first appears in the lower Turonian and has a more or less 
continuous fossil record up to the present. In Texas, Galeorhinus sp. occurs only in Maestrichtian 
strata of the Upper Cretaceous Kemp Formation. 

The second triakid, Palaeogaleus, was originally described by Gurr (1962) from the Paleocene 
of England and has subsequently been recognized from strata as old as Campanian in Europe, 
Greenland and North Africa. Texas occurrences of this genus correspond with its earliest 
European records, being a common taxon in the early Campanian Taylor Group and overlying 
Maestrichtian Kemp Formation. 

Both Galeorhinus and Palaeogaleus may be referable to new taxa as the Texas specimens do not 
compare favorably with any named species. 
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Order CARCHARHINIFORMES Compagno 1973 GALE0RHINu.Y SP. 
Family TRlAKlDAE Gray 1851 

Chronologic Range: ?Late Campanian-Maestrichtian Occurrence: Common Maximum Size 6 mm 

Genus Cmleorhinrts Blainville 18 1 h 
Guleorhit~rrs sp. 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth small. un to h mm in rreatest dimen- 4 ' , 3 
L 

sion: crnwn long and thick with a singlc distally inclined, robust 
cusp and three to four smaller mesial cusplets: cusplets decrcitse l b 
in size toward distal end of tooth: mcsial cutting ridge of crown 
long. slightly convex and may have a crenulated cutting edge i '1 lc - 
near crown li)ot; crown fin~t has a narrow lingual dental band: c 

basal ledge strong: crown faces are smooth except [or very shon / - 
longitudinal ridges lahially at crown foot: root has a broad. flat y -"3B . ... 
attachment surface and is separated into triangular mesial and 
distal lobes by a deep nutrient & ~ ~ o v c :  root barely visible when 
tooth is examined in labial view: root holnulacorhizous: histol- 
ogy orthndont. 

HETERODONTY: Moderate gradient monognathic and weak 
dignathic heterndonty. 

J 
f . .  . 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The presence 

';f" 1. 
ofarohust.distally inclinedcusp, followed hy threeorfourdistnl 
cusplets, theabsence ofcusplets on the mesial cuttingedgeofthe y 2  4 . .  a . . &  crown and a root that is barely visible in labial crown view, are 
characteristics of G<ileorhinus teeth that readily separate them 
from all other Texas sharks. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Upper 
Taylor Marls, Escondido. Kemp and Littig forniations ('?late 
Campanian-Maestrichtian). Medina. Travis and Hunt counties. 

COMMENTS: In Texas. Grilr~nrhinu,~ teeth are only abundant 
intheMaestrichtian and they donotcompare tavorably withany 
descrihedspecies. The fossil recordofGirl~~f~rlihirisexte~ids back 
to the Turonian (upper Eagle Ford time). It is a very cotnlnon 
Tertiary shark and there are a number of living species. 

REFERENCES: Herman ( 1977). 

Caleorhinussp.: Anterolateral teeth,NavarroGroup, Kemp 
Formation (Maestrichtian). Hunt County. Tooth orienta- 
tion: (le, 2, 3,4a, Sa) lingual view; llc. Id, 4b. Sh) labial 
view; ( lb)  apical view; ( l a )  distal view. Scale line = l mm. 
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PALAEOGALEUS SP. Order CARCHARHINIFORMES Compagno 1973 
Family TRIAKIDAE Gray 1851 

Maximum Size: 3 m m  Occurrence: Common Chronologic Range: Campanian-Maestrichtian 

Genus Palaeogaleus Gurr 1962 
P U [ ~ ~ O R ~ ~ ? U S  Sp. 

l b  DESCRIPTION: Teeth $mall, UD to 3 mm w ~ t h  robust crown 
and root; crown with a moderate lingual flexure; cusp thick, 
lingual base inflated; number and position of cusplets varies 
considerably along dental series, ranging from two pairs (an 
incipient third pair on some teeth) manking the cusp in anterior 
teeth to posteriorteeth where they areabsenton the mesial blade; 
cutting ridge smooth and continuous across cusp and cusplets; 
basal ledge overhangs root labially; dental band absent; longitu- 
dinal ridges numerous, evenly spaced on labial face of anterior 
and lateral teeth, weakly developed on posteriors, extending a 
little more than halfway up the crown; labial crown face with 
scattered, shon ridges, otherwise smooth; root massive with 
wide, triangular root lobes having broad basal attachment sur- 
faces; nutrient groove wide and deep with a large central 
foramen; smaller foramina are scattered just below crown foot 
lingually andlabially: root holaulacorhizous; histology orthodont. 

. . .. HETERODONTY: Strone gradient or weak disiunct d~ ~~ 

monognathic heterodonty in both jaws; dignathic heterodonty 
unknown. 

2b , '. , 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The teeth of 
Palaeo~uleusmightbeconfused with theanteriorsof Galeorhinus 
hut are easily distinguished by their strong labial longitudinal 
ridges and pronounced development of cusplets. 

2c 
S T R A T I G R A P H I C  O C C U R R E N C E  I N  TEXAS:  
Palaeogaleus occurs throughout the Taylor and Navarro Groups 

P, 
and is particularly abundant in strata of Maestrichtian age. 

COMMENTS: The genus Paleogaleus Gum 1962 is based on 
the type species Paleogaleus vincenti (Leriche 1902) from the 
early Tertiary of Belgium. This genus is well known from the 
Campanian and Maestrichtian of Europe. Micmcolleting tech- 
niques are usually needed to collect these teeth. 

REFERENCES: Gum (1962); Herman (1977). 

. . . . ... 
c. . . . . . . .  ,$' 7 . . .  l> . .: ,:Y%$ . . . . . .  . . . . . C '  - ... 

a Palaeogaleus sp.: Anternlateral ( l ,  2) and posterior(3) teeth 
3b .$q 

9 frnm the Navarro Group, Kemp Formation (Maestrichtian), ' 7  . . , Hunt County. Tnnth orientation: (la, Zb, 3a) lingual view; 
(lc, Zc, 3h) labial view; ( lb)  mesial view; (2a) distal view. 
Scale line = 0.5 mm. 
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Order Rajiformes 

The Rajiformes are generally referred to as skates and rays but also include the sawfishes, 
guitarfishes and electric rays. Skates are distinyished from rays by their lack of a tail stinger 
(caudal spine). Most Rajiformes have bodies that are flattened dorsoventrally, and the pectoral 
fins extend widely and seem to be part of the body. The tail section is more or less defined from 
the body, the eyes and spiracles are dorsal and the mouth and all gill openings are ventral. The 
sawfishes, however, are shark-like in general appearance. They are classified among the order 
Rajiformes on skeletal considerations as well as for the relationship of pectorals to gills. The 
majority of guitarfishes have a shape resembling a cross between shark-like and skate-like forms. 

Most Rajiformes live on the bottom or close to it and are comparatively sluggish. Some of them 
lie buried in sand or mud most of the time and are poor swimmers. The skates are capable of swift 

A 

propulsion when necessary, although they usually swim slowly and close to the bottom. 
Sawfishes also spend a good part of time along the bottom, but rise to pursue fish at mid-depths 
or higher. Skates and rays subsist on avariety of animal food, including all available invertebrates 
that inhabit sandy or muddy bottoms. 

Rajiformes are widely distributed in latitude anddepth in the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian oceans, 
including adjacent seas. They also cover a broad thermal range, from cold polar waters to warm 
tropical seas. The most numerous group, the skates, are found primarily in the temperate belts of 
the two hemispheres. 

The fossil record of Rajifonnes collectively dates back to the Lower Jurassic with the earliest 
representatives among theFamily Rhinobatidae Muller and Henle 1838. Within Texas, there are 
three families of rajiforms; Family Rhinobatidae (Aptian-Maestrichtian); Family Rajidae 
(Campanian and Maestrichtian); Family Sclerorhynchidae (Albian through Maestrichtian). 

Guitarfishes, Family Rhinobatidae, are found in most Texas Lower and Upper Cretaceous fossil 
assemblages and all teeth are presently referred to the genus Rhinobatos Linck 1790. The earliest 
skates, Family Rajidae Bonaparte 183 1 are Cenomanian from Lebanon. In Texas, teeth close to 
true Raja occur in Campanian and Maestrichtian rocks of the Taylor and Navarro groups. The 
extinct sawfishes, Family Sclerorhynchidae Cappetta 1974 are especially abundant in Texas 
where both oral and rostral teeth representing six genera occur in strata of Albian through 
Maestrichtian age. In addition to these, there are a number of rajiforms of questionable affinity, 
including Ptychotlygon Jaekel 1894 (Cenomanian-Maestrichtian), ?Squatirhina Casier 1947 
(Cenomanian), Protoplatyrhina Case 1978 (Maestrichtian) and Pseudohypolophus Cappetta and 
Case 1975 (Albian-Cenomanian). 
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Family Rhinobatidae 

Guitarfishes oftheFamily RhinobatidaeMulIer andHenle 1838 haveadistinctray-likebody with 
the forward part rounded or heart-shaped. The snout is wedge-shaped, and the tail is not clearly 
distinguished from the body. The caudal fin is relatively short and thick while both thedorsal and 
anal fins are well developed. Guitarf~shes are found in tropical and subtropical seas around the 
world and sometimes found in fresh water. Most species are 1.5 to 2 meters long; the giant guitar 
fish, Rhynchobatus djiddensis, of the Indo-Pacific region reaches a length of over 3 meters. L i e  
typical rays, guitarfishes are bottom feeders, eating mainly small crustaceans and mollusks. 

Isolated teeth of Rhinobatos Linck 1790 occur in Aptian through Maestrichtian strata in Texas. 
The dentition of this genus has gradient monognathic heterodonty in both jaws and strong sexual 
dental dimorphism. Teeth are arranged in compact alternating rows, thus forming a dense 
grasping and crushing pavement. 

Texas teeth of Rhinobatos rarely exceed 1.5 millimeters. The crown is massive, apically convex 
with a thick, rounded labial face and strong basal ledge. The occlusal crown face bears a single 
curved transverse ridge just above the abrupt vertical lingual crown face. Lingually, the crown 
face possesses a long median protuberance and, to either side, much shorter secondary protuber- 
ances. The root is strongly bilobate and angled sharply in a lingual direction, at a high angle to 
the occlusal crown surface. The basal attachment surfaceof each lobe is convex, and the rootflares 
outward just below the secondary protuberances. Single mesial and distal marginal foramina are 
set in deep pits just below and adjacent to the mesial and distal sides of the lingual protuberance. 
The root lobes are separated by a deep, wide nutrient groove that bears a large central basal 
foramen. 

In addition to Rhinobatos, three additional rav genera of uncertain affinities in the Texas . 
Cretaceous arecollectively placedinRhinobatoideiincertae sedis. Theseinclude: Protoplatyrhina 
renae Case 1978, which was originally described from the Cam~anian of Montana and is found - 
in the early Maestrichtian Kemp Formation of northeast Texas; Pseudohypolophus mcnultyi 
(Thurmond 197 l), avery commonray in marginal marine and possibly fresh-water environments 
of the Paluxy and Woodbine formations; and small Cenomanian ray teeth with a short cusp and 
highly scalloped crown margins which are questionably referred to the genus ?Squatirhina Casier 
1947. 
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Order RAJIFORMES Berg 1940 RHTNoBATOS CASTER1 
Family RHINOBATIDAE Muller and Henle 1838 

Chronoloaic R a r e :  Camuanian Occurrence: Common Maximum Size: 1.5 mm 

Genus Rhinobatos Linck 1790 
Rhinobatos casieri Herman 1977 

DESCRIPTION: Crown mesodistally expanded, high and 
labiolingually narrow: lingual face convex, smooth, with a 
gently convex transverseridge: labial crown margin subangular; 
lingual crown foot has a narrow. n~oderately long median protu- 
berance. tlanked by smallermesial and distal prntuberances: root 
slightly wider than crown, lingually displaced with relatively 
narmw, short, basally convex root lobes: transverse notch wide 
withonr or more largecentral foramina: lingual faceofeachroot 
lobe has a large f o m e n  situated hetween the central and lateral 
crown protuhermces: mesial and dislal borders ofroot lobes are 
constricted below lateral protuhemnces: teeth display strong 
labinlingual compression: root holaulacorhizous: hinology 
onhodont. 

HETERODONTY: We,& gradient monognathic heterodonty 
in both jaws. Sexual dental heterodonty Ytrong: inferred male 
teeth are high crowned, almost cuspate: female teeth are blunt 
crowned. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The teeth of 
Rhirzohrr1o.s cirsicri differ from those of R. ir~cerrr,~ in having a 
much thinner and mesodistally n'urowcr and higher crown, in 
lacking a distinct cusp, having narrower and sharper lingual 
protuberances, less expansive root lobes and a much wider 
nutrient groove. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: This spe- 
cies occurs thn~ughout theTnylor Gmup (Cnmpanian) in Texas. 

COMMENTS: These teeth are very common in the Taylor 
Gmupand hecauseoftheirsm;~lls~ze,microscreeningtechniques 
are required to collect thcm. 

REFERENCES: Cappetta and Case ( 1975): Her~nan (1977). 

Rhir~obatos casieri Herman 1977: Navarro Group, Kemp 
Formation (Maestrichtian), Hunt County. Tooth orienta- 
tion: ( la ,  2,3b, 4) lingual view; ( lh )  lahial view; (3a) mesial 
view. Scale line = 0.5 mm. 
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RHZNOBATOS INCERTUS Order RAJIFORMES Berg 1940 
Family RHINOBATIDAE Muller and Henle 1838 

Maximum Size: 1 mm Occurrence: Rare Chronologic Range: Turonian-Coniacian 

Genus Rlrinobatos Linck 1790 
Rhinobatos irrcertus Cappetta 1973 

DESCRIPTION: Crown mesodistally wide and not very high. 
smooth with asinglcnarrow cusp which grades frompronounced 
lo absent: cusp positioned more or less in center of crown zmd 
lacks cutting edges; labial crown foot rounded, not angular, and 
lingually thcrc is a short, rounded protuberance below cusp. 
flanked by smaller mesial anddistal protuherances; root triangu- 
lar in hasal view with a flat attachment surface and narrow 

1~ n~~ncntgroovescparatingrootlohes;rootnotdisplacedlingually 
asin Rlzinohntoscrtsierihut ratherissituated moreorlessdirectly 
bencath crown; root holaulacorhi7.ous; histology orthodonl. 

HETERODONTY: Weak gradient monognathic heterdonty 
. .. . ~ in both jaws and strong sexual dental heterodonty with males 

having more cuspate crowns than females. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: Rllinnhrrfr,,~ 
incenrts differs from R. co.rieri in having a much wider, cuspate 
crown with shorter and more robust lingual crow11 protuberances 
and a root that is not lingually extended. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Eaglc 
Ford (Turonianland basal Austin Group,contacthorizon(Conia- 
cian), throughout Texas. 

2b COMMENTS: Cappetta ( 1973) described Rhinol~~rlos hirerru.~ 

*> from theTuronian of South Dakota, and the species appears to be 

,.- 6- , . very common in rocks of similar age in Texas. Acid etching and 
microscopic sorting of hoth the Kamp Ranch Limestone of the 
Eagle Ford and the basal Austin Group Atcc1 Formation yield 
numerous teeth of this species. 

f:: 
.I :- REFERENCES: Cappetta ( 1973). 

. . ,  . . ' ,~ 
,. ., ,- <..- '.W?.., 
,r S. . - 

,S. 

2c - ..', 

, ;  . , 
. .  e. 

Rhinnbatos incertus Cappetta 1973: Eagle Ford Grnup, 
Kamp Ranch Limestone (Turonian).Dallas County; (l) low- 
crowned (female) and (2) high-crowned (male) teeth. Tooth 

: &- orientation: ( la ,  2h) lingual view; (2d) labial view; (lb. 2c) 
basal view; (Id) apical view; (lc, 2a) distal view. Scale line 
= 0.5 mm. 
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Order RAJlFORMES Berg 1940 PROTOPLATYRHINA RENAE 
Family RHINOBATOTDEI incertae sedis 

Chronologic Range: Maestrichtian Occurrence: Common Mitxitnum S i x :  2 mm 

Genus Protoplatyrhina Case 1978 
Protoplatyrhina rcnae Case 1978 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth small. rmly  exceeding 2 mm wide: Ib 
crown thick. smooth,glohularwith r~~unded margins and roughly l a  

\ 

* S .  hexagonal in outline: a narrow basal ledge overhangs root on a11 I 
sides: lingual flange weakly dcvclopcdor indistinguishahle:root 
short. less than halfcrown height, strongly bilobate. and doesnot -~ 

extend beyond limits ofcrown foot: nutrient groove shallow and 
expanded around central basal foramen: basal attachment sur- 

Ic face flat: lingual root face with one large foramen on c:sh root ,.. --V - -  
lobe: root holaulacorhizous: histology onhodonr. 

b. 

HETERODONTY: Weak gradient monognathic hetcmdonty 
inkrred from observations of the morphological diversity of 

.-. 
isolated teeth. . .- --. -. . 
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: A hulhous 
crown lacking distinct faces. weak lingual protuherance, short -- 3 
root which is not expanded beyond the crown foot are attrihutcs 

l 
of Proropl~~tvrl~i,ur which distinguish it from other Texits rays. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Kemp Id 
formation (Maestrichtian), Hunt County. 

le 
COMMENTS: Protoplonrlii~m rrnac was descrikd by Case 
(197X) from the Judith River Formation (Campanian) of Mon- 
tana. At present. it is known only from the Mllesrrichtian in 
Texas. Microcollecting lechniques must he uscd to collect these 
teeth. 

REFERENCES: Case (1978). 

.~ . 

.-_ 
2c 

Protoplatyrhina renae Case 1978: Navarro Group, Kemp 
Formation (Maestrichtian), Hunt County. Tooth orienta- 2d 
tion: (la, 2al lingual view; ( Id )  lahial view; (Ic, Zd) basal 
new; (lb.  2b) distal view; (le, 2c) oeclusal view. Scale lint 
= 0.5 mm. 
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PSEUDOHYPOLOPHUS MCNULTYI Order RAJIFORME Berg 1940 
Family RHINOBATOIDEI incertae sedis 

Maximum Size: 5 m m  Occumnce: Common Chronologic Range: Aptian-Cenonlanian 

Genus Pseudolt.vp01ophus Cappetta and Case 1975 

. - -, P.se~~duhypolophus mcnrrltji (Thunnond 197 1 ) ~. a%. 

-. 
A' ' ', 

DESCKIPITON: Small teeth with ;I low. rounded hexagonal 
crown and weakly convex occlusal face; crown surllces arc 
smooth ancl a hasal ledge overhangs the root on all sidcs; mot 

9 lb : ,  , , simple. hilobate, with one ormore central hasal foramina within 
, - .  

' \L.-. il deep nutricnt grtxwe: numerous small foramina pierce the root 
just hclow thc crown foot; root holaulacorhizous; histology 

l a  P~ 
orthodont. 

2a HETEKODONTY: There m no known associated dentitions 
o l ' P . s c r r r l o l ~ ? ~ ~ o l o ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ . s t i ~ i .  However, its teeth are extremely 
abundant in thc W(x)dhine Formation and show little overall 

2b variation, suggestinp very weak heterodonty in eirherjaw. 
.-. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: These teeth are - 
distin~uished from other Tcxas rays by their smooth. 

, H%!*? unornamented and rounded hexagonal crowns and simple bi- 

' i* 

'i(r 
lobate root. 

8 
STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Glen 
Rose, Paluxy. Walnut. Weno. Pawpaw,Grayson. Pepper. Wood- 

3a bine and lower Exgle Ford l i~mations (Aptian-Cenomaninn) 
2c througho~it Texas. 

COMMENTS:  Thurmond ( 197 1 ) proposed the name . . 
'?H~polr,~~/rrrs rncnulr?i for small rho~nhic ray teeth linm the 
Albian Paluxy Formation in  Parker County. Acctmling to 

b L  . ~ . ,  
. - ,, Thurmond(l97I:page221),theseteethwealsoiden6cal tothose 

' W . .  : . 
-..- described, but nor named by McNulty (19M) from the upper 

Woodbine Formation (Cenomanian) of Tarrant County. Suhse- 
quently. ?Hylmlo/>hus mcnulr?i was placed in  a new genus. 
P.seadolr,pol~~pI~~~.~, by Cappetta and Case (1975). Teeth of this 
speciesare knownonly fromTexas where they occurabundantly 

3b in sedi~nents representing offshore mluine :md brackish bay 
depositional e~ivironments. Teeth off'. mcnrrlni arcahundant in 
the Cenomanian of Texas. 

3 c - REFERENCES: McNuIty (1964): Thurmond( 1971); Cappetta 
- -  '3 

M- 
and Case (1975). 

4 a  

l Pseudohypoluph~rs mcnrrllj'i (Thunnond 1971): Glen Rose 
Formation(A1hian). ParkerCounty. Twthorientation: ( la-  
4a ) l i npa l  view: (I h)distalview; (Zh, 3c, 4h) hasalview; (2c, 
3h. 4c) apical view. Scale line S= 0.5 mm. 
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Order RAJIFORMES Berg 1940 
Family RHINOBATOIDEI incertae sedis 

?SQUATZRHZNA sp. 

Chronologic Rangc: Alhian-Cenomanian Occurrence: Rare Maximum Size: 2 m m  

Genus Sqrtatirhina Casier 1947 
?Sqrratirhi~za sp. 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth small, rarely exceeding 1.5 mm in I a! 
width: crown weakly convex and oval in apical view with a . 
single. lingually placed, shon narrow cusp with strong lingu;ll 
inclination: bulbous lingual protuberance situated immediately , .  
below cusp and deeply incised on ~ilesial and distal edges: entire la 2a 
crown margin irregillarly and deeply scalloped: crown surface 
smooth: root aymmetricnl. strongly bilobate. and divided hy a a 

F 

sigmoidal nutrient groove: two or thrce anteriorly placed fo- ; 
ramina situated within the nutrient groove and smaller foramina 
picrce the r m t  lingually and labially. just helow the crown foot: r 

' fl. 
root lohes do not extend heyond crown margin: root 
holaulacorhizous: histology orthodont. l b 

HETERODONTY: Uncertain, hut all teeth are similarsuggest- 
ing weakgradient nionognarhic heterodonty; degreeofdignalhic 
heterodonty is unknown. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTF.RISTICS: A scalloped 
crown margin separates these teeth tiom all other Texas rays. < 

lc 1- 
STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Weno 

4 

Formation (Athian). Tarrant County and the Pepper Formation 
(Cenom;tnian). Bcll County. 2~ 

i7,. 
COMMENTS: These teeth represent an undcscribed species of 
ray and their generic allocation to Sqtirrlirliinrr i s  questionable. 

3a $ ~' h, 

The typc spccies S. lr,r~,-uensi,v Casier comes from the lower 
66' 

f *. 
Santonian of Belgium, as does a younger Maestrichtian species, . 
S. k(rr~tlcnri.~, which wasdescrihed by Hennan (1977). Due to the 
small sizeoftheseteeth, micr~ollectingtech~~iques~nust heused 
to elTectively collect them. 3b 

REFERENCES: Casier (1947); Hernlan (1977). 

4 
'?Yguatirhina sp.: Pepper Formation (Cenomanian), Bell - 
County. T w t h  orientation: (la, Za, k. 4) apical view: (Ih, 
2c. 3h)lingual view; (le, 2h, 3a) basal view; (3d) mesial view. 
Scale line = 0.5 mm. 
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Family Rajidae 

In skates, Family Rajidae, the dorsal and anal fins are greatly reduced in size, and the pelvic fms 
are deeply notched so that they appear as four fins rather than two. The pectoral fins are large and 
wing-like, joined at the front of the head to form a shelf-like snout. The tail is moderately slender. 

Skates areessentially bonom dwellers, usually lying quietly half-buried in the sand or mud during 
the daylight hours and stining to feed on small fish, shellfish and crustaceans. Skates are found 
in cool to temperate waters throughout the world and most live in rather shallow water and close 
to shore, but there are also some deep-water species. Forexample, the Pacific abyssal skate, Raja 
bathvphila, has been taken at depths greater than 2100 meters and other species live at depths in 
excess of 6000 meters. 

Some of the largest skates reach lengths up to 2.5 meters (Raja binoculata) but most are much 
smaller, being in the range of between 0.5 and 1.5 meters. 

Rajids have numerous rows of closely spaced teeth, arranged in alternate or imbricate patterns 
~ - 

such that a grasping or crushing pavement typifies most species. The heterodonty is gradient 
monognathic, rarely pronounced disjunct monognathic in either jaw and dignathic heterodonty 
is rare. Sexual dental heterodonty is pronounced in some species (e.g., the big skate Raja 
binoculata); males have narrow teeth with a long, high cusp and females have larger, mesodistally 
expanded teeth with a low, blunt cusp. 

Texas Cretaceous skate teeth of Campanian and Maestrichtian age are characterized by being 
mesodistally narrow with moderately high, smooth and rounded cuspate crowns. They have a 
narrow but inflated lingual crown protuberancethatextends well below the level ofthe mesial and 
distal crown foot, and labially, the crown foot develops a prominent basal ledge. The crown is 
connected to the root by a narrow neck and the root lobes are widely flaring, separated by a deep, 
wide nutrient groove. The basal attachment surface of each root lobe is weakly convex and as a 
whole, the root is angled lingually. 

At least two different rajids, close to the genus Raja, occur in the Texas Cretaceous. One form, 
which is not figured here, is quite small and extremely rare in Campanian strata of the Pecan Gap 
Chalk. The second form, which is included. is abundant in Maestrichtian rocks of the Kemp and 
Escondido formations of Texas. 
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Order RAJIFORMES Berg 1940 
Family RAJIDE Bonaparte 183 1 

RA JIDAE 

Chronoloeic Ranee: Maestrichtian Occurrence: Common Maximum Size: 3.5 mm 

Genus and Species Undetermined 
F 

DESCRIWION: Small rajiform teeth rarely exceeding 3 mm l a  I b  
in height; crown higher than rnnl. mesodistally narrow, some- 
what inllated. strongly overhanging root labially. snlooth on all / 
faces and rounded on all margins; cusp high, erect. broad-based 
and rohust: cutting ridges continuous l iom apex to a point just -%, 
abovecrnwn fix~t; lingual tlange thick. short. lobateand prqiects 
lingually well below level of labial crown foot; high-angle labial 
facc of cusp grades gently into low-angle labial prominence of 
crown; mesial and distal edges of crown flare outward at 
teminusofcuttingridges: labialcrown foot projecteddownward 
towzud root. having a strongly convex or lobate outline: project- 
ing basal ledge at crown foot overhangs root on all faces: root 
n;trrow at crown foot with a distinct neck. then flares outward: r 

rnut lobes labiolingually elongate, short. and shihed lingua~lly 
undcr crown; basal attachment surfaces weakly convex and : 
oricntcd at approxi~nately a 45-degree angle to crown foot: in . Ic 
basal view. attachment surfaces have a "foot-print" shaped 
outlineanda largecentral basal foramen issiti~atedhetween them 
within the ~~utrient grcmve: root holaulncorhizous; histology 

-'+, I .  , 

onhodont. , 

HETERODONTY: Probably has weak gradient monognathic 
heterodonty: strong sexual dental heterridnnty. as occurs in 
modem rajids. not apparent from available sample. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: Thc narrow. 
erect. smoothly rounded cuspate crciwn with short hilobate, 
outwardly flaringroot lobes.andavery narrow neckareattrihulcs 
ol'these teeth thatreadily separate them from all otherTexasrays. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Kemp 
and Escondido fonnations (Maestrichtian), Mcdina amd Hunt 
Counties. 

COMMENTS: These small Maestrichcian teetharevery similar 
to some modem skates (rays in thc Family Rajidae) and espe- 
cially those belonging to the genus Rrrj~r (c&, Rajo hhror.rrlfrr~~). 
These teeth arc the only true skates in  the Texas Creraceous and 
represent an undcscrihed genus and species. These small teeth 
require microcollccting techniques. 

REFERENCF-9: Nonc. 
Ra,iidae. genus and species undetermined: Kemp Forma- 

tion (Maestrichtian), Hunt County. Tooth orientation: (la, . . .  

3) lingual view; ( l c )  lahial view; (Id) apical view: (le) hasal 
view; (l h, 2) distal view. Scale lines = 05 mm (except l e  = 
0.2 mm). 
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Family Sclerorhynchidae 

All Cretaceous sawfishes belong to the Family Sclerorhynchidae Cappetta 1974, which encom- 
passes approximately 15 genera having a collective fossil record spanning the early Albian 
through latest Maestrichtian worldwide. Sclerorhynchids generally resemble modem sawfishes 
(Pristidae) by having a long and slim shark-like body with ventral gill slits, pectoral fins attached 
to the head, and a long snout or rostrum armed with a row of spines (rostral teeth) on each lateral 
margin. 

It is probably reasonable to assume that the sclerorhynchid rays occupied an ecological and 
functional niche equivalent to that presently filled by modem sawfishes. Today, pristids are 
bottomdwellers, but they will rise toward the surface to slash theirway through a school of fishes, 
turning to pick up any that are stunned or wounded. The long snout is also used to probe into sand 
or mud to dig up shellfish. Ifmolested, a sawfish tums this food-getting snout into a powerful 
weapon of defense and may inflict serious injury. Some of the modem sawfishes, like many of 
the Cretaceous sclerorhynchids, are cosmopolitan in distribution in warm to tropical seas, 
inhabiting shallow waters and straying into brackish or even fresh water. 

The smalltooth sawfish, Pristispectinata, is commonly 4.5 meters long, sometimes reaching a 
length in excess of 6 meters. Certainly, some of the fossil sclerorhynchids must have been of 
equivalent lengthconsidering thelarge sizeof some rostral teeth (e.g., Onchosauruspharaorostral 
teeth exceed 90 millirneters in length and some species of Ischyrhiza and Onchopristis are almost 
as large). 

At present, there are seven species representing five genera of sclerorhynchid sawfishes from the 
CretaceousofTexas. TheseincludeOnchopristisStromer 19 17 (Albian-Coniacian), Onchosaunrs 
Gervais 1852 (Carnpanian),IschyrhizaLeidy 1856(Turonian-Maestrichtian),Schizorhiza Weiler 
1930 (Maestrichtian), and Sclerorhynchus Woodward 1889 (Coniacian-Campanian). Also 
provisionally included in this family are five additional species of Cenomanian-Maestrichtian 
rays belonging to the genus Ptychotrygon Jaekel1894. The teeth of Ptychotrygon are similar to 
those of true sclerorhynchids, but species in this genus lack a toothed rostrum. 

Rostra1 spines or teeth range from l millimeter to 90+ millimeters in length and are usually found 
along with shark teeth while surfacecollecting. In life, thev attached to the surface of the rostrum - . - 
via a wide base or root that rested in a shallow moove or straddled the rostral cartilage. Unlike - 
modem sawfishes which have ever-growing rostral teeth set in deep sockets, sclerorhynchids 
periodically shed and replaced their teeth. Sclerorhvnchid rostral teeth have an enameloid- 
covered crown attached to a root and the histology may be osteodont or orthodont. 

Oral teeth are small, rarely exceeding 3 millimeters in greatest dimension, and are most likely to 
be recovered using microscopic washing and sorting techniques. They are wider than long 
(mesodistally expanded) and usually cuspate with a weak to strong labial flange and basal ledge. 
Crown faces are smooth or often covered by enameloid folds oriented in a transverse or radial 
pattern. The lingual crown face is vertical to weakly concave, having a short lingual flange that - - - 
projects basally, endingjust abovethenutrient groove notch. A cuttingridgeis usually continuous 
across the cusp and one or more transverse ridges often cross the crown. Roots are symmeh-ical 
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and triangular in basal view with weakly convex basal attachment surfaces. The root does not 
extend much beyond the crown margins, and a deep nutrient groove with a central basal foramen 
is always present. 

Sclerorhynchid fossils were first reported from Texas by Dunkle (1948) and subsequently by 
McNulty and Slaughter (1962, 1964), Slaughter and Steiner (1964, 1968), Thurmond (1971), 
Cappetta and Case (1 975), Lehman (1989) and Wemer (1990). 
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ISCHYRHIZA AVONICOLA Order RAJIFORMES Berg 1940 
Family SCLERORHYNCHIDAE Cappetta 1974 

Max~mum S ix :  R-4 md0-1 .5  m m  Occurrence: Common Chronnloeic Rimee: Campanban-Maestrichtian 

Genus Ischyrhiza k i d y  18.56 
Isclryrhiza avorzicola Estes l964 

DESCRIPTION: Rmtral  teeth: small and shon: crown less 
than halftoothheight. pnstcriorly inclined withaconvexanterior 
cutting ridge that extends from apex to crown linr: longitudinal 
ridges coarse. short. rcstrictcd to the crown k n ~ t  and directed 
toward apex: root widely splayed and expands continuously 
from crow11 foot to hase. Oral teeth: very sm;~ll. less than 2 mm 
in rnesodistal width, being wider than long; crown intlated with 
a rounded apical edge that lacks a distinct cusp: lingual face 
slightly inclined lahially with a weakly diffcrenti;~ted protuber- 
ance: labial face slopes at a high angle to the crown apex and has 
a rounded to suhangolar, nearly horizontal lli~ngc that overhangs 
the root: hoth crown faces possess numerous transverse ridges 
thatbreak uplabially and lingually into~gosilicsncarthecrown 
foot: root lobes widely separated.extended well p;~st crown hase, 
and are subdivided by a deep, wide nutrient gr(x)vc: root 
holaulacorhizous: histology onhodont. 

HETERODONTY: Rostral teeth vary in sizc along thc snout: 
oral teeth probahly have very weak grddicnt monngnathic 
heterodonty in both jaws. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: I.s(.lzyr/ii;(r 
n~*orlicol~r rostra1 teeth differ from other 1,srhyrhbr in having a 
very short crown with strong enameloid folds and a wide root. 
Ahsence o f  a distinct crown cusp. Ngose ornalnentalion and 
robust tooth shape are distinctive attributes of this species' oral 
teeth. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Taylor 
mdNavdrnrGn)up\:Campaniw andMae\trichtimr~ksihmugh- 
out Texaq. 

F 3d 
,~~ . COMMENTS: This species of 1,sclivrliizo was originally de- 

p "  ' h scr ikd from the Latc Crcteceous Lance Form;~tion o f  Montana 
by Estes( 1964). SlaughterandSteiner(l96X)referredteeth from 

A the Turonian and Coniacian o f  Texas to I. rn~otiknlcr: however. 

3~ F these teeth are prohahly hest referred to I. c~linairlerior I. ruwrm 
and I. o~u?rzic~~lir is restricted to strata of Campanian and A+- 
Maestrichtian age. See micrWollecting techniques in Chapter 6. 

. 
-'-., 

REFERENCES: Estes (1964); Slaughter and Steiner (1968). 

l? ,a ,,&l 
. - Ischyrhizn avonicola Estes 1964: (1) Rostral tooth, Escon- 

.* ~ ., P 
,P '' 1 J :: 

dido Formation (Maestrichtian), Medina County; (2) Ros- 
tral  tooth and (3.4) oral teeth, Kemp Formation (Maestrich- 

..I.;,; 9 . j j  tian), Hunt County. Tooth orientation: (la. 2h) pnsterior 

F-?'.' 
t - qTP"j.:,, 

'.;,'h 
, ',,.h'*' view; (Ih. 2a) donal  view; (1c) anterior view; ( Id)  apical 

4b ~ . a ~ ~  :- view; (3a.4a)apical view: (.M lingnal new; (jr) labial view: 
(3d) basal view; (3h, 4h) mesial view. Scale line = 0.5 mm. 
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Order RANFORMES Berg 1940 ZSCHYRHZZA M Z M  
Family SCLERORHYNCHIDAE Cappetta 1974 

Chronologic Range: Campanian-Maestrichtian Occurrence: Common Maximum Size: R-50+ mml0-6 mm 

Genus Ischyrlriza Leidy I 856 
Isehyrhiza mira Leidy 1856 

DESCRIP170N: Rostral Teeth: crown thick with smooth 
enameloid, slightly sinuous and shorter than the root; anterior 
and posterior cutting edges are sharp, extending from the crown 
apex toward the base but not intersecting the crown foot; crown 
shows little posterior inclination relative to the root; root tall, 
massive, and basally expanded with a median longitudinal fur- 
row and deeply scalloped root lobes. Oral Teeth: crown 
mesodistally expanded with a single high cusp and long. low 
mesial w d  distal shoulders; labial flange long, basally directed 
and expanded below thecrown foot with a weaker lingual flange 
well developed; crown smooth except for afew enameloid folds 
near crown foot; root high, strongly bilobate with a flat attach- 
lnent surface, subdivided by a deep nutrient groove; root 
holaulacorhizous; histology orthodont. 

HETERODONTY: Rostral teeth show a wide range in size and 
especially crown heightdependingon pixition alongthe rostrum. 
Oral teeth have weak gradient monognathic heterodonty. 

DWTINGUISHINGCHARACTERISTICS: A thicksinuous 
crown that is shorter than the root and the absence of barbs along 
the posterior cutting edge are characters which, in combination, 
separate Ischvrt~i:~ mira from other Texas sclerorhynchids. The 
oral teeth can he more difficult to identify. but in general their 
pronounced cusp. expanded low shoulders and long labial flange 
distinguish them liom other batoids. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: This spe- 
cies occurs in the Taylor and Navvro Groups (Campanian and 
Maestrichtian) throughout Texas. 

COMMENTS: In our opinion, the species Isclq~rliizo mircr 
occurs only within the Campanian and Maestrichtian in Texas 
and is equivalent to the subspecies I. sp. afl: I. rnira from the lower 
Campanian of Arkansas, proposed by Slaughter and Steiner 
(1968). The Turonian and Coniacian rostra1 teeth described as I. 
mim schneideri by Slaughter and Steiner (1968) are a species 
distinct from I .  miru and can be associated with oral teeth of I. 
texnnn which Cappetta and Case (1975) named from the basal 
AtcoFormation(contact horizon)ofthcAustinGmup(Coniacian). 

REFERENCES: Slaughter and Steiner (1968); Cappetta and 
Case ( 1975). <Hf\ . -2 8b 

Ischyrliiza mira Leidy 185h: (1-6) m t r a l  teeth, Taylor 
Group (Campanian), Hunt County; (7-8) oral teeth, Ozan 

k~ 
Formation (Campanian), Dallas County. Tooth orienta- 

f " . '  'A> 
tion: (1-5,6a) dorsal view; (6h) posterior new; (6c) anter- 
ior new; (6d) basal new; (7h) lingual view; (7a, 8a) apical 
view; (7c) labial view; (7d, 8h) basal view; (7e) distal view. . . .  ... 

i 
Scale line = 5 mm (1-6) and 0.5 mm (7-8). 
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IscHYRHIzA TEXANA Order RAJFORMES Berg 1940 
Family SCLERORHYNCHIDAE Cappetta 1974 

Maximum Size: R 4  mm10-1.5 mm Occurrence: Common Chronologic Range: Tumnian-Coniacian 

Genus Ischvrhim Leidv 1856 . ~ 

l a  
Ischyrhim texana Cappetta and Case 1975 

. , 
"'- 

DESCRIPTION: Rostral Teeth: large teeth with erect. twisted 

,: and posteriorly directed crowns that are smooth except for 
, , . , , . moderately long, apically directed, oblique enameloid ridges at 

, I. the crown foot; cutting ridges occur on both anterior and 
posterior crown edges; root at crown foot unconshicted and 
rectangular to square in basal view; posterior rostral teeth are . short and stuhhy, having prominent enameloid folds, and widely 
expanded basal attachment surfaces. Oral Teeth: crowns 

&'F* . 

' \ .**, rt >.. mesodistally expanded, cusp erect and narrow; lateral blades 

'9 1, 
high and doping away from cusp; labial flange lobate, frequently 
havingrwoparallel longitudinalenameloidridges, unitingapically 

. , on cusp: crown faces generally smooth: crown shows weak 
lingual inclination and cusplets may developon mesial anddistal 

-1% , blades; roothigh, withsomewhatinflatedmesial anddistallobes, 
separated by a deep nutrient groove; root holaulacorhizous: 

3a 4 - histology orthodont. 

HETERODONTY: Rostral tooth variation typical for 
I V ,S$\ \ . .  sclerorhynchids; oral teeth have weak gradient monognathic 
! fit?. . 3b \ :  

heterodonty in both jaws. 

, S ; !: 
, 1: ' , : ,'- i DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The rostra1 

b., . ~~ Q,:. 6 .:" - teeth of 1.schyrl~izo texana are smaller than those of I.  mira and 
have more posteriorly-directed crowns with basal enameloid 
ridges. The oral teeth of I. terana lack the massive labial flange 
and broad mesial and distal shoulders of I.  mira. 

4 b 
STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Upper 
Eagle Ford(Turonian)andAustin Group formations(Coniacian), 
thoughout Texas. 

COMMENTS: Slaughter and Steiner (1968) erected the suh- 
. .  . species Ischyrhiza mira schneideri for rostra1 teeth of Turonian 

.,. ,.. i: - W 4d and Coniacian age in Texas. In 1975, Cappetta and Case named 

% I  _ .  . I .  rexana based on oral teeth from the basal Atco Formation 
(contact horizon) of the Austin Group. No mention was madeof 
the rosmal teeth of Ischyrhiza found in the same deposit, nor was 
the relationship oil .  texana to I. mira schneideri discussed. We 
consider the oral teeth of I.  texana and the rostra1 teeth of I. m. 

d . .  . . .  
schneideri to belong to the same species. 

. . -. 4f REFERENCES: Slaughter and Steiner (1968); Cappetta and 
,. ,, Case ( 1  975). 

'*' Ischyrhimtexana Cappettaand Case1975 (1-3)mstral teeth 
z\ 

and (4) oral tooth from the Atco Formation contact horizon 
4 (Coniacian), Austin Group, Travis County. Tooth orienta- 

. . , .  , . . ~ . .  . ,.T, '.., . . .  .., .: . . . , . . . .. . . . .. . tion: (la, 3h) apical view; (Id) hasal view; (lh, lc) posterior . . -. . . :~. 
-3 . .  , .i.+,'" view; (2,3a) dorsal view; (4a) lahial view; (4h) mesial view; 

4e , +::, , *  I... ,.,, 
~ ,, 

(&)lingual view; (4d)apical view; (42) basal view; (4Odistal 
view. Scale line = 0.5 mm. 
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Order RAJlFORMES Berg 1940 ONCHOPRISTIS DUNKLEI 
Family SCLERORHYNCHIDAE Cappetta 1974 

Chronologic Rangc: Alhian-Coniacian Occurrence: Common Maximum Sizc: R-30+ m d O - 2  mm 

Genus Onchnpristis Stromer 19 17 
Onchopritis dunklei McNulty and Slaughter 1962 

DESCRIPTION: Rostral Teeth: crown narrow, high and 
posteriorly inclined with two to five harhs along posterior edge; 
crown enameloid smooth, lacking longitudinal or ohlique longi- 
tudinal ridges, and an anterior cuning edge develops on some 
teeth: root very short and flares conspicuously fmm thc crown 
foot: basal face deeply concave anteroposteriorly for attachment 
to the rostrum; root crenulations deep and follow theorientation 
o f  the crown hut may hranch hasally. Oral  Teeth: crown with 
a singlc tall, rohust, lingually inclined cusp. one pair of weakly 
developed hlade-like cusplets. a very long, curved and narrow 
lahial crown pmtuherance, and narrow lingual pmtuherance: 
lahial cusp face usually has asharp median longitudinal ridge: in 
basal view, root lobes are triangular in outlineandadeep nutrient 
grwve sometimes dividcs basal attachment surface: root hem- 
to holaulacc~rhizous: histology orthcxlont. 

DISTTNGUISHTNG CHARACTERISTICS: The prcscnce 
of two or more barhs on the posterior edge of rostral teeth sep- 
arate 011clrol~ri.rti.s from all other sclerorhynchids. 011c11op1-i.sri.s 
oral tecth differ from those of other Cnlaceous sawlishes in 
having a very high cusp and a long, narrow lahial flange. 

HETERODONTY: The rostral teeth seem to vary primaily in 
height and number o f  posterior barbs. ranging from two to five. 
Little variation in  the oral teeth suggests weak g r d '  'I lent 
heterodonty; dignathic heterodonty indeterminate. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Alhim- 
Coniacian: Walnut. Weno,Pawpaw,Grayson, Pepperand W w d -  
hine formations, Eagle Ford Group and Austin Gmup Atct, 
Formation (contact horizon) thrnughout thc Tcxas Cretaceous. 

COMMENTS: The spccies was described by McNulty and 
Slaughter (1962) on the basis of Cenomanian rostral teeth from 
the Woodhine Formation in  Tarrant County. Thurmond ( l97 I )  
descrihed an Albian subspecies. O~~chopri.sri.srl~s~kiei~~rncc~~r.~or. 
from the Walnut I'ormation in BosqueCounty. Cappetta's 1987 
intelpretation of the oral teeth of 0. ilunklnklri was rrfuted by Wemer 
(1990) who acsigned the same teeth, bawl  on the unpublished 
figures of Mcyer ( 1975) to a new species Scctenc,rii~ o.lrc;lr,r~nis. 
WC helieve that Cappetta was prohahly correct in referring these 
oral tecth to 0. dunklei and his interpretation is followed here. 

REFERENCES: Dunkle (1948); McNulty and Slaughter 
(1 962): Thurmond (l971 ): Cappetta (1987): Wemer (1990). 
0nchopri.slis dunklei McNulty and Slaughter 1962: (1-4) 
rostral teeth and (5-6) oral teeth, Weno Formation (Albian), 
Tarrant County. Tooth orientation: (1-3,4a) dorsal new; 
(4b) hasalview; (4c) pnsteriorview; (Sa) labialview; (Sb. 6a) 
apical view; (5c) lingual view; (Sd) basal view; (6h) mesial 
view. Scale line = S m m  (1, 2) and 0 5  m m  (3-6). 
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ONCHOSA URUS PHARAO Order RAJFORMES Berg 1940 
Family SCLERORHYNCHIDAE Cappetta 1974 

Maximum Size: R-90+ mm Occurrence: Rare Chmnologic Range: Campanian 

Genus Onchosowus Gervais 1852 
Onchosaurus p h m  (Dames 1887) 

DESCRIPTION: Lehman (1989) described the only known 
Texas specimens of Onchnsaum as follows: none of the speci- 
mens is complete; only the peduncle and parts of the elongate 
peduncular "shafts" of the teeth are preserved; crowns are 

3 
lacking; peduncle (root just below crown foot) is rectangular in 
basal cross section; teeth are slightly wider on posterior surface 
than they are on anterior surface; teeth slightly curved posteriorly 

:-, .e .. and have a pronounced groove running entire length of the 
posterior surface of peduncle and shaft, anterior surface has only 
a short groove, or none at all; dorsal and ventral surfaces of the 
peduncle have from nine to sixteen deep smations on each face; 
attachment surface of the root is shallowly indented; a small 
centrally located pit extends fmm the attachment surface a shotT 
distance into the root; pulp cavity lacking; histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Rostral teeth - hetercdonty pattern typical 
for sclerorhynchids. 

4 m DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS : These rostra1 

. ... teeth are much larger than those of Ischyrhiza mira and differ 
primarily in having a very short crown (none of the Texas 
specimens of Onchr~saum~ have the crown preserved). 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS : Cam- 
panian, San Carlos Formation, Presidio County. m COMMENTS: The specimens described by Lehman from 
Texas are larger than rostral teeth reported for any other sawfish. 

'1' . . . .. Bad on the proportions of complete specimens of Onchosauiw 
phamo figured by Arambourg (1940), the largest of the San 
Carlos specimens would have been about 90 mm in length. 'Ihe 
occurrence of Onchosaurus in Texas represents a significant 
geographic and stratigraphic range extension for the genus, 
which has previously been reported from France, north and west 

. , 
F 

Africa and South America 
. . .. . . . . 

... REFERENCES : Lehman (1989). . .  . 
? '  r . '  

Onchosaurusphmao @ames 1887): Rostral teeth from the 
8 San Carlos Formation (Campanian), Presidio County (after 

Lehman 1989). Rostral teeth of Onchosaurus in dorsal view 

... and in basal view showing the attachment surface; (1) 
, . .. . . Onchosaurus nhamo and (2) 0 .  radicalis (redrawn from . . 

Arambourg i940); (3-8) fragmentary rostral teeth of 0. 
phamo from the San Carlos Formation; (3) TMM 40817-2; 
(4-8) TMM 42531-1. S a l e  line = 1 cm. 
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Order RAJIFORMES Berg 1940 S c H I z o R H I z A  cf. WEILERZ 
Family SCLERORHYNCHIDAE Cappeua 1974 

Chrnnologic Range: Maestrichtian Occurrence: Rare Maximum Size: R-15 mm 

Genus Schizorhiur Weiler 1930 
Schizorhim cf. weileii Serra 1933 

DESCRIPTION : Rostral tooth : crown diamond hhaped and 
about one-third total tooth length; tooth has very wcak posterior 
flexure and is tightly constricted at thc crown fmt; anterior and 
posterior cutting edges sharp and unserrdled; mt expands below 
n m w  crown limt into two flat lobes ihdt arc separdted by a deep 
furrow that extends almost to base ofcmwn; root lobes comh- 
like, having four thin basal projections: histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: The morphological variation in rostral 
tooth shape i5 unknown for Texas Schizorhizit. 

DISTlNGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS : 'Ibe mswal teeth 
of Scltizorhizo are strikingly different from all other Texas 
sclerorhynchids in having a small and short diamond-shaped 
crown and a comb-like bilobate root with lobes separated hy a 
very deep V-shaped furrow. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE I N  TEXAS: Mae- 
strichtian, Escondido Fonilation, Maverick County. 

COMMENTS: Dunkle (1948) reponed on the occurrence of a 
rohwal tooth of Schizorhim d u~eilen Sera 1933 in the Escondido 
Formation. Maverick County. Rostral teeth of this genus are 
known only from isolated teeth and the type species. S. .strt~nu,ri 
Weiler 1930. was described from the Late Cretaceous of Egypt. 
Dunkle considered the rostral tooth from Texas to be more 
closely co~nparable with S. u ~ i l e r i  Serra 1933 noting that "it 
differs only in the more pronounced asymmetry of the crown 
profile in donoventral aspect and in exhibiting a Gater  size than 
repond by Sera'' (Dunkle IWXi page 175). Sc1ii:~~rlii;rr oral teeth 
have not k e n  reponed from Texas. 

RF.FF.RENCFS : Dunkle (1948). 

Schizorhim cf. weileii Serra 1933: Escondido Formation 
(Maestrichtian). Maverick County: rostral tooth, figure l a  
and lh reproduced from Dunkle (194fk figures 2A and 2R, 
page 174); ( l a )  dursal view and ( l h )  cross section: (2a-2c) 
rostral tooth of Schizorhiza strofneri, Dukam,je Fonnation 
(Maestrichtian). 1,gdaman. Niger: (2a) dorsal view: (2h) 
had view: (2c) posterior view. (la. Ih) Scale line = 05 mm, 
(2a, 2c) scale line = 2 mm, (2h) scale line = 1 mm. 
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SCLERORHYNCHUS SP. Order RAJFORMES Berg 1940 
Family SCLERORHYNCHIDAE Cappetta 1974 

Maximum Size: R-R mm/O-2 m m  Occurrence: Ahundant Chronologic Range: Coniacian-Campanian 

Gnus Sclemrl~.vnclrus Wonilward I X89 
Sclernrlrynchus sp. 

DFA5CRIP110N: R& Teeth : cusp highly compressed. tall. 
with a convex anterior edge and prnnounccd posterinrexpansion 
just ahove crown foot: weak hook or harh-like, posterior-basal 
projection cwcurs in somc tceth and hoth anterior and posterior 
crown edges arc sharp: crown enarneloid always smooth: root 
weakly hilohate and shorter than crown with scalloped hasal 
edges: root base almost square in cross seclion with a mdrked 
posterior expansion of hoth root lobes: root suhdivided 
anternposteriorly hy a shallow pmve:  hasal attachment sutiice 
deeply concave: histology onhodont. Ora l  Teeth : small, 
usually about 1 mm, with a weakly cuspate. short, triangul~~r 
crown having a single tranqverse cutting ridge; lingual protukr- 
ance strong and projects hasally helow crown foot: lahial flange 
shon and not well developed: root simple and bilohate: lahial 
crown face highly ornamented. having radiating enameloid 
ridges. between which enrtmeloid i s  finely punctate: root 
holaulacorhizous: histology orthdont. 

HETERODONTY: Rostral tooth hctcrodonty typical of 
sclerorhynchids in general. Oral Teeth have wcak gradient 
monognathic heterodonty in bolh jaws. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS : A thin. smcnth 
crown having an expanded posterior-basal horder and short, 
smooth root differentiates Scl~ri~rliyti(:li~,lrs rostral teeth from 
other Texas sclerorhynchids. The oral teeth of Sclcrorl~~nrlirrs 
are unique in having a radiating enameloid ridge pattern on the 
labial crown face. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Austin 
Group (Coniacian-Santonian) and overlying Taylor Group 
(Campanian) throughout Texas. Both oral and rostral teeth of 
Sclerorl~~nchus are common in the basal Atco Formation (con- 
tact horizon) o f  the Austin Group. and especially in younger 
Campanian Ozan. Wolfe City and Pecan Gap Chalks. 

COIMMENTS: According to Cappetta ( 1987). the Texas oral 
teeth of Sclerorl~~~nch~i.~ are not conspecific with S. otoi~rr~ 

, . . ,? : Wnndward 1889 and represent an undescrikd species. ._L' g 

F'  REFERENCFS : Woodward (1889): Slaughter and Steiner 
I (1968): Cappetta (1987). 

3d 

- 

Sclcrorhynchus sp.: (1-2) rostral teeth and (3) oral tooth, 
Ozan Formation (Campanian), Dallaq County. Tooth orien- 
tation: ( la) ventral new; (2h) dorsal new: (lc, 2s) pmterinr 

I.:; ic 3e new; ( Ih) anterior view; ( Id) hasal view; (3a) apical new; 

I 
(3h) lahial view; (3c) ?mesial view; (3d) basal view; (3e) 
lingnal view. Scale line = 0.5 mm. 
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Order RAJIFORMES Bcrg 1940 
Family SCLERORHYNCHIDAE Cappetta 1974 

PTYCHOTRYGONAGUJAENSZS 

Cllro~iologic Ranee: C a m ~ a n i a n  Occurrence: Common Maximum Sire: 2.5 mm 

Gcnus PIycholryRorr Jaekel I X94 
Ptychotrygon a;er!jaensi\. McNulty and Slaughter 1972 a 

DESCRIFI'ION: Teeth small, generally 2 mm or less in 
mcs(xlistal width: crowns low. only slightly raised above lingual 
flange, noncuspate with four or tive closely spaced. irregularly 
conugated trtmsverse ridges on occlusal face: lingual flange very 

,>c 8 , -  , ,  ""' :!,, ;>'.!1L. -.., \ ., ' " ,, 

. . flat with a median depression; labial crown protuberance ntumw 
, : ,  - a,,;$&f&,~~! ''.! 

and overhangs root: ront holaul;sorhizoos; histology onhodont. . . ."* 
~ ~ 

HETE:ROM)NTY: Weak ~ a d i e n t  inonognathic heterodonty 
in both jaws. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISI'ICS: Phctrot~~~,yoti 
o,y~ijfrr~zds is distinguished from P.  n.krri,yrrl~mri.s by the larger 
number, closer spacing. and lower. more rounded form of the 
transverse ridges. Also. the crown is usually lower than in any 
other species (McNulty and Slaughter 1972). 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Aguja 
Formation (Carnpnn~an), Brewsler County. Known only from 
the type locality. 

COMMENTS: The majority of specimens of Pfyhot?,qon 
rrglrjrrensis ;ire distinctly compressed i n  the crown and root. 
particularly the latter which is often so short that i t  is fragile and 
iisually broken. Somc spccimcns have Innger and higher crowns, 
approaching P. rri~inr~jiirl~rri.~ and suggesting derivation from them 
(McNulty and Slaughter 1972). It is best to use microcollecting 
tcchniqucs 10 successfully collect theye teeth. 

REFEKHNCRV : McNulty and Slaughter ( 1972). 

Ptychithy~on agufaensis McNnlty and Slaughter 1972: 
Aguja Formation (Campanian), Rrewstcr County. Tooth 
orientation: ( la)  ucclusal view; ( l h )  basal view; ilc) lingual 
view; ( Id)  lahial view; ( l e )  mesial view. Scale line = 0.5 mm. 
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PTYCHOTRYGON HOOVERI Order RAJTFORMES Bcrg 1940 
Family SCLERORHYNCHIDAE Cappetta 1974 

Maximum S i x :  3.2 mm Occurrence: Ahundant Chmnologic Kangc: Cenomanian-Coniacian 

Genus Pfychohygon Jaekel 1894 
Pfychobygon hooveri McNulty and Slaughter 1972 

DESCRIPTION: Cruwn narrow. high and triangular: cusp 
weakly devrloped: cutting ridge distinct, sepilrating labial and 
lingoel crown faces; crown smooth. lacking transverse ridges: 
however. very shori, discontinuous enameloid humps or ridges 
m.ry occur ;llong midline of l;~hial Face. just above labial flange: 
rout holaulacorhiz<~us: histolorv orthodont. 

HETERODONTY: Typic;~l of Pryllorryqo?~ with weak gra- 
dient monognnthic heterodonty in holh jaws. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: Pryltorpjion 
hooveri dill'ce 1'rom all other spccies 01' Phc/lot?ygr~?l in having 
a narrow. high crown that is smooth. or a1 least has only sparse 
omamenlation along the midline of the labial crown k c .  

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS : Pepper 
and Woodbine formations and lower Eaglc Ford Gmup (Cen- 
om;~nian): uppcr Eagle Ford Gmup (Tun)nim); Ata) Formation 
of the Austin Group (Coniacian). 

COMMENTS: Accordinp to McNulty and Slauehter (1972). . 
il~eguliu cormgations (enameloid ridges) of low relief may occur 
on the labial ihces, piirticularly on lower portic~ns of the crown. 
The holotypc of P f y ~ ~ I ~ o l ~ ~ g o n  hoo~v*r i  comes from the Bells 
Sandstone Member (late Turonian) of the Eaglc Ford Croup. 
Dallas County. Teeth of this species are very common in the 
Kamp Ranch Limestone. Microcollecting techniques must he 
used to collect these teeth. 

REFERENCFS : McNulty and Slaughter ( 1972). 

4a 

Pfychobygon hooveri McNulty and Slauxhter (lY72): T a r s  

1 Fishhwl Conglomerate (Turnnian). Fagle Ford Grnup, Collin 

4 County. Tooth orientation: ( l a ,  3a, 4h) occlusal view; (lc. 
< " L , , .  ' 

2h) labial view: (le, Za) Lingual view: (Id, 4a) had view: (Ih. 
k, 3h) distal view. Scale line = 0.5 mm. 



Order RAJIFORMES Berg 1940 PTYCHOTRYGON SLAUGHTERZ 
Family SCLERORHYNCHIDAE Cappetta 1974 

Chmnologic Range: Cenomanian Occurrence: Abundant Maximum Size: 1 5  mm 

Genus Plychobygon Jackcl 1894 
Pfychohygon sloughten Capptta and Caqe 1975 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth with a mtderately wide and tall trim- 
gular cruwn, having a sharp cusp and continuous transverse 
cutting edge; lahial pnjtuberance ranges from nanow to broad 
and lingual flange is typical for the genus; crown faces are 
Mna~nented with diwontinuous transverse and irregulw longitu- 
dinal enameloid ridgcs: lingually. ridges an. short and node-like, 
aligned transversely just below cutting culge: labial crown face 
has a single sinuous trdnsverse ridge which follows labial cmwn 
margin, converging in hmad loops at thc rnidline of cusp; above 
and below this ridge. which itself may he discontinuous. are 
much sholter transvew and longitudinal ridges also converging 
at midline; root holaulacorhizous: histology orthodont. 

HETERODONTY: Weak gradient monognathic hetercdonty 
in both jaws; dignathic heterodonty weak or absent. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS : ' h e  teeth of P. 
slou,qhfivi are intcrmdiate in mxpholngy between P. friiu~grrl<rri.s 
ad P. hoo~seri. b?vi./rofngun .sl~~~rght~~ri teeth have fewer trms- 
verse ridges than P. rriimgularis and the crnwn faces are much 
more ornamented than in P .  hovcri. 

SIIWTIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS : w a n d  
Woodbine formations (Cenomanian). Bell. Tarrant. Dall;~% and 
Denton counties. 

COMMENTS: This species was described by Cappettu and 
Case (1975) for teeth from the Cenomanian Woodhine Fnrma- 
lion in Tarrant County. Teeth of P f ~ i / r r ~ f ~ g u n  .sli~~qhfen had 
pieviously been figured by McNulty and Slaughter (1972. Plate 
I, Figures 1&17) under the name P. rrii~rrgrrli~ris. McNulty and 
Slaughter figured these teeth because they illustrated a crown 
ornamentation intermediate between P. rriangul~~ris and P 
hwveri. Due to the extremely small size of these teeth, micro- 
collecting techniques tnust be used to collect them 

REFERENCES : McNulty and Slaughter ( 1972). Capvtta and 
Case ( 1975). 

Ryhfrygon sfuughlen Cappetta and Case lW5: Arlington 
Sandstone Member, Woodbine Formation (Cenomanian), 
Tanant County. Tooth orientation: (la, Za) labial new: ( lb)  
dd view: (lc)  ha4 view: (2b) m a i d  view: (k) lingual 
view. Scale line = 0.5 mm. 
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PTYCHOTRYGON TEXANA Order RAJFORMES Berg 1940 
Family SCLERORHYNCHIDAE Cappetta 1974 

Maximum Size: 2 mm Occurrence: Common Chmnoloeic Ran~e :  Maestrichtian 

Genus i'fvchohveon Jaekel 1894 .. 
Pfychotrygon texana (Leriche 1940) 

DESCRIPI1ON: Cmwn very high with almost conical cusp: 
cutting ridge weakly defined or  absent; crown faces smooth, 

b lacking any ornamentation: lingual flanges with a deep depres- 
sion; labial crown flange weakly developed; root hol- 

b aulacorhizous; histology orthodont. 

c:, 

HETERODONTY : Weak gradient monognathic hetenxlonty 
in hoth jaws; dipathic hetendonty weak or absent. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: Pfychotr?,~on 
rexnm~ differs fmm P. hoover1 in being mescldistally wider, hav- 
ing a higher. more conical cusp, and lacking all subordinate 
cmwn ornamentation. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS : Escon- 
dido and Kemp formations (Maestrichtian) in Medina, Hunt and 
Rastrop counties: Midway Formation (Paleocene reworked). 
Travis County. 

COMMF.NTS: Leriche (1940) descrinikd Raja t m  fmm the 
Midway Formation, based on a single specimen (USNM Cat. 
11680) collected in Rastrop County. McNulty and Slaughter 
(1972) recogni7td that Leriche's specimen was a ptychoaygonid 
but were unable to obtain additional examples from the type 
locality or from the nearby Linig pit. Leriche's tooth either came 
fmm the Navarm Formation or had been reworked into the b a d  
Midway (Paleocene). McNulty and Slaughter were unsure about 
the identity of P. r m  because of inadequate information in the 
original desoiption. l l x y  med chat it seemed similar to P. hawn. 
Microcollecting techniques must be used to collect these very 
small teeth. 

REFERENCES : Leriche (1940); McNulty and Slaughter 
(1972). 

f'tychohygon tercutn Griche 1940): Navam Group, Kemp 
Formation (Maestrichtian), Hunt County. Tooth orienta- 
tion: (la-3a) ocflusal view; (lc, 2c, k) lingual view; (Id, M, 
3d) basal new; ( lb)  mesial view; (2b, 3h) distal view. Scale 
line = l mm. 
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Order RAJFORMES Berg 1940 PTYCHOTRYGON TRIANGULARIS 
Family SCLERORHYNCHIDAE Cappetta 1974 

Chronologic Range: Cenomanian-Maestrichtian Occurrence: Abundant Maximum Sizc: 5 mm 

Genus Ptychohygon Jaekel 1894 
@chohygon triaiarrgr~laris (Reuss 1844) 

DESCRIPTION: Crown high and triangular: three prominent, 
well separated transverse ridges are situated along ~niddle of 
lingual face. along junction of lingual and labial faces. and across 
middle of lahial face: smaller tnansverse ridges also occur on the 
lower portion of the lahial crown face; root holaulacorhizous; 
histology orthodont. 

HETERODONTY: Weak gradient monognathic heterndonty 
in both jaw\. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS : Phchotpgon 
trirrr~grrlrrri,~ may be disti~~gi~ished from P. og~~<rensi.s by the 
relative prominence, sharpness and separatinn of major trans- 
v e x  ridscs. absence of smaller ridges and by having a higher and 
more clongatc crown. P. n-iirn~u1ir1-1,s dilfel'i From P. hr~~ver i  by 
the prescncc of strong transverse ridges and a more pyramidal 
crown. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Wood- 
bine and Pepper formations (Cenomanian). Eagle Ford Group 
(Cenomanim-Turonian), Austin Group (Coniacian-Santonian) 
and the Taylor and Navarro groups of Campanian and 
Maestrichtian age. 

COMMENTS: The broad temporal range of Ptytrorpgon 
rri<rn~r~l~rri.s is unusually long for any species. More critical smdy 
of the Texas material referred to P. tri~r~r,qrrl~rri.s will probably 
result i n  a narrowing of its stratigraphic distribution and the 
recognition of at least one new tenon. Characteristic fonns of this 
species occur ahundantly in the Tumnian Eagle Ford Group and 
especially the early Coniacian of the basal Atco Formation 
(contact horizon) of the Austin Group. Microcollecting tech- 
niaues Itre hest used to collect these teeth. 

REFERENCES : McNulty and Slaughter ( 1972) 

Plychohypn Irion,pilori~ (Reuss 1844): Atco Formation 
contact horizon (Coniacian), Austin Group, Travis County. 
Tooth orientation: (la-3a. 4, 5) occlusal view: (lb. Zc) 
linrmal view: (Ic. Zd. 3h) basal view: (Ze) labial view: (Id) 
m6ial view; (Zh) distal view. Scale line = 0.5 mm. 
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Order Myliobatiformes 

The Order Myliobatiformes Compagno 1973 includes the eagle rays (Family Myliobatidae 
Bonaparte 1838), the stingrays (Family Dasyatidae Jordan 1888 and Family Urolophidae Gray 
1851), the butterfly rays Family Gymnuridae Fowler 1934), cownose rays (Family Rhinopteridae 
Jordan and Evermann 1896), manta rays (Family Mobulidae Gill 1893), and an extinct family of 
Cretaceous rays (Family Rhombodontidae Cappetta 1987). 

With exception of the mantas, eagle rays (Family Myliobatidae) are among the most pelagic of 
the rays. They are primarily benthic feeders, probing the bottom for shellfish and crustaceans 
which they crush with their powerful flat pavement teeth. Myliobatids have a distinct head region, 
with the eye and spiracles located on each side rather than on top, and most species have one or 
more poisonous spines at the base of the tail. Eagle rays occur in all warm and tropical seas and 
some are seasonal migrants in temperate waters. 

Dasyatid stingrays (Family Dasyatidae) are best known for their long, slim, whip-like tails that 
are armed with one to several spines near the base. When caught or stepped on, a stingray lashes 
its tail and invariably manages to impale a spine in its molester. Stingrays generally lie on the 
bottom, almost completely buried in the sand or soft sediment. Nearly a hundred species of 
stingrays are distributed in warm, shallow waters around the world and a few stray into brackish 
and fresh water. They range in size from 0.3 to over 2 meters across their pectoral fins (greatest 
dimension). 

The fossil record of Myliobatiformes in Texas is impressive for having some of the earliest 
occurrences of these rays anywhere in the world. Of the seven families listed, three (Myliobatidae, 
Dasyatidae and Rhombodontidae) are currently represented in the Cretaceous of Texas but remain 
largely unstudied. 

Although very rare, true myliobatids close to the modem Myliobutis Cuvier 1817 and other allied 
genera occur in the Campanian Ozan Formation of Ellis and Hunt counties. These median-row 
pavement teeth have a polyaulacorhizous root shucture much more advanced than Bruchyrhiznus 
Romer 1942 and predate the Maestrichtian genus Igdabaris Cappetta 1972. Brachyrhizodus 
Romer 1942 was originally described from Texas; however, it is very rare and we have yet to see 
unequivocal evidence of this species in any of the fossil assemblages examined to date. 

The Family Rhombodontidae is represented by high crowned crushing and grinding teeth of 
Rhombodus binkhorsti Dames l881 from the Maestrichtian Kemp and Escondido formations. 
Isolated teeth of Dasyatis Rafinesque 1810, plus teeth of another unnamed dasyatid ray, occur in 
Cenomanian through Maestrichtian strata throughout Texas. n 
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Order MYLlOBATlFORMES CompaLgo 1973 BRACHYRHIZODUS 
Family MYLIOBATIDAE Bonaparte 1838 WICHITAENSIS 

Chronolozic Range: ?Santonian-Camvanian Occurrence: Rare M:!hi~nun~ Size: 20+ mm 

Genus Rmchyrhizod~~s Romer 1942 
Rroclryrhiznd~~s wicllifaensi,~ Ro~ner 1942 

DESCRIPTION: Myliobatid pavement teeth with mesodistally 
elongate. thick and smooth crowns generally havine a hexagonal 
occlusal outline: root has two to five deep nutrient grooves: root 
polyaulacorhizous: histology oaeodont. 

HETKRODONTY : Rrirclr~rlri:otlrr.v appean to have a dentition 
similar to the modem stingray Rhinoptern. with two rows of 
larger paracymphysial teeth, tlanked by at least two rows of 
smaller teeth, some having hilohote roots. Br17cll?rhi:~~(lrrs.s 
apparently l;rks the stair-stepped. Iahiolingual interlocking 
mechanism present in   nod ern Myliobatid rays (and present in 
the lower Campanian myliohatids of the Ozan Formation). 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS : Rr(rt-li~~,hi.-oiI~~.s 
is similar to other Texas myliohatid rays but can he distinguished 
hy its thicker crown and fewer. widely spaced nutrient grwves 
on the bl~sal attachment surf:~ce. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Rurditt 
Mar1 Formation (Campanian). Travis County. and in Campanian 
strata ofthe Rig Rend region (smtigraphic position unknown). 

l b  
COMMENTS: This snecies is rare in the Texas Cretaceous and 
we have not ohsewed unequivocal specimens of it elsewhere in 
the state. Romer ( 1942) described Rr(rc/i?rlii:n(hrs frnm Baylor 
County and originally thought it was Permian in age. The type 
material of Rr(rch\rlri:oi/r~s ~t~icliitrien.sir was collected from 
Pliocene gravels composed of reworked Cretaceol~s clasts and 
fossils. 

REFERENCF-S : Romer ( 1942): Cappetta and Case ( 1975). 

Brachvrhizndus wichifaensis Romer 1942: TMM 42363-2, 
Hurdin Marl Fbrmation (Campanian), Travk County. Tooth 
orientation: ( l a )  lingual view; ( Ih )  lahial view: (Ic) hasal 
view; ( Id)  distal view: ( l e )  mesial view. Scale line = 5 mm. 



MYLIOBATIDAE Order MYLIOBATIFORMES Compagno 1973 
Family MYLIOBATIDAE Bonaparte 1838 

Maximum Sire: 12 mn l  Occurrence: Rare Chronologic kmge: Campanian 

Myliohatidm Cicnus Undetermined 

DESCRIFTION: The uppcr m d  lower dentition of rnyliohatid 
rays consist o f  a series of interlocking rectangular, arcuate or 
chevron-shaped plates. arranged in lahiolingual mws ofvtuying 
width and numher depending on the genus. These pavement 
teeth are flat. relatively thin and have unornamcntcd occlusal 
crown faces. The mesial and distal ends of each tocrth or pl;ttc ;m 
usually triang~~lar in shape so that i t  can interlock with tcclh in 

l a  adjacent row.;. Each tnoth plate also interlocks with adjacent 
teeth (labially :incl lingually) in the same row. thuh forming a 
strong cn~shing surface. The hsal attach~nent surface of the r(x)t 
is  llat or weakly concave and crossed lahiolingually by numenus 
deep nutrient grooves: root polyaulncorhizous: histology 
oste(nlont. 

F HETERODONTY : Strong disjunct monognathic hetelrnlonty 
;ind very weak digntttliic hererodonty. M~nlem tnyliobatid rays 
have sexual denlal hetcrodonty. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: The isolated 
tooth plates of tnle myliohatid rays ~ u e  most likely to bc confused 
with those of the genus Brir(.li\.rl~i:(,rl~irr.r. or possibly large tccth 
(I P~nrloli\?x~1~1111~1~~1~ Myliohntid ray teeth figitred here have 
many more notricnl ?moves crossing the hasal atrnchnicnt sur- 
Lice (e.g.. polyitul;~cnrhire root) than either of the ahove two 

l c genefit. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE I N  TEXAS: 07m m d  
pos\ihly W n l k  City fi>rrn;ttions. Ellis and Fonnin countieh 
(Carnp:mi:m). 

COMMENTS: Texas myliohatid ray teeth are extremely rare 
and they rcprcsenl the cxlicht known unqucstionahle represen- 
tatives nfthc i lmi ly.  Figured here are prohahly two different 
species. i f  not gcncra. o f  undcscrihed rays from the lower 

..-- . Campanim. I t  is interesting to note that k)th these spcci~nens m 
nlor~holoticdlv closer to m(dcrn hill nlvs than is  R , r~~ l i s r l i i ro~ l~~ ,~ .  

Myliohatidae indeterminate: Median tooth plates. (1) Tay- 
Ior Group (Campanian), Fannin County and (2) Ozan For- 
mation (Campanian), Ellis County. Tooth orientation: (la. 
2a)~rr lusal  view: (Ih, 2h) had view: ( Ic)  l i n ~ l a l  view: (a) 
lahial view. Scale line = 2 mm. 
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Order MYLIOBATIFORMES Compagno 1973 RHOMBODUS BZNKHORSTI 
Family RHOMBODONTIDAE Cappetta 1987 

Chronologic Range: Maestrichtian Occurrence: Abundant Maximum Size: I 0  mm 

Genus Rhombndus Dmes  l XX l 
Rliondndris bi~zklrorsti Dames I X8 1 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth high; crown massive with a roughly 
rhomhic outline; labial and lingual crown faces concave: numer- 
ous vcrtici~l I'oldcd and wrinkled enameloid ridges cover all 

l a  i b  crown hces except the occlusal sutiace, which is sm(x)th; r(x)ts ,.; *F., .,. 
are hilobas and ~eneralllly less than one-half to one-third of crown . 
height: a deep nutrient groove divides a flat basal h e  into two 
triru~gul:vn~~t lobes; rmt holaulacorhizous; histol<~gy oste(xlont. 

m , w , R O m N T Y  : Bad on iwlatd teeth, Rllmn/7f~/lrs q p r s  
to have some differentiation of rowgroups, suggesting weak 
disjunct or strong gradient monognathic hctcmdonty. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: Rl1on1h~t11i.s 
differs from othcr rays in having a very thick and high rhomhic- 
shaped crown with numerous deep longitudinal cnameloid folds 
on all venical faces. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Kemp, . . 
Escondido and Littig formations (Maestrichtian). Travis, Medilla . . ,.( I . 
and Fannin counties. Present i n  all Maestrichtian marine strata 
we have examined. 

COMMENTS : Rhonibod~rs teeth are common i n  the 
Maestrichtian of Texas hut they have not, to our knowledge, been 
found in Campaninn or older rocks. 

REFERENCES : Dames (1881 ): Hertnan (1977). 

Rhombodus binkhorsti Dames 1881: Navarro Groop. Kemp 
Formation (Maestrichtian), Hunt County. Tooth orienta- 
tion: (Ih,  Za, 3, 4c-hc) lingual view; (2b) labial new; (Ic, 

' 4d 5d ,, ~ , . f 
2c. 4h-hb) basal view: (Id. 4a-ha) occlusal new: (la. 5d. 6d) . .  . . . 
distal view; (4) mesial new. Scale line = 5 mm. 
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DASYATIS spp. Order MYLIOBATIFORMES Compagno 1973 
Family DASYATIDAE Jordan 1888 

Maximum Size: 3 mm Occurrence: Ahundant Chronoloxic Range: Cenomanian-Maestrichtian 

Genus Uasyatis Rafineqque 18 111 
- 
1,. 

~U.FydS W. 

DESCRIPTION: Teeth small, generally less than 3 mm in the 
Texas Cretaceous; crown strongly convex with or without a 
distinct cusp depending on the species and sex (strong sexual 
dimorphism): a t~ansverw ridge separates a flat lrclusal or lahial 

S face from a hroadly sloping, olicn concavc and smooth lingual 

- face; lahiill lace often covered by decp. coalescing pits and 

A IC irregular cusp-like ridges may develop along transverse crest; 
lahially, cmwn overhangs root, which is strongly hilohate and 

- 
'\ 

projected lingually; tips of each root lohc prci,jcct lingually, "C >] heyond limits ofcrnwn, and their attachment surface is weakly 
convex: nmt Ioks  arc widely separdtcd by a deep nuuient F m v e  

i .  that contains onc or more central hasal foramina; n ~ o t  

holaulacorhizous; histology osteodont. 

HETERODONTY: Strong gradient to weak disjunct mono- 
gnathic hcterndonty in both jaws and moderate dignathic 
heterndonty. Scxual dcnval dimorphism is pronounccd in dasy- 
atid rays. 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS : Dwyatid teeth 
differ from those ~f other Texas Cretaceous rays in having a 
flattened occlusal cnlwn sudace, long and sloping lingual cmwn 
face and lingually projecting, widcly separated. hilohate mots. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS: Ccno- 
~nanian-Macstrichtian: Woodhi~ic and Pepper fonnations, Eagle 
Ford and Austin groups, and throughout the Taylor and Navarro 

1' groups. 

COMMENTS: The diverse ray fauna of the Texas Cretaceous 
- 'i 2b remains largely unstudied and this applies especially to the 

$ *a dasyatid rays. Lumped here under D<rsyctris s p p  are a diverse 

,/J group of dasyatifom ray teeth having the general characteristics 
, of the genus, but most likely representing a host of diverse forms, 

including undescrihed genera 'and species. Teeth of this size are 
best collected using ~nicrocollecting techniques. See Chapter 6. 

REFERENCES : Cappena ( 1987). 

- 
Da.~yati.v spp.: Navarro Group, Kemp Formation (Mae- 

\ strichtian), Hunt County. ( l )  male tooth and (2,3) female 
tooth. Tooth orientation: (la, 2a, 3h) mesial view; (lh, 3c) 

S-- m~lusal view; (lc, 3a) h a d  view; (Id, 2h) lingual view. !+ide 
line = 0.5 mm. 
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Ordcr MYLlOBATlFORMES Compagno 1973 ?DASYATIDAE 
Family DASYATIDAE Jordan 1888 

Clironoloeic Ranee: Alhian-Cenomanian Occurrence: Common Maximum Sire: 3 m m  

Gcnus and Species llndetrrmined 

DESCRIITION: Teeth small, rarely exceeding 3 mm, having 
some rcccmhl;~ncc in genus Do.v?(~ri.v: twcj distinct tonth mor- 
phol~gics prewnt. here termed Typc 1 ;ind Typc 2: Type I teeth 
have thick. rect;~npular crowns with rounded sides in occlusirl 
view: crown ovcl-hangs root on a l l  lirces: lingual and lahiirl 
protoheranucs ;ihscnt: <)cclusal cniwn facc with one irregular 
transverse ridgc displ;lced slightly lingually rrom a median 
position: higher pilrts of crown rniugins and all o f  m-cluhal crown 
f;se ilecply pitted ;md scalloped with much smallcr pits lining 
surfilce of l;ugcr pits: null namlwer (ha11 crown. lacking a distinct 
neck: hirsiil att;shmcnt surhcc weakly crinvcx and triangular in 
hilsirl view: lingllitl tip cif niot l<ihcs pro.ject lingually: nutricnl 
froovc wide ;md deep with i~ ccntml h;ls;tl l i~ramen: small 
Ibramina picrcc 1i1hi;rI and lingual r n ~ t  faces. Type 2 teeth ;m 
t;~llcr and nirlTnwcr than Typc I: crown circolar 11r oval with n 
dome to cusp-like median prnmincncc: crown faces rugosc and 
hculpturcd in in 'Type I teeth hut lack a wansvcrsc ridgc; nxrt vcly 
high. gcnc~ll ly murower than crriwn with a constricted neck .just 
hclow u r o w ~ ~  l i r l t :  l i~lgual root lohc tips prnjcct lingu;~lly. well 
heyond cmwn foot: hasal ;~tti~cli~iicnt surf.lcc of rlml almost flat: 
nutrient groove wide and dccp: roots liolaulacorhizous: hislol- 
Of Y '?lhlCllddlll. 

HETERODONTY: Two distinct tooth types suggest either 
Ytrong di\junct rn~inngnathic lieterodonty or dignathir hetercl- 
donty. or hoth. I>iqjunct rnonognathic hetemdonty i s  not 1111- 
~~IIIIIIOI~ :II~I<~II: modem dasyatid rays. 

DISTIN(;CIISHIN(; CHARACTERISTICS : These teeth are 
~iiost likely B1 lx a>nfi~.;cd with those rrf L)i~.s.v~rri,s. They diffcr hy 
1, .K ,k' in: ;I lingual protubclancc. :I long. slnping linguirl crown l i~ce 

and hy having mas.;ive and lahiolingunlly elongate root lohes. 

STRATIGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE IN TEXAS:  Weno 
Fonnation (Alhianl. Tarrant County and the Pepper Fortnation 
(Cenomani;~n) o f  Hil l  County. 

COMMENTS: 'These lccth posscss crown and root chnrilctcrs 
[hiit soggcsl i~flinitics t r i  hoth dasy;~tid stingrays and <ither rays 
i m i r  1 1  l r ~ .  Meycr ( 1975) rcc<ipnizcd that 
thcsc sn1;rll i- i~y teetli reprcsentcd a new genus and species and 
pnividcd a taxrin~imic description that has never heen puhlishcd. 

REFERENCES : Meyel- l 19751 

?Dasyatidae genus and species unidentified: Pepper F n m a -  
tion (Cenomanian), Hell County; ( I )  anternlateral teeth 
(Type l I and (2) ?symphysial tooth (Type 2). I'wth orien- 
tation: (la. 2c) occlusal view: (lb. 2h) lingual new; (lc, 2a) 
lahial view: (Id, 2d) basal view: (le, 2e) mesial view. Scale 
line = 0.5 mm. 
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Chapter 6 

Tooth Collecting 

Instructions for collecting shark and ray teeth are 
much akin to revelations of the secrets of good 
cooking. Everyone has their favorite methods and 
despite the most expert advice you may obtain from 
books, experience is the surest path to success. 
There are, however, a number of fundamentals that 
will help guide you to finding teeth with the least 
amount of trouble and wasted effort. 

The most successful collectors mix four ingredients 
to obtain what appears to most of us as "blind luck" 
in finding good teeth. These are a knowledge of the 
local geology where you will be collecting, critical 
observation of where the teeth are occuning within 
the stratigraphic section, a sensible choice of col- 
lecting equipment and, perhaps most important, a 
large measure of perseverance. The first three may 
be acquired, to some degree, from books and from 
the advice of veteran collectors, but only keen ob- 
servation in the field and many hours of trial 
collecting will develop satisfactory techniques. It is 
true, of course, that walking or crawling the more 
productive outcrops at certain times of the year, 
especially after rains, will produce encouraging re- 
sults. However, soon the largest teeth will have been 
collected and only the smallest and broken teeth 
remain. The moment a collector ceases to be a 
casual observer and begins to search for shark teeth 
using geologic intuition and experience, unlimited 
possibilities unfold for acquiring a remarkably di- 
verse and complete collection. 

WHERE TO COLLECT 

Teeth are found in all types of sediments, from clays 
to conglomerates and limestones. However, unless 
the rocks are unusually fossiliferous, teeth generally 
are concentrated within a specific horizon or bed, 
sometimes only a few centimeters thick. The rea- 
sons for this are related to the environment at the 
time of deposition. Sedimentologic processes(waves 

and bottom currents) often concentrate teeth and 
other fossils into lag deposits that appear as thin 
lenses of sand that contain shell debris and pebbles 
(Figure 31). 

Figure 31. Fossil bearing lens of oysters, pebbles and shark teeth 
occurring within a shallow marine sequence of sandstone and mud- 
stone. Fossils are concentrated by current transport and these 
accumulations are excellent ~ l a ~ . e s  to look for shark teeth. 

Fossiliferous lenses are also formed by the deep 
water accumulation of organic matter on the sea 
floor during a period when little sedimentation was 
taking place. These deposits are termed "condensed 
sections" and they accumulate over many thousands 
of years. Condensed sections usually contain abun- 
dant shark and ray teeth, fish bones and coprolites 
(Figure 32). 

One always remembers the locality where teeth are 
abundant, but for every "rich" site, there are many 
sparse localities that produce only the occasional 
tooth. Here, the teeth are not concentrated into 
distinct beds but are scattered throughout the strata. 

Where fossiliferous sediments are exposedby rivers 
or streams, teeth may be eroded from bank expo- 
sures and redeposited downstream in gravel bars. 
Such is the case along the North Sulphur River in 
Fannin County (Figure 33). 
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Tooth Collecting 

Fipre  32. A very fossilifcrous condensed section (locally known as 
'the Contact') occurs at the base of the Austin Chalk along Kiest 
Avenue in Dallas. This 0.3 meter thick phosphatic zone contains 
numerous shark and ray teeth. 

Figure 33. Collectors picking late Cretaceous shark and ray teeth 
from gravel bars along the North Sulphur River in Fannin County. 
The teeth were eroded from the surrounding Taylor Group sediments. 

WHEN TO COLLECT 

As long as you can reach an outcrop, you can collect 
teeth at any time. However, as collectors pick over 
popular sites, teeth become much harder to find. 
Many experienced collectors know that, after a rain, 
teeth are exposed as a result of erosion and can be 
collected from a formerly barren site. At some 
Texas Cretaceous localities, it is not uncommon to 
find a popular site crowded with collectors immedi- 
ately following a heavy rain! 

Periodic flooding, which is so common in Texas 
results in the erosion, redistribution and exposureof 
new teeth at river bank and gravel bar collecting 
sites. These localities are excellent places to collect 
at low water following each flood. 

Housing, industrial and highway construction sites 
provide many of the best tooth-collecting localities 
in Texas. These man-made exposures usually must 
be "washed" by one or more good rains before they 
reach theirbestcollectingcondition. Unfortunately, 
these sites are also temporary and collecting oppor- 
tunities may be limited. 

The angle of lighting on an outcrop can affect your 
collecting success. Some like to collect only when 
the sun is out, whereas others find that teeth are 
easier to see on an overcast day. Those who like 
bright sun tend to find teeth by locating the reflection 
of light from their shiny enameloid crowns. Collec- 
tors preferring overcast days find teeth by searching 
for shave and color. For manv other collectors. 
lighting is of no consequence and they are equally 
successful under all conditions. What's best for vou 
can only be acquired through experience. 

HOW TO COLLECT 

Professionals use a few common practices and pro- 
cedures in the field. The following are some sugges- 
tions and considerations that should help you. 

Collecting Methods 

Fourgeneralized methods commonly used to collect 
fossil shark and ray teeth are shown in Figure 34. 
These are: 

1) Walking the outcrop and picking up teeth as you 
see them from a standing or stooping position, 

2) Crawling on hands and knees with your nose 
close to the ground to find smaller, more difficult-to- 
see teeth, 
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Collecting Methods 

3) Field Sieving (wet or dry) unconsolidated shark- 
tooth bearing sediments, and 

4) Bulk Sampling of a highly fossiliferous bed for 
later screening and visual and microscopic sorting at 
home or in the laboratory. 

The walking and crawling methods are self explana- 
tory. If you are surface collecting for teeth in soft, 
easily weathered rock, a plastic vial or small bag 
may be all the equipment you need. Many collectors 
carry an ice pick, awl or knife to probe the sediment 
and loosen teeth from semi-consolidated rock or 
dried mud. A hand lens aids in examining small 
teeth andevaluating the fossil content of the matrix. 
Remove teeth found in hard limestone by chiseling 
away the surrounding matrix or use a geologic 
hammer to reduce the block size to something you 
can carry. 

Apply clear shellac or dilute white glue to harden 
fragile or broken teeth or to glue broken pieces back 
into place in the field. A whisk broom or small paint 
brush is handy for cleaning rock surfaces while 
excavating or to get a better look at a specimen. 
Whenever possible, protect teeth, even if you think 
it's unnecessary. Unnoticed microfractures in oth- 
erwise solid looking specimens can lead to breakage 
or unnecessary damage. Toilet tissue is excellent for 
wrapping small specimens, while larger fossils can 
be wrapped in newspaper. Secure the wrapped 
specimens with masking tape and write your field 
number on the tape. Be sure to include a label with 
your field number on it in all your bags and vials. 

Wet or dry sieving of unconsolidated fossiliferous 
sediment can effectively reduce the volume of ma- 
hix that must be carried home. This method in- 
volves passing sediment through a stacked series of 
10-, 5-, 2 .5 ,  1- and 0.5-millimeter mesh sieves. 
Pick teeth from the coarse screens (10- and 5- 
millimeter meshes) in the field and cany the remain- 
ing finer-sieved sediment home for subsequent 
washing and microscopic sorting. This method can 
eliminate most of the bulk volume of unfossiliferous 
clay, silt and very fine sandin the field, leavingarich 
fossil concentrate. Sieve mesh size selection is 
determined by your collecting purpose and the size 
distribution of teeth at the locality. 

Figure 34. Collecting methods. From top down; walking the 
outcrop, crawling o n  hands and knees for a better look, picking teeth 
from a field-sieved sample, bulk collecting a rich fossil horizon. 
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Bulk sampling simply means that you dig and bag 
some volume of fossiliferous sediment from a given 
horizon or bed and transport it back to the home or 
laboratory for detailed washing and sorting. In con- 
trast to other collecting methods, which tend to 
exclude small and microscopic teeth, the bulk sample 
contains 100% of the teeth in the sediment. Field 
sieving is equivalent to bulk sampling if the finest 
mesh size captures the smallest teeth in the sedi- 
ment. 

A bulk sample can range from one to hundreds of 
kilograms. Since this process involves substantial 
sediment washing and microscopic sorting, it is 
advisable to process only the most fossiliferous 
matrix. Todo this, begin by carefully examining the 
sediment to be sampled, breaking it along bedding 
planes, looking for teeth and bone fragments. If 
teeth are visible, the sediment is probably very 
fossiliferous and worth the effort to bulk sample. If 
you cannot see teeth in the matrix but find them 
weathering out on the surface, take a sample and 
wash it anyway. We have processed numerous sites 
where teeth turned out to be common in the concen- 
trate but were rarely spotted in the matrix. 

Collecting bulk matrix usually requires digging with 
a pick and shovel and sacking the matrix in burlap 
sacks, heavy-duty plastic bags or large buckets. Be 
sure to include a tag with your field number on it 
inside and one attached to the outside of each bag 
and bucket. When rock is moist, ensure that the ink 
will not run and the tag will not disintegrate. For 
hard rocks, bulk sampling means hauling home 
blocks of matrix for later mechanical or acid prepa- 
ration. Here, sledge hammers, pry bars and chisels 
will be useful for reducing larger blocks to manage- 
able sizes. You can write your field number directly 
on the blocks with a pen or marker. 

Given the above four collectingmethods, which one 
should you use? The answer to this question de- 
pends on your specific collecting goals and on the 
way teeth are dispersed or are found at the collecting 
site. Also, it depends on the ease of getting to and 
from the locality. 

If you are interested in only collecting large teeth, 
greater than I centimeter, then the walking method 

will suit your purposes very well. If your goal is to 
collect all teeth regardless of size, you must use the 
sieving or bulk sampling method. 

Some outcrops appear to yield only large teeth, but 
this isa rareoccurrence. Almost all formations, once 
carefully sampled and analyzed, usually produce 
diverse assemblages of shark and ray teeth. 

Collecting Bias 

The term Collecting Bias as used here refers to the 
process of selectively collecting only large teeth and 
excluding smaller ones, either deliberately or un- 
knowingly. 

The following experiment was conducted as a 
demonstration of how collecting bias impacts the 
relative abundance and number of shark and ray 
species found at any locality. A 90-kilogram bulk 
matrix sample was collected from a very fossilifer- 
ous layer in the Woodbine Formation of Denton 
County. The sample was washed, acidized and 
sieved down to 350 micrometers (0.350 millimeter) 
then all teeth were picked by eye and with the aid of 
a binocular microscope. A total of 1410 teeth, 
having a size distribution between 0.4 and 19 mil- 
limeters and representing 12 species of sharks and 
rays, were recovered. Figure 35 shows the distribu- 
tion of teeth by size. Figure 36 gives the tooth size 
range for each species. 

If all 1410 teeth were exposed at the surface of an 
outcrop, and if we assume that, by only walking the 
outcrop, one would find all teeth larger than 10 
millimeters, then only 23 teeth (1.6% of the total 
sample) would have been found. 

By crawling this outcrop, we estimate that approxi- 
mately 46% of the teeth (all teeth 3 millimeters and 
larger) and 54% of the species would be collected. 

Clearly, both collecting methods do a poor job of 
sampling the total number of teeth and species 
oresent. The walking method not only ensures that 
'.e resulting collection will be highly biased toward 

I, - teeth, but yields a very inaccurate picture of 
speL. diversity. In theexample, the most common 
species. -rms of numerical abundance, found by 
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46% 

Greatest Tooth Dimension (mm) 

Figure 35. Histogram showing the total distribution of tooth size 
within one 90-kg bulk sample collection of 1410 teeth from the 
Cenomanian Woodbinc Formation. Dcnton County. 

Taxonomic Collecting Bias 
Genus 

Ptychotryson 
Bulk Sampling 

Cantioscyliium a n d  Sieving 
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Microcoax 

Onchoprrstrs 

Leptostyrax 

Carchanas 

Cretolamna 
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Greatest Tooth D~mension (mm) 

Figure 36. Histogram showing the tooth si7e distribution for each 
species in a 90-kg bulk sample of Lhe Cenomanian Woodbine 
Formation, Denton County. 

out of a specific layer. If so, concentrate your efforts 
here and collect along its lateral extent. This interval 
is also a prime candidate for bulk sampling or field 
sieving. 

Collecting Equipment 

Whenever you head into the field to collect fossils, 
you should always be well equipped. The last thing 
you want is to inadvertently damageafossil because 
you didn't have the correct collecting tools. The 
equipment needed for collecting shark and ray teeth 
is easily obtained and relatively inexpensive. With 
more experience at specific collecting sites, you will 
select the appropriate tools. Improvisation and 
originality are the marks of an experienced collec- 
tor! 

Figure 37 provides a list of commonly used collect- 
ing equipment, grouped by activity and collecting 
method. 

Locality Description and Field Notes 

Taking good field notes and accurately describing 
the geologic context and location of your fossil 
discovery are necessary skills that will improve with 
practice. A field notebook for recording your obser- 
vations should accompany you at all times. Acquire 
topographic maps of your collecting area and take 
these maps with you so that sites can be exactly 
located. A measuring tape will come in handy for 
determining bed thicknesses and for describing the 
geology and outcrop section. Photograph the local- 
ity if possible and include a print with your field 
notes or locality file. Finally, bring any geologic or 
paleontologic literature to the site or general area 
with you. Often, having this information available 
can help answer questions that are only resolvable at 
the outcrop. More about this in Chapter 8. 

walking, is actually rare relative to other species 
when compared with the total bulk matrix assem- Plaster Casting 
blage. 

Placing a plaster-of-Paris cast or jacket around a 
The collecting style we recommend is to walk or fragilespecimenisawidelyusedandreliablemethod 
crawl a selected exposure until teeth are spotted. to ensure the safe collection and transport of fossils. 
Once found, check to see if the teeth are weathering It might be difficult to justify casting an isolated 
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COLLECTING EQUIPMENT 

F 
Locality Description I Field Notes 

Field Note Book Brunton Compass 
Topographic Maps Camera 

Highway Maps Geologic and 

Pencils & Pens Paleontological 
Site Literature 

Measuring Tape 

// 

Surface Collecting n 
Plastic Vials (Film Cans) 

Plastic Bags - Assorted Sizes 

Awls andlor Knife 

Whisk Broom 

1" Wide Paint Brush 

Hand Lens 

Masking Tape 

Roll of Toilet Paper 

Newspaper 

Glue 

Clear Shellac 

Black Indelible Marker 

r Labeling Paper and Tags 

r Sieves (112" to 1132") 

r Knee Pads 

r Geology Pick 

Figure 37. Collecting Equiprnenl. 

I 

Bulk Sampling 

Shovel 1 
Large Pick 

Pry Bars 

Sledge Hammer 

Burlap Sacks, Large 
Plastic Bags or 5-Gal. 
Buckets 

Gloves 

Eye Goggles 

I Plaster of Paris I I 

1 Mixing Bowls, Water 1 I 
I Newspaper & 

Toilet Paper I I 
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tooth; however, if you were to find an associated 
dentition ofoneanimal (orsomething larger, such as 
an entire skeleton or associated cartilages), a plaster 
cast would be appropriate. Casts are used to remove 
specimens when you want to keep the association 
and position unchanged for study, or to collect 
fragile specimens that would otherwise disintegrate 
without casting. The best policy to follow is: when 
in doubt, cast it out. Casting does not damage the 
specimen, almost always ensures that the fossil will 
be successfully collected and the cast is easily re- 
moved at a later date. 

The materials required for casting are simple. You 
need plaster-of-Paris in sufficient quantity to do the 
job, newspaper or toilet tissue, water, amixing bowl 
and strips of damp burlap. 

Stabilize the fossil to be cast with a hardener. like 
clear shellac or Glyptol. Next, dig a trench around 
the fossil so that it ends up on a slightly undercut 
pedestal of rock. Cover the fossil and most of the 
rock pedestal with wet toilet tissue or newspaper to 
prevent the plaster from adhering to the fossil. Fi- 
nally, dip moist burlap strips into the freshly mixed 
plaster and wrap them around the block, ultimately 
covering it with at least one, preferably two or more 
layers. For large blocks, more burlap layers and 
reinforcing boards or steel rods may have to be 
added for strength. After the plaster hardens, break 
the block at the base of the pedestal, turn it over and 
plaster all exposed rock to fully encase the block. 
The fossil is now ready for transport to the home or 
laboratory. 

Collection Contamination 

Accurate locality descriptions, detailed field notes 
and labeling fossils with field numbers are all done 
with one purpose in mind-toensure that important 
scientific data are captured with every fossil. Most 
paleontological studies are founded on detailed 
analysis of the total fossil assemblage at any given 
locality, the geologic features of the rocks at the 
collecting site and the fossils themselves. If fossil 
localities are not listed correctly and a fossil is 
assigned to the wrong site, it may be very difficult, 
if not impossible, to correct the mistake. Erroneous 
interpretations and conclusions may follow. 

In addition to mislabeling specimens or confusing 
locality data, several other sources of collection 
contamination are: 

1)  Specimens collected at one site are discarded at 
another. 

2) Teeth collected from one site may not have been 
cleaned out of a sample bag or vial that is being 
reused at a subsequent locality. Teeth can also stick 
in sieves and contamination can occur when the 
sieves are used at a different locality. 

3) Where two or more fossiliferous horizons occur 
at one locality, teeth may erode from a higher (and 
different) level and be redeposited in the underlying 
section. 

Toavoid theseproblems, clean yourpackafterevery 
trip and make sure that you do not unnecessarily 
reuse paper or plastic bags. Always wash your 
sieves and scrub the screen surface with a stiff brush 
to dislodge any remaining teeth. Be aware of these 
problems and use common sense while collecting. 
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Chapter 7 

Fossil Preparation 

Fossil preparation is a task eagerly undertaken by Aside from the preparation of display specimens 
many amateur and professional paleontologists. and the application of hardeners and glues to stabi- 
Careful preparation determines the ultimate ap- lize or revair broken and crumbling teeth, the most 

U 

pearance-and presentation of your fossil. It requires commoniy employed preparation techniques focus 
a steady hand, patience, a knowledge of anatomy, on mechanical and chemical methods for disaeere- 
the proper toolsand even some artist; talent. prep;- 
ration is also a serious endeavor. Many fine fossils 
have been inadvertently damaged or destroyed by 
inexperienced but well-intentioned preparators us- 
ing inappropriate mechanical or chemical tech- 
niques. Also, 

Don't let haste create waste! 

Many fossil shark and ray teeth are found exposed on 
the outcrop surface and require very little cleaning 
other than a light brushing in water. These teeth are 
collected at sites where natural weathering processes 
have eroded soft fossiliferous claystones and marls, 
leaving behind perfectly cleaned teeth (Figure 38). 

Figure 38. Nalurally cleaned shark tooth lying on an outcrop. 

Unfortunately, not all Texas Cretaceous shark and 
ray teeth require as little preparation. 

gating, freeing and concentrating teeth fromhard 
rock. As an example, a hulk matrix sample of hard 
calcareous mudstone can be dried and disaggregated 
using kerosene and hot water. The resulting mud is 
sieved down to 0.5 millimeter, thus reducing the 
rock volume by 90%. The remaining carbonate 
fraction of the residue (shells, calcareous sediment 
and microfossils) is eliminated by dissolution in 
10% formic acid, resulting in a 97% rock-volume 
reduction! The remaining phosphatic material is 
termed a concentrate and consists of shark and ray 
teeth, fish bones and coprolites. This concentrate 
contains only that portion of the original rock vol- 
ume that i s  of interest. It will take about an hour to 
pick this concentrate by eye and with the aid of a 
binocular microscope. In the absence of this con- 
centrating process, it would take weeks or months to 
pickthe same sample, and many of the teeth could be 
overlooked. 

This method of producing a fossil concentrate can 
also be used on originally unconsolidated sedi- 
ments. If the appropriate minerals are present, field- 
screened concentrates can be further reduced in 
volume by the application of either acid or clay 
reduction treatments. 

MECHANICAL PREPARATION 

Individual teeth can be removed from rock using 
small hand-held grinders, air scribes (micro- 
sandblasters), pneumatic and electric scribes and 
assorted awls, needles, dental picks and other hand 
tools (Figure 39). 
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Figure39. Mechanical preparation techniques. Electric scrihe (top), 
assorted hand tools (bottom). 

CHEMICAL PREPARATION 

There are several chemical techniques available for 
removing teeth from hard or semi-consolidated 
matrixand theseareusually specific to the rocktype. 
The methods described here are relatively simple; 
the materials include hot water, kerosene, 10% for- 
mic acid and 10% acetic acid. 

Disaggregation of Clay Cemented Rock 

Rocks that are hard and appear to be cemented by 
clay (not carbonate) can be disaggregated by simply 
soaking them in water. This is the simplest of all 
processes available yet if done incorrectly can yield 
poor results. 

Two different methods are available. First, the rock 
must be thoroughly dried by heating (about 150 
degrees Fahrenheit) in aconventional or microwave 
oven. Allow the rock to cool then cover it with 
boiling water. The clay matrix should expand, 
turning the rock to mud within an hour or so. This 
procedure may need to be repeated several times. 
The second method requires drying the rock as 
described, allowing it to cool, then soaking the rock 
in kerosene for several hours. Pour off the kerosene 
and then cover therock with hot water. If the process 
works, the rock will begin to disintegrate immedi- 
ately. In either case, if the rock turns to mud, be sure 
to sieve it in water and check the fine fraction for 
small teeth. 

Disaggregation of Carbonate Cemented Rock 

Teeth can be removed from carbonate-cemented 
quartz sandstone, siltstone, claystone, chalk or lime- 
stone by dissolving these rocks in acetic or formic 
acid. These are relatively weak acids and if used in 
concentrations of 5% to 10% will not damage the 
phosphatic teeth. DO NOT USE stronger acids 
such as hydrochloric (muriatic), sulfuric or ni- 
tric.  heyw will destroy teeth! Acidizing rock can be 
done in plastic buckets. The process may take days 
or weeks depending on the amount of rock to be 
dissolved and could require several acid changes. 
Once the carbonate dissolves, all that remains is an 
insoluble residue of bone, teeth and noncarbonate 
rock fragments (Figure 40). After washing this con- 
centrate in water to remove any remaining acid, 
sieve it through assorted mesh sizes and pick the 
fossiliferous residue microscopically. 

When working with acids always be sure to use 
appropriate safety equipment in a properly ven- 
tilated building or outdoors. If you have never 
worked with acids, be sure to seek advice from 
someone knowledgeable in this process before at- 
tempting it yourself. 

Applying a Tooth Hardener 

Most Texas Cretaceous shark and ray teeth need 
littleor no special surface hardener. However, if the 
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tooth requires stabilization because of a crumbly 
root or crown, apply a thin, clear shellac or spray-on 
plastic (Figure 41). 

Pieces of a broken tooth can be glued back in place 
using water-solublewhiteglue orepoxy-based glues 
(Super-Glue). 

Figure 41. Hardening a poorly presel yed tooth with clear shellac. 

Figure 40. Acid disaggregation of a Kamp Ranch Limestone block 
of the Eagle Ford Group (Turonian), Dallas County. Unacidized 
limestone block containing fish hones and teeth (top). Unsieved, 
insoluble phosphatic residue remaining after complete 10% Formic 
AclJ ~l,s"lut~"noflhc bluck~m~drl le~.  ~ ~ ~ c r u s c u ~ ; s o l l )  piskcdrcerh 
frnm rr*ldl~c. rnnfiing in xi,c from I2 mm 10 0.4 mm ihortoml. 
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Chapter 8 

Taking Care of Your Collection 

Collection management, or the systematic catalog- 
ing, organization and storage of your fossils, is one 
of the most important yet often neglected aspects of 
this hobby. Taking care of your collection can give 
many hours of enjoyment, and a properly curated 
collection is an accomplishment to be proud of. 

Every fossil is unique and, therefore, irreplaceable. 
A fossil's value to science is based first on its 
inherent nature, preservation and completeness, and 
second, on the geologic, geographic and paleonto- 
logic context in which it was found. A collector can 
do very little about fossil quality, other than to 
ensure that a specimen is not damaged in the field or 
preparation laboratory. However, acquisition and 
retention of geologic, locality and other types of 
information areentirely thecollector's responsibility. 

This chapter on taking care of your collection in- 
troduces you to all the basic elements of good 
collection management. 

LOCALITY INFORMATION 

Shark teeth and other fossils are collected by many 
people for many different reasons, but everyone, 
regardless of motivation, should preserve the sci- 
entific value of the specimen by accurately record- 
ing the exact location where the fossil was found. 

Setting Up a Locality Catalog 

A locality catalog should contain all the information 
on the form shown in Figure 42. We recommend 
that you copy this form and use it for your own 
locality file. The information can be kept in a 
notebook or ledger, on index cards or in a computer 
file. Assign anumber to eachlocality and make sure 
that this number is stored with each and every fossil. 

Locality Number: Establish a locality numbering 
system that is different from your specimen catalog 
number, discussed later. For example, 1993-1, 
1993-2 or T-l,  T-2 and so on. Be sure to keep this 
locality number with all fossils from that locality. 
This number should also be recorded with each 
fossil in the specimen catalog. 

Locality Name: Give each locality a general name 
like "TXI Quarry" or "Keller Avenue". 

TownshipiRangelSection: Read these coordinates 
directly from a topographic map. 

Latitude and Longitude: Read these coordinates 
directly from a topographic map and record them in 
degrees, minutes and seconds. 

Elevation: Record the elevation of the locality by 
interpolating between contour values on the topo- 
graphic map. 

Formation: Record geologic formation andmember 
if one exists. 

Map: List the map used to plot your locality. For 
example: U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute, 1986 edition, topo- 
graphic, Dallas Quadrangle, Texas. 

Age: Record the geologic age as accurately as 
possible with period first, followed by other finer 
subdivisions based on available biostratigraphic 
information (e.g., Cretaceous, Comanche, upper 
Albian and ammonite or foraminiferal zone). 
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Locality Description Catalog 

Locality Number: 

Locality Name: 

Country: State: County: 

Township/Range/Section: 

Latitude: Longitude: Elevation: 

Map: 

Formation: 

Age: 

Locality Description: 

Material: 

Described By: Date: 

Figure 42. Locality description fom. 

Description: Describe the exact geologic occur- Do not use locality numbers sparingly! Different 
rence of the site, distances to surrounding topo- stratigraphic intervals on the same outcrop may 
graphic and cultural features and any other yield different fossil assemblages and, if recog- 
information that will help someone find the exact nized, should be given separate locality numbers. 
locality. Include hand-drawn sketches of the strati- Specimens from adjacent zones should not be com- 
graphic section and notes about rock type, bedding mingled (Figure 44). 
and structure. 

Material: List the kinds of fossils found at the site 
(e.g., shark teeth, plesiosaur vertebrae, etc.). COLLECTION CURATION 

Locality Maps After identifying your teeth with the assistance of 
this book, you will wanttopreserve this information 

In addition to a locality catalog file, a map file should for future reference and store the specimens in some 
also be maintained with each locality number plot- systematic order. This process of cataloging, label- 
ted on the map (Figure 43). For this purpose use ing and storing a collection is termed curation and 
United States Geological Survey topographic maps a person who does this as a profession is a curator. 
(7.5 minute) or a Roadways of Texas map atlas. 
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Scale 0 .5 1 Kilorneter 
I I I 

Contour Interval 5 Feet 

Figure 43. Topographic map showing fossil localities T104-T107. 

Figure 44. Stratigraphic section with the four fossil localities shown 
in Figure 43 in vertical sequence. 

The Specimen Catalog 

A specimen catalog is a place to record specific 
information about each fossil in your collection. A 
unique specimen number is assigned to every fossil 
and referenced back to the catalog entry. Specimen 
catalogs can be kept in notebooks or ledgers, on 
index cards or in a computer database. A typical 
specimen catalog card containing the data that we 
recommend you record is shown in Figure 45. 

Specimen Numbers 

When establishing a specimen catalog, you must 
decide on a numbering system. We recommend a 
simple numbered sequence beginning with 1. 

Many people prefer to use their initials as an acro- 
nym preceding every specimen number. Be sure 
your specimen number is not the same as your 
locality number; this can lead to confusion. 

Generally, a specimen number is assigned to every 
tooth. If this is done, a label bearing the specimen 
number and locality number should be stored with 
the fossil. If the tooth is large, this information can 
be written ininde~ibleinko~thefossil. Smallerteeth 
are stored in vials or small bans to which alabel can 
be attached or enclosed. 

Batch Cataloging 

If a large collection is made from one locality and 
there is no reason to record specific information on 
a tooth-by-tooth basis, then all the teeth of one 
species can be cataloged under one specimen num- 
ber and stored that way. Batch cataloging saves time 
and unnecessary work while not compromising on 
data capture. Single teeth can always be assigned 
unique specimen numbers at a later date. 

Specimen Storage 

Shark teeth are generally small and therefore ideally 
suited for storage in low, flat drawers. Map cabinets 
make ideal storage units and professional museum 
specimen cabinets are available but expensive. 
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Specimen Catalog 

Specimen No: Field No. 

Taxon: 

Family: 

Formation: 

Age: 

Locality: 

Material: 

Collector: Date: 

Identified By: Date: 

Figure 45. Specimen catalog card. 

Teeth are best stored in sealed clear plastic bags, 
vials or plastic boxes so that the contents are easily 
seen. Avoid storing teeth in open containers to 
prevent sample mixing. 

There are many ways to arrange your collection, and 
we list five different options. Select one of these 
systems or design one to meet your specific needs. 

Numerical: Specimens are stored in numerical 
sequence by specimen number. 

Locality: Specimens from one locality are stored 
together and collections are arranged in numerical 
or alphanumeric order by locality number. 

Formation: All teeth from the same formation are 
stored together. Within each formation, teeth are 
grouped by locality number and arranged in numeri- 
cal sequence by specimen number or species. 

Age: All teeth of the same age are grouped together. 
Within each age, they can then be ordered alphabeti- 
cally by genus and species, chronologically by for- 
mation or numerically by specimen number. 

Systematically: Teeth are arranged in a systematic 
order, progressing from the most primitive to the 
most advanced species following a generally ac- 
cepted classification scheme. 

Specimen Cards 

A card listing the information shown in Figure 46 
should be stored with each fossil. 

Specimen Storage Card 

Specimen No 

Taxon: 

Material. 

Age: - 
Formation:- - 
Locality: - 

Figure 46. Specimen storage card. 
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Chapter 9 

Displaying Your Collection 

For those of you who want to display your Texas 
Cretaceous shark and ray teeth, we have good news 
and we have bad news. The good news is that there 
are some spectacular teeth to be found and displayed, 
the bad news is that approximately half the Creta- 
ceous sharkand ray speciesfromTexas have teeth so 
small that showing them off is akin to displaying 
grains of sand (Figure 47)! The latter is truly 
unfortunate because what many of these teeth lack in 
size they make up for in complexity and beauty. 

lamnoids, anacoracids and several of the sawfishes 
(rostra1 but not their oral teeth), are close to or 
exceed 2 centimeters in greatest width or height. 

Large teeth laid out on clear glass, colored paper or 
black velvet make beautiful displays. Each tooth or 
species grouping should be accompanied by aclearly 
printedidentification label. Exceptionally large teeth 
can be displayed individually in clear plastic boxes, 
in bell jars (Figure 48) or upright on plastic or glass 
display stands. 

Figure 47. Microscopic teeth of an adult cat shark. 

Creating an attractive display really depends on 
your own originality and creativity. Some of the 
more commonly used display ideas for both large 
and small teeth are outlined in this chapter. 

DISPLAYING LARGE TEETH 

Approximately half (42) of the shark and ray species 
described in this book, have teeth which, at adult 
size, are large enough to reasonably display ( larger 
than 4 millimeters, or so). Of these, about 16 
species, primarily belonging to Pfychodus, the 

Figure 48. Tooth of Crerod~~s crarsidens in a bell jar 

Riker mounts are probably the most popular tooth 
display and storage method used by Texas collec- 
tors. These mounts can be purchased in numerous 
sizes and consist of a shallow black box filled with 
soft tissue or cotton over which fits a glass-fronted 
lid. Teeth are simply arranged in rows or groups and 
are firmly held in position once the lid is attached. 
Identification or informative labels are either in- 
serted along with the teeth or written on the back of 
the mount. A customized Riker-type mount is 
shown in Figure 49. 
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- 

Figure 49. Shark teeth d~splayed in a Rlkcr mount. 

Some collectors construct elaborate display cabinets 
such as the beautiful oak coffee table shown in 
Figure 50. 

Figure 51. Matrix specimen of teeth exposed on a limestone block 
aftcr acid-etching (Kamp Ranch Limestone of the Eagle Ford Group, 
Turonian, Dallas County). 

ing concentrations of teeth. The skillful use of acid 
can produce some spectaculartoothdisplays (Figure 
51). 

Artificial tooth sets can be attached to boards using 
double-sided tape or mounted on clear or colored 
plastic sheets to stand vertically. Exercise caution 
when using most tapes because they will eventually 
deteriorate and the teeth will fall off. Water-soluble 
white glue will hold up for many years and, if 
desired, can be removed from individual specimens 
without damaging them. Such is not the case for 
epoxy-based glues. 

Figure 50. Beautiful oak coffee table specifically designed to display 
sixmonths worthofcn~~ectingnearthe~oniacian-~uroniali boundary DISPLAYING SMALL TEETH 
in Grayson County. Brass nameplates add an elegant touch. 

Despite their small size, teeth less than 3 millimeters 
can be displayed using small, stand-mounted mag- 

Teeth that are exposed on one surface but left at- nifying lenses. Teeth are positioned below the lens, 
tached to a block of the original rock are called placed on a surface of appropriate contrast or glued 
matrix specimens and can be very attractive dis- to the head of a pin (Figure 52). Small, clear plastic 
play items. Matrix specimens can also be prepared 'thumbnail' boxes with magnifying lids are also 
by briefly acid etching limestones or chalks contain- available for the display of micro-teeth. 
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Figure 52. Micro-tooth displayed in a magnifying box. 

Figure 53. Scanning electron photomicrograph displayed with Lhe 
actual microscopic tooth. 

Alternatively, small teeth can be indirectly exhib- 
ited using photographic enlargements. Specimens 
are displayed in vials or other containers to show the 
true tooth size and set adjacent to photographs taken 
by acameraorscanningelectronmicroscope (SEM). 
These displays can be very attractively done with 
impressive results (Figure 53). 
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Chapter 10 

Collecting Localities 

HOW TO GET STARTED WHERE TO COLLECT 

You will soon discover that thereis a large collecting 
"community" out there, made up of individuals and 
families who actively spend their weekends, eve- 
nings and any other available time in the pursuit of 
shark teeth. It is a common occurrence to meet other 
collectors in the field and this is where some of your 
best information and tips on collecting sites are 
acquired. The majority of fossil sites are well known 
to active collectors and their locations are generally 
passed around by word of mouth. However, not all 
sites are public knowledge and some collectors treat 
their localities as closely guarded secrets! 

Good locality and collecting information is often 
available from your local paleontolorical or miner- - 
alogical society. Members are often willing to give 
site information and most groups offer organized 
weekend collecting trips. 

Remember, every fossil locality was originally 
discovered by someone who took the time to stop 
and carefully examine an outcrop. You don't need 
a Ph.D. in Vertebrate Paleontology to discover a 
new site. In fact, most localities are found by 
diligent amateur collectors. 

Collecting shark teeth is no different from any other 
outdoor activitv that reauires access to public or 
private land. Always obiain permission defore en- 
tering private property and be aware that not all 
public lands (e.g., Bureau of Land Management, 
National Park Service) are open to collecting. Once 
allowed on someone's property, be sure to close all 
gates, pick up your garbage and leave everything as 
you found it. Unfortunately, some of the best shark 
tooth sites in Texas are now off limits to fossil 
hunting because of theactions of afew inconsiderate 
collectors. 

If you have never collected shark teeth in Texas, we 
recommend that you try one or all three of the sites 
listed. These localities offer exposure to diverse 
collecting methods and tooth occurrences in rocks 
of late Albian, Coniacian and Campanian age. 

Locality #l 

Name: North Sulphur River 
Age: Late Cretaceous-Campanian 
Stratigraphy: Taylor Group 
Collecting Methods: Walking, crawling (gravel 
bars) and field sievinglbulk sampling (gravel lenses) 

The North Sulphur River is situated north of Com- 
merce and runs from west to east through Fannin, 
Delta andLamarcounties. It cuts through all forma- 
tions of the Taylor Group, beginning with the Ozan 
Formation in the west and ending with theMarlbrook 
Formationin the east. Sharkandray teeth, mosasaur 
bones and ammonites are commonly found in the 
gravel bars at low water, along the river-cut banks in 
Pleistocene gravel lenses and in outcrops of Taylor 
Group sediments. 
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The exposed midstream gravel bars and stream- 
bank gravel lenses are made up of reworked Creta- 
ceous and Pleistocene fossils, so don't be alarmed if 
you find a large 80,000,000 year old Cretaceous 
tooth of Scapanorhynchus texanus lying adjacent to 
a 10,000 year old Pleistocene horse tooth! 

A popular gravel bar collecting locality is situated 
just downstream (east) of the Ben Franklin Bridge 
onTexasHwy. 38inDeltaCounty. Park yourcaron 
the south side of the bridge and climb down to the 
river bed. Teeth are found on the gravel bars and in 
gravel lenses along the sides of the river. 

The teeth most commonly found here include Sca- 
panorhynchus texunus, Squalicorax kaupi and large 
rostra1 teeth of the sawfish Ischyrhiza mira. 

A note of caution: the water level in the North 
Sulphur River can rise very quickly because of rains 
upstream. So be prepared to scamper to higher 
ground if this happens. 

Lake Texoma is situated on the Texas-Oklahoma 
border. Outcrops of the late Albian Duck Creek 
Formation produce shark's teeth fromlow, 8- to 10- 
foot high banks along the Texas (south) side of the 
lake. The best and most accessible site extends from 
the dam to the west, along the shoreline between two 
boat ramps. Teeth of Ptychodus decurrens, 
Cretolamna appendiculata and Leptostyrax 
mncrorhiza are the most commonly found species at 
this locality. 

Locality #3 

Name: White Rock Cuesta 
Age: Upper Cretaceous, Coniacian 
Stratigraphy: Basal Atco Formation of the Austin 
Group (contact horizon) 
Collecting Method: Walking, crawling and espe- 
cially bulk sampling 

Locality #2 

Name: Lake Texoma 
Age: Lower Cretaceous, late Albian 
Stratigraphy: Duck Creek Formation 
Collecting Methods: Walking, crawling and possi- 
bly bulk sampling 

A ridge, which is traceable from Austin to Dallas 
and northward, is one of the most popular collecting 
areas in the state. It is formed by the relatively hard 
Austin Chalk overlaying and protecting the much 
softer Eagle Ford Shale. Where the chalk has been 
eroded away, there is rapid and severeerosion of the 
shale beneath. But at the contact between these two 
formations is a highly fossiliferous zone locally 
known as the basal Austin Group "contact horizon". 
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This "contact horizon" is a thin (0.1 to 1 meter 
thick), chalky gray, phosphatic, black-pebble con- 
glomerate that produces abundant shark and ray 
teeth. It is especially well known for yielding large 
teeth of Cretodus crassidens, Ptychodus whipplei, 
Ptychodus latissimus, Squalicorax falcatus and a 
very diverse microfauna. 

The best contact horizon collecting is done within 
the numerous commercial limestone quarries situ- 
ated along the Austin Group outcrop trend between 
Dallas and Austin. These quanies are not generally 
open to the public so permission and possibly a 
liability release form are almost always required 
before entering the property. 

An easily accessible place to view the contact 
horizon is an exposure along both sides of Kiest 
Avenue just east of Loop 408, in Dallas County. To 
reach this site, take the Kiest exit from Loop 408 and 
turn east for about a quarter of a mile. The high road 
cuts to your left and right expose the Austin chalk 
(buff to light gray) and underlying Eagle Ford Group 
shale (dark gray). The fossiliferous contact horizon 
occurs at the base of the lowest blocky limestone 
ledge. 

Megascopic teeth are found by carefully searching 
the weathered chalk surface, or more commonly, by 
excavating pieces of the phosphatic contact horizon 
and looking for shiny black teeth. 

The contact horizon is an excellent candidate for 
bulk sampling and acidizing. A 1 kilogram sample 
(2.2 pounds) can yield between 50 and 100 teeth in 
the 0.5 to 3 millimeters size range. This rock readily 
dissolves in weak formic or acetic acid and the 
resulting concentrate is almost pure phosphate. 

NOTE 

When you are in the field collecting, be conscious of 
potential hazards that can spoil your outing - or 
worse. Injuries can result from contact with plants 
and animals or from adverse physical conditions. 
Briars, thorns and poison ivy along with snakes, 
centipedes and scorpions, ticks and chiggers, 
mosquitos and spiders can cause discomfort. Loose 
rock, slippery areas and other unstable situations 
should be avoided. Remember: 

Make sure the risk is worth the fossil. 

Any of these dangers that you don't understand, 
research them before entering an area where they 
may be present. If not sure which dangers may be an 
area of interest. find out. 
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abyssal - oceanic depths below 1000 fathoms (6000 
feet or 1980 meters). 

acanthodians - primitive paleozoic fishes of pos- 
sible shark ancestry. 

aff. - affinity; indicates a specimen or specimens 
believed to be closely related to but not exactly the 
same as the named species. 

Albian - uppermost Lower Cretaceous time period, 
between 108 and 96 million years ago. 

ammonites - one of a large extinct group of mol- 
lusks related to the living chambered nautilus. 

amphicoelus - hour-glass shaped vertebra. 
anaulacorhizous - flattened or tabular roots of a 

tooth that are highly porous and lack a nutrient 
groove. 

anastomosing ridges - subparallel ridges having a 
braided pattern. 

anterior - located forward. 
anteriors - tooth rowgroup in the front of the mouth 

situated near the mesial end of thedental series and 
best developed in the Lamniformes. 

anterolaterals - a rowgroup for which anteriors and 
laterals cannot be distinguished from one another. 

apatite - a mineral consisting primarily of calcium 
phosphate: Ca,(PO,),(OH,F,Cl). 

apical- toward thetipofthecrownorcuspofatooth. 
appendicular skeleton - the skeleton of the append- 

ages, e.g., fins, pectoral girdle, claspers. 
Aptian - Lower Cretaceous time period, between 

113 and 108 million years ago. 
articulated -joined together. 
artificial tooth set - dental series reconstructed 

from the teeth of many different individuals. 
associated tooth set - a disarticulated tooth set from 

one individual. 
attachment surface - surface of the root that at- 

taches to the dental membrane of a tooth. 
axial skeleton - the vertebral column, tail and cra- 

nium. 
barb - a hook-like projection on the posterior edge 

of some sawfish rostra1 teeth. 
hasal - toward the root. 
basal ledge - a ledge formed by the crown overhang- 

ing the root at the crown foot of a tooth. 
basidorsal cartilage - cartilaginous base of the 

neural arch of a vertebra. 

basiventral cartilage - cartilaginous base of the 
hemal arch of a vertebra. 

batch cataloging - assigning one catalog number to 
more than one specimen of the same species. 

batoids - skates and rays. 
benthic - bottom dwelling. 
bifurcating - branching. 
bilobate - root subdivided into twolobes, mesial and 

distal. 
blade - labiolingually compressed crown projection 

on a tooth, usually having a cutting edge. 
brackish - term applied to waters with salt content 

that is intermediate between that of fresh and sea 
water. 

branchial arches - structures supporting the gills. 
bucklers - enlarged dermal denticles found prima- 

rily on rays. 
bulk sample - a volume of unsorted fossiliferous 

sediment that is quarried, sacked and transported 
home for sieving and sorting. 

calcified - biological mineralization of cartilage 
with calcium phosphate. 

calcium phosphate - a mineral (apatite), Ca,(PO,),F 
found in nature or precipitated biologically. 

Campanian - Upper Cretaceous time period, be- 
tween 84 and 74 million years ago. 

caudal fin - tail fin. 
central foramen - amajor hole situated centrally on 

the attachment surface of the root or within a 
nutrient groove of a tooth. 

centrum - main body of a vertebra. 
cephalic spine - head spine found on some male 

hybodont sharks. 
cf. - to compare; used in paleontology to indicate 

that a specimen or specimens are closely compa- 
rable to but not the same as a named species. 

chalk - sedimentary rock composed of the calcare- 
ous shells of micro-organisms. 

chondrocranium - cartilaginous brain case found 
in sharks and rays. 

chronostratigraphic - geological time unit. 
claspers - male reproductive organs associated with 

the pelvic fins. 
clasper spines - mineralized spines attached to the 

clasper cartilages. 
classification - the formal arrangement of organ- 
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isms in the groups of a hierarchy of taxonomic 
categories. 

clastics - sedimentary rocks composed of grains of 
pre-existing rocks that have been moved individu- 
ally from their places of origin. 

collecting bias - an unrepresentative sampling of 
the total fossil assemblage. 

comparative anatomy - the comparison of form 
and function between two or more species. 

condensed section - a highly fossiliferous zone 
deposited in deep water under conditions of very 
low sediment influx. 

conglomerate - a clastic rock containing rounded 
fragments corresponding in their grade size to 
gravel or pebbles. 

Coniacian- Upper Cretaceous time period, between 
89 and 88 million years ago. 

conspecific - belonging to the same species. 
contact horizon - condensed section at the base of 

the Atco Formation of the Austin Group. 
coprolite - petrified (fossilized) excrement. The 

undigestible residue of food eaten and passed 
through the alimentary canal of some animal. 

coquina - limestone composed primarily of shell, 
coral fragments and other organic debris. 

correlation - the determination of the equivalence 
in geologic age and stratigraphic position of two 
formations or other stratigraphic units in separated 
areas. 

cosmopolitan - having worldwide distribution. 
crenulated - having irregular ridges. 
Cretaceous Period - geologic time period of the 

youngest of three major subdivisions of the Me- 
sozoic Era, between 133 and 66.5 million years 
ago. 

crown - the enameloid-covered portion of the tooth 
which, unlike the root, is not anchored to the dental 
membrane. 

crown foot - the point at which the crown meets the 
root of a tooth. 

crushing teeth - low crowned teeth forming pave- 
ments for crushing rather than slicing. 

curation - the process of systematically cataloging, 
labeling, storing and otherwise taking care of a 
collection. 

cusp - a major crown projection on a tooth. 
cuspate - having numerous crown projections (cusp 

and cusplets) on a tooth. 
cusplet - minor crown projection flanking a cusp on 

a tooth. 

cutting ridge - knife-like ridges found on cusps, 
cusplets, blades and occlusal crown surfaces of a 
tooth. 

delta (deltaic) - a deposit of sediment formed at the 
mouth of a river either in the ocean or a lake that 
results in progradation of the shoreline. 

dental band - a narrow, smooth, enameloid-free 
band that occurs at the crown foot of a tooth. 

dental formula - a shorthand alphanumerical de- 
scription giving the tooth rowgroups and number 
of tooth rows in both jaws. 

dental membrane - a tissue on thelingual surface of 
the jaw cartilage to which teeth are attached. 

dentine - a histological term for the hard tissue 
comprising the root and internal crown structure 
of a tooth. 

dentition - all teeth in a mouth. 
depositional environment - all aspects of the spe- 

cific geographic area where sediment and fossils 
accumulate. 

depression - concave surface found on the crown or 
root of a tooth . 

dermal denticles - enlarged thorn-likeplacoid scales 
found primarily on skates and rays. 

dermal skeleton - see exoskeleton. 
dignathic heterodonty - opposing teeth in the up- 

per and lower jaw have a different shape andlor 
size. 

dimorphism - two distinct forms within a species. 
disjunct heterodonty - tooth shape changes 

abruptly along the dental series. 
distal - toward the corners of the jaws, opposite of 

mesial or furthest from the origin. 
dorsal - toward the top. 
dorsal fin - a fin on the back (dorsal surface) of a 

shark or ray. 
dorsoventral - referencing top to bottom. 
e.g. - abbreviation meaning "for example". 
elasmobranchs - sharks, skates and rays. 
enameloid - an enamel-like tissue coating the teeth 

in sharks and rays that is different from mamma- 
lian enamel. 

endoskeleton - internal skeleton. 
enterospirae - fossilized intestines. 
epicontinental sea - a sea that extends into the 

interior of a continent. 
erosion - disintegration of rock caused by weather- 

ing. 
estuary - where fresh water meets sea water, af- 

fected by tides. 
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exoskeleton - external skeleton, the protection sur- 
rounding the soft body of an animal, as the shell of 
brachiopods, pelecypods and insects. In elasmo- 
branchs, exoskeletalelements includeteeth, spines, 
placoid scales and dermal denticles. 

exposure - that part of a rock, bed or formation that 
is subject to weathering; an outcrop whereonecan 
look for fossils. 

extant - living, modern, opposite of fossil. 
faces - the characteristics of a rock unit. 
fauna - animals collectively found in a geographic 

region. 

holoaulacorhizous - roots of a tooth having a well- 
defined nutrient groove that divides the root into 
mesial and distal lobes. 

holotype - single specimen chosen by the original 
author of a species that is the name-bearer. 

homodonty - all teeth in the dentition have the same 
shape and relative size. 

ichnology - the study of trace fossils. 
ichthyology - branch of zoology specializing in the 

study of fish. 
I.C.Z.N. - International Commission for Zoological 

Nomenclature. sets taxonomic standards. 
feeding traces - scratches, grooves, slices, sediment i.e. - abbreviation meaning "that is". 

disturbances or patterns left bv an organism which imbricate dentition - teeth along the dental series 
are caused by feeding activity. 

field sieving - the filtering of sediment through 
various screen mesh sizes in the field to concen- 
trate and high-grade fossiliferous sediment. 

fin spines - spines situated in front of one or both 
dorsal fins in some modem and fossil sharks and 
rays. 

fluvial - pertaining to a river. 
foramen - a hole. 
formation- the primary unit in stratigraphy consist- 

ing of a succession of strata useful for mapping or 
description. 

fossilize - to preserve a trace or remains of a plant or 
animal in the earth's crust, to petrify. 

genotype - the species on which a genus has been 
defined. 

genus - a group of species believed to have de- 
scended from a common direct ancestor that are 
similar enough to constitute a useful unit at this 
level of taxonomy. 

geology - the study of earth history. 
gnathic - pertaining to the jaw. 
gradient heterodonty - a gradual transition in tooth 

shape and size along the dental series. 
guitarfish - rays belonging to the genus Rhinobatos. 
hardpart - mineralized skeletal element. 
hemal arch - cartilaginous ring attached to the 

ventral surface of the vertebral centrum. 
hemiaulacorhizous - broadly triangular roots of a 

tooth having a large central basal foramen and 
lacking a nutrient groove. 

heterodonty - variation in tooth size and shape in 
one species. 

heterogeneous - highly variable. 
high-grade - to select only the best. 
histology - the microscopic study of tissues. 

.. 
that articulate mesially and distally with one an- 
other by overlapping like roof shingles. 

incertae sidis - taxonomic position uncertain. 
independent dentition - teeth do not touch, articu- 

late or interlock with adjacent teeth in the series or 
row. 

intermedialia - areas of vertebral calcification situ- 
ated between the basidorsal and basiventral inser- 
tions for the arch cartilages. 

junior synonym - an invalid name for a genus or 
species. 

Jurassic Period - the middle of the three periods 
comprising the Mesozoic Era, between 190 and 
133 million years ago. 

juxtaposed dentition - teeth along the dental series 
abut mesially and distally with teeth in adjacent 
tooth rows. 

labial - side of the tooth toward the lips (outer face). 
labial flange - a basally directed and flattened crown 

projection of a tooth that usually extends below the 
level of the crown foot. 

labiolingual - referencing inside to outside of the 
mouth. 

lag deposit - thin lens or bed of sand, pebbles, 
phosphatic grains, teeth and bones that have been 
concentrated by wind or ocean currents. 

lamella - thin layer. 
lateral - situated on the sides. 
laterals - a tooth row group situated midway along 

the dental series. 
limestone - sedimentary rocks consisting primarily 

of calcium carbonate (CaCO,). 
lingual - side of the tooth toward the tongue (inner 

face). 
lingual peg - a small crown protuberance on the 

lingual face of a tooth, usually situated near the 
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crown foot. 
Lingual protuberance - lingually expanded or en- 

larged area of the root situated just below the 
crown foot and between the root lobes of a tooth. 

lithology - physical character of a rock (e.g., sand, 
clay, silt, chalk). 

locality catalog - a file where fossil locality infor- 
mation is stored. 

locality description - a concise written and graphic 
description of the exact location where afossil was 
found. 

lobate - a rounded tooth protuberance, usually re- 
fers to a root. 

locality map - a map, generally topographic, on 
which a fossil collecting site is marked. 

longitudinal ridges - enameloid ridges oriented 
along the length of a tooth that may occur on the 
labial, lingual and occlusal faces of shark and ray 
teeth. 

lumpers - taxonomists who ignore minor differ- 
ences in the recognition or definition of species 
and genera. 

Maestrichtian - latest time period of the Upper 
Cretaceous between 74 and 66.5 million years 
ago. 

mandibular - relating to the mandible or jaw. 
marginal area - omamented shelf-like area sur- 

rounding the cusp or corona1 knob in teeth of 
Prychodus. 

mar1 - a calcareous clay or mixture of clay and 
particles of calcite or dolomite and usually frag- 
ments of shells. 

matrix - the rock or sediment that contains or 
surrounds a fossil. 

matrix specimen - a fossil for display that has been 
partially cleaned and remains in the rock. 

Meckel's cartilage - lowerjaw cartilage in elasmo- 
branchs. 

medials - a tooth row group of symmetrical teeth 
situated over the jaw symphysis. 

mesial - side of the tooth toward the symphysis of 
the jaw; opposite of distal. Toward the origin or 
front. 

mesodistal -referencing front to the back of the jaw. 
micrometer - a metric unit of length where 1 mm = 

l000 micrometers, abbreviated "micron". 
millimeter - one thousandth of a meter of length 

equal to 0.0394 inch. 
mineralize - to petrify; replace with minerals. 
monognathic heterodonty - tooth variation along 

the dental series in either the upper or lower jaw. 
morphology - study of the form and structure of 

animals and plants or their fossil remains. 
mya - million years ago. 
natural tooth set - the complete upper and lower 

dental series preserved in life position such that 
there is no question as to their rowgroup order. 

neural arch - cartilaginous ring emanating from the 
dorsal margin of a vertebral centrum. 

nomenclature - systematic naming. 
nominal species - all named species within a genus 

regardless of their validity. 
notch - a rectangular groove situated between root 

lobes of a tooth in labial or lingual view, formed by 
the termination of the nutrient groove. 

notochord - primitive backbone. 
nutrient groove - shallow to deep, continuous to 

discontinuous groove containing a central fora- 
men or foramina and separating the mesial and 
distal root lobes on the basal or lingual root face. 

occlusal - tooth orientation term for the crown 
surface of a tooth, same as apical. 

ontogenetic heterodonty - changes in tooth size 
and shape throughout life. 

ontogeny - development of an individual organism 
from conception through maturity. 

oral teeth - teeth found in the mouth as opposed to 
rostra1 teeth. 

orthodentine -dense apatitic tooth tissue lacking a 
spongy texture. 

orthodont - teeth consisting of orthodentine and 
lacking a large pulp cavity. 

osteodentine - spongy apatitic tooth tissue found in 
crowns and roots. 

osteodont - teeth consisting of osteodentine and 
having a well formed pulp cavity. 

outcrop - a rock exposure. 
palatine scales - scales found on the roof of the 

mouth. 
palatoquadrate - cartilages of the right and left side 

of the upper jaw. 
paleobiology - branch of paleontology dealing with 

the study of fossils as organisms. 
paleontology - study of ancient life based on fossils. 
pallial dentine - dense tooth tissue consisting of 

numerous fibrous tubules. 
parasymphysials - tooth rowgroup situated mesial 

to the anteriors. 
pathological - a feature caused by disease or injury. 
pectoral fins - large paired fins just posterior to the 
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head. 
pectoral girdle - skeletal structure supporting 

the pectoral fins. 
pelagic - marine organisms that live free from direct 

dependence on bottom or shore. 
pelvic girdle - skeletal structure supporting the 

pelvic tins. 
placoderms - primitive Paleozoic jawed fishes. 
placoid scales - tooth-like scales found only on 

sharks and rays. 
polyaulacorhizous - roots having multiple nutrient 

grooves. e.g., Myliobaris. 
polyphyodont - old teeth shed and replaced by new 

teeth throughout life. 
posterior - located rearward. 
posteriors - a rowgroup of usually smaller teeth 

found at the distal end of the dental series. 
prehensile teeth - long, narrow, pointed grasping 

teeth. 
prismaticcalcified cartilage - small calcifiedcubes 

or tesserae that comprise most mineralized carti- 
lage. 

pulp cavity - a central open space inside a tooth 
crown. 

ray - a cartilaginous fish belonging to the class 
Chondrichthyes, having a dorsoventrally flattened 
body and ventral gill slits. 

replacement tooth - a nonfunctional but fully ma- 
ture tooth that is ready to replace the functional 
tooth in the same row. 

root - that portion of the tooth that in life is anchored 
to the dental membrane, is composed of 
osteodentine and lacks an enameloid covered sur- 
face. 

root lobes - lobate mesial and distal subdivisions of 
the root of a tooth. 

rostra1 teeth - spine-like teeth that line the lateral 
border of the rostrum (snout) in sawfishes. 

rostrum - an elongate snout in sawfishes that is 
armed with a row of teeth along its margin. 

row - a labiolingual ontogenetic sequence of teeth 
arising from one tooth germ. 

rowgroup - a series of adjacent rows of teeth that are 
grouped together on the basis of tooth similarity. 

rowlocking - teeth interlock labiolingually in the 
tooth row by articulation of a labial crown protu- 
berance with a lingual depression. 

rugose - having arough or irregulartexture, coarsely 
wrinkled. 

sagittal section - longitudinal vertical plane. 

sandblaster - a laboratory device that erodes rock 
by blastingit witha pressurized stream of abrasive 
powder (sand, dolomite) and air. 

sandstone - sedimentary rock composed chiefly of 
quartz grains cemented with lime, silica or other 
minerals. 

Santonian - a time period of the Upper Cretaceous 
between 88 and 84 million years ago. 

sediment - solid material transported and deposited 
by wind, water or ice; chemically precipitated 
from solution or secreted by organisms. 

sedimentation - process of depositing sediment. 
selachians - cartilaginous fishes; sharks and rays. 
SEM - abbreviation for scanning electron micro- 

scope. 
series - sequence of teeth in a line oriented 

mesodistally along the jaw edge; opposite of row. 
serrations - saw-toothed ornamentation of the cut- 

ting ridge of a tooth. 
sexual dental heterodonty - differences in tooth 

size and shape in teeth of the same relative position 
in males and females of the same age and species. 

shagreen - dried shark skin covered with placoid 
scales and used for sandpaper. 

shale - sedimentary rock composed of laminated 
layers of fine-grained, clay-like sediments. 

shark - a fish having a skeleton of cartilage and 
belonging to the class Chondrichthyes. 

sigmoid - having the shape of the letter S. 
skate - a ray-like animal without a tail barb. 
spatulate - flattened or tabular, like the end of a 

spatula. 
species - no entirely satisfactory definition can be 

formulated because theoretical and practical spe- 
cies are not necessarily the same. Ideally, the 
species concept embraces (a) interbreeding, (b) 
morphologic similarity, (c) physiologic compat- 
ibility, (d) ecologic association, (e) geographic 
distribution, and (0 continuity in time. Practi- 
cally, a species is the type specimen (holotype) 
and other individuals considered to be so closely 
related and similar that they should be referred to 
by a single species name. 

specimen catalog - a file containing all specimen 
numbers, identifications and other dataassociated 
with each fossil. 

specimen number - a unique number assigned to 
each fossil and recorded along with the specimen 
identification and locality information in a speci- 
men catalog. 
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splitters - taxonomists who attribute great signifi- 
cance to minor differences in the recognition or 
definition of species and genera. 

spp. - abbreviation indicating that more than one 
species is present. 

statoliths - mineralized particles found within the 
otic capsules (ears) of sharks and rays. 

stratigraphy - study of rock strata. 
stomodeal denticles - placoid scales located on the 

inside of the mouth and on the gill arches of sharks 
and rays. 

subspecies - recognizable subdivision of a species 
that occupies a more or less definite geographic, 
ecologic or chronologic range and grades into 
neighboring subspecies. 

subtropical - between the tropical and temperate 
zones. 

symphysials- tooth rowgroup situatedimmediately 
adjacent to the mandibular symphysis. 

symphysis - front of each jaw where left and right 
halves meet. 

synarcual - fused cervical vertebrae found in rays. 
synonymies - chronological record of scientific 

names that have been applied to some taxonomic 
category (i.e., family, genus, species, etc). 

systematics - study of similarities and differences in 
organisms and their relations; includes taxonomy 
and classification. 

taphonomy - the post-mortem history of an organ- 
ism. 

taxa (taxon) - a group of organisms constituting one 
classified category. 

taxonomy - the principles and processes of classify- 
ing organisms into categories. 

temperate seas - seas of the middle latitude zones 
lying between about 23 and 66 degrees north and 
south. 

Tertiary Period -geologic time period of the first or 
oldest part of the Cenozoic Era, between 66.5 and 
3.0 million years ago. 

tesserae - prismatic calcified cartilage. 
tooth set - complete upper and lower right or left 

dental series; may be artificial, associated or natu- 
ral. 

topography - the shape of the surface of the land. 
transverse ridge - enameloid ridge or ridges ori- 

ented transversely on the crown face. 
Turonian - a time period of the Upper Cretaceous 

between 92 and 89 million years ago. 
trace fossil - fossilized tracks, trails, burrows and 

feces of an organism hut not the organism itself. 
tropical seas - warm, equatorial ocean. 
type locality - the place where a fossil's species was 

originally recognized and described. 
type specimen - the single specimen on which the 

original description of a species is based. 
uncalcified - soft tissue (e.g., cartilage) lacking 

biological mineralization. 
vascular canals - small canals within the tooth 

dentine that supplies nutrients during life. 
ventral - toward the base. 
vertebral centrum - calcified core of a vertebra. 
wear facet - aflat, polished or angular crown surface 

modification resulting from natural tooth occlu- 
sion or abrasion. A feature typical of sharks and 
rays having pavement dentitions. 

weathering - physical disintegration andlor chemi- 
cal decomposition of rock. 

wet preserved - biological specimens (e.g., shark 
jaws) stored in a preserving fluid rather than dried. 
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Appendix 

CHECKLIST OF TEXAS 
CRETACEOUS SHARKS AND RAYS 

The checklist given in Figure 54 is an easy-to- 
photocopy alphabetical listing of all Texas Creta- 
ceous shark and ray families, subfamilies, genera 
and species described in this book. The Cretaceous 
stageages relevant to Texas are given at the top of 
each column. Opposite the taxon are open boxes 
provided for your notes and annotations. 

Many collectors will keep a current checklist for 
each of their localities, updating it after every field 
trip as new specimens are added. These checklists 
are easily kept in a notebook or file and space is 
provided at the top of the form torecord your locality 
number, locality name and geological information. 

A master checklist that summarizes every species in 
your collection by age, is a valuable tool for several 
reasons. First, it immediately shows just how com- 
plete, or incomplete, your collection is and where 
additional sampling needs to be done. Second, the 
chronologic ranges you record for each species, 
based on your own collecting and identification 
efforts, can he compared with those given in this 
book. A lack of correspondence between ranges 
might result from an incorrect species identification 
or uncertainty in the age or geologic position of your 
collectinglocality. On theother hand, you may have 
discovered a new range extension for the species or 
perhaps a taxon new to the Texas Cretaceous. 

If you are having difficulty identifying a tooth with 
the illustrations and descriptions given in this book, 
and if the closest species identification you can 
make does not fit with the range data cited herein, 
then the possibility exists that your specimen is 
either a taxon not previously reported from Texas 
but described elsewhere, or it is new to science. 

CHRONOLOGIC RANGE CHARTS 
OF TEXAS CRETACEOUS SHARKS 

AND RAYS 

The chronologic ranges for all Texas Cretaceous 
subfamilies, genera and species are illustrated in 
Figure 55. Sharks and rays are grouped separately 
and listed by their first (geologically oldest) appear- 
ance and in order of their chronologic range. For 
example, all sharks that first appear in the 
Cenomanian are grouped together. Within this 
assemblage, the taxa that occur no younger than the 
Cenomanian are listed first, followed in order by 
species with progressively youngerranges. Iftwo or 
more species have identical ranges they are listed in 
alphabetical order by genus first, then species. 

An obvious Santonian "gap" exists in almost all 
ranges that extend across this time interval. In 
Texas, the sediments deposited during Santonian 
time are found within relatively unfossiliferous, or 
at least poorly collected, sections of the Austin 
Chalk. In all likelihood, species present in the 
Coniacian and Campanian were also present in 
Texas during the Santonian and this interpretation is 
illustrated by light gray shading. Dark shading 
across the Santonian indicates fossil evidence for 
the range. 

Figure 56 illustrates the chronologic range for every 
shark and ray family in the Texas Cretaceous. The 
total family range is based on the sum of all its 
contained species as given in Figure 55, plus addi- 
tional unpublished information mentioned under 
comments in the species identification section of 
this book. 

The Santonian "gap" is also apparent on this chart 
and missing intervals have been shaded light or dark 
gray for the same reasons. 
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Index of FamiIies, Genera and Species 

Alopias 1 13 
- superciliosus 26, 27.1 13 
- vulpirzus 26,27,3 1, 113 

Alopiidae 43, 113 
Anacoracidae 31,43,115 
Anomotodon 93 

Belemnobatis 28 
Brachyrhizodus 23,46, 152, 153, 154 

- wichitaensis 44, 153 

Cantioscyllium 46, 80, 162 
- decipiens 22,43, 80, 82 

Carcharias 46, 87, 88, 92, 162 
- amonensis 43,87, 88.89 
- striatula 90 
- taurus 12, 13, 16, 17,88 
- tenuiplicatus 43, 87, 88,90 
- sp. A 43,91 
- SP. B 43,88,92 

Carcharocles 
- megalodon 18 

Carcharodon 
- carcharias 32, 87, 96 

Centrophoroides 73,74 
- latidens 74 

Cenrroscymnus 73,75 
Cetorhinidae 31 
Cetorhinus 9, 14, 31 

- maximus 32 
Chiloscyllium 46 

- greeni 43, 80,81 
Chlamydoselachidae 71 

Cretodus 46, 87, 98, 100, 110, 162 
- crassidens 25.43, 87,96,9X, 99, 100, 

174,180 
- semiplicatus 43, 87, 96,98, 100 

Cretolamna 46,87, 95, 101, 162 
- appendiculata 17, 18,25,43,87,96,103, 

104,105, 108, 112, 179 
- woodwardi 43,96,105 

Cretorectolohus 43,46,77, 80, 84 
Cretoxyrhina 37,38,46,87 

- mantelli 17,37,43,87,91,96,97,101,102, 
114 

Cretoxyrhinidae 33,43, 87, 96 

Dalatias 
- licha 26 

Dasyatidae 44, 152,157 
Dasyatis 15,46, 152, 157 

- SPP. 44,156 

Echinorhinidae 73 
Etmopterinae 40,42,46, 73,75 
Etmopterus 73,75 
Euprotomicrus 9 

- bispinatus 31 

Galeocerdo 1 15 
- cuvier 15 

Galeorhinus 44,46, 126,127, 128 
- zyopterus 126 

Ginglymostoma 46, 83 
- lehneri 43, 80,83 

Ginglymostomatidae 43, 80.83 
Gymnuridae 152 
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Index 

Hemiscylliidae 43, 80 
Heterodontidae 42.78 
Heterodontus 26,46, 78 

- canaliculatus 42, 78,79 
- ,franciscanus 15 

Hexanchus 14,46,7 1 
- griseus 15.72 
- microdon 42,7 1,72 

Heptranchidae 71 
Hexanchidae 42,71 
Hybodontidae 47 
H~bodus  22,28,40,46,47,50, l62 

- butleri 28, 29,30,37,42,47,48 
- SP. 22,42,49 

Hylaeobatis 56 
Hypo1ophu.s 

- mcnultyi 134 

Igdabatis 152 
Ischyrhiza 30.38.46, 138, 140, 144, 162 

- avonicola 44, 140 
- mira 44, 141, 142, 179 
- schneideri 141 
- texana 44, 140, 141,142 

Isurus 37,96, 113 

Lnmna 96 
- crassidens 98 
- nasus 17, 18 

Leptostyrax 46, 87,95, 106, 162 
- bicuspidarus 106 
- macrorhiza 43,87,96,106,107,108, 179 

Lissodus 24,28-30,46,47 
- africanus 53 
- anitae 28,42,47,53,54 
- griflsi 54 
- selachos 29, 30, 42, 54 

- spp. 42,55 
Lonchidion 53 

Microcorax 46, 115, 122, 162 
- crassus 43, 115, 122 

Mitsukurinidae 43,93 
Mitsukurina 93,106 

- owstoni 93 
Mobulidae 152 
Myliobatidae 23,40,44,46, 152, 154 
M~liobatis 18, 22, 152 

Odontaspididae 43, 88 
Odontaspis 46, 87, 88 

- ferox 16 
Onchopristis 30, 38,46, 138, 162 

- dunklei 22,44, 108, 143 
Onchosaurus 30,46, 138,144 

-pharao 31,44, 138,144 
Orectolobidae 43,80 
Oxynotinae 73 
Oqrhina 37 

- mantelli 37 
Orthocodontidae 7 1 
Otodus 

- divaricatus 98 

Palaeogaleus 22,44,46, 126,128 
- vincenti 128 

Paraisurus 46, 87, 108 
- compressus 12, 13, 17,25,43,87,96,108, 

109 
Paranomorodon 43,46,87, 101, 1 13,114 

- sp. 43 
Pararhincodon 46, 80, 85 

- groessenssi 43, 80,85 
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Parascylliidae 43, 80 
Polyacrodontidae 47 
Polyacrodus 24,28,46,47 

- cf. brevicostatus 42,47,50,51 
- illingsworthi 42, 51 
- aff. pawidens 42,47,52 

Pristidae 30 
Pristis 30 

- pectinara 138 
Pristiophoridae 30 
Protoplatyrhina 46, 129, 133 

- renae 44, 130,133 
Protolamna 46,87, l 10, 162 

- aff. soknlovi 22,43,87,96, 108,110,111 
Pseudocornn 36, 115,123 

- granti 43, 11 5,123 
Pseudohypolophus 46, 129, 154, 157, 162 

- m c n u l ~ i  44, 130.134 
Ptychodontidae 3 1,47,56 
Ptychodus 10, 14, 19,24,3 1,38,46,47,56-70,78, 

79.96, 174 
- anonymus 42,56,57,59,61,70 
- connellyi 42, 56,58 
- decurrens 42.56, 59,64, 179 
- latissimus 22,42,56,60,65,70, 180 
- mammillaris 42, 56.57, 61 
- mortoni 17,42, 56,62,63 
- occidentalis 42, 56,59,64 
- polygyrus 42,56,65 
- rugosus l7,42,56,66,67 
- whipplei 17,25,37,42,56,61,68,69, 180 
- sp. 42,56,61,70, 147 

Ptychotrygon 46, 129, 138, 147-151, 162 
- agujaensis 44,147, 15 1 
- hooveri 148, 149-1 5 1 
- slauglzreri 44, 149 
- texana 44,150 
- triangularis 22,44, 147, 149, 151 

Rajidae 40,44, 46, 129, 136, 137 
Raja 129, 137 

- bathyphila 136 

- binoculata 136, 137 
- texana 150 

Rhincodon 9, 3 1,80,86 
- typus 80 

Rhincodontidae 43, 80,86 
Rhinobatidae 44, 129,130 
Rhinobatoidea incertae sedis 133-135 
Rhinobatos 46, 129, 130 

- casieri 44, 131, 132 
- granulatus 32 
- incertus 44, 13 1,132 

Rhinopteridae 152 
Rhinoprera 153 
Rhombodontidae 152 
Rltombodus 46 

- binkhorsti 44, 152, 155 
Rhynchobatus 

- djiddensis 130 

Scapanorhynchus 46,87,93,94,96 
- raphiodon 25,43, 87,94,95 
- texanus 43,87,95,97, 179 

Schizorhiza 30.46, 138, 145 
- stromeri 145 
- cf. weileri 44, 145 

Schmetia 
- cruc~fomis 143 

Sclerorhynchidae 30,44, 129, 138,139 
Sclerorhynchus 30,46, 146 

- atavus 30,146 
- sp. 44,146 

Scyliorhinidae 40,43, 124, 125 
Scyliorlzinus 46, 124 

- mannoratus 32 
- spp. 43 

Serratolamna 46 
- biauriculata 1 12 
- serrata 43, 87, 112 

Serratolamnidae 43 
Somniosinae 40,42,46,73,75 
Spathobatis 28 
Sphenodus 71 
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Sphyma 
- blochii 32 

Squalicorar 14,31,32,33,35,46,96,108,115,121 
- curvatus 43, 115,116, 117, 118 
- falcatus 22, 25, 37,43,91, 115, 117, 1 18, 

180 
- kaupi 43. 1 15,118. 1 19, 179 
- pris~odont~rs 43. 115, 117, 118,119 
- sp. 43,120 

Squalidae 42, 73 
Squalinae 73 
Squaliolus 26 
Squalogaleus 73 
Squalus 22,46,73,74 

- acanrhias 29.74 
- ferox 88 
- sp. 42 

?Squatirhina 40,44,46. 129, 130 
- kannensis 135 
- lonzeensis 135 
- s p .  135 

Squatina 31,46,76,77,84 
- hassei 42,77 
- squatina 32 

Squatinidae 42,76 
Stegostoma 

- tigrinum 32 
Steinbachodus 56 

Triakidae 40,44,126 

Urolophidae 152 
Urolophus 28 
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